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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY  
 

INTRODUCTION 

This Employment Land Review (ELR) has been carried out to assess the supply of employment land 

within Gateshead, having regard to the need and demand for employment land within the Borough.  

The ELR will inform the emerging policies and proposed allocations of Gateshead’s Local Plan, 

specifically those contained within the Land Allocations and Development Management Policies 

document Making Spaces for Growing Places (MSGP). 

As the ELR will provide an important element of the evidence base supporting Gateshead’s Local Plan, 

it has been prepared with regard to relevant policies and allocations of the Gateshead and Newcastle 

Core Strategy and Urban Core Plan (CSUCP).  The CSUCP (which forms parts one and two of 

Gateshead’s Local Plan) was adopted in March 2015.  CSUCP policies related to employment land were 

informed by several studies, most notably: the Gateshead Employment Land Review and Office 

Capacity Study (July 2012); the NewcastleGateshead Office Needs Assessment (July 2012), and; the 

NewcastleGateshead Office Bridging Paper (September 2013).  This ELR updates the CSUCP evidence 

by providing an up-to-date appraisal of the availability of land in Gateshead for employment uses, in 

accordance with the requirements of Planning Practice Guidance (PPG), and the National Planning 

Policy Framework (NPPF). 

This ELR is accompanied by a detailed assessment of economic development needs, provided within 

the October 2016 Newcastle and Gateshead Employment Land and Property Demand Assessment 

Update (PDA).  The PDA reviews trends in the commercial development market in Gateshead and 

Newcastle, with reference to regional / sub-regional influences where appropriate.  It also reviews 

recent economic projections in assessing need for employment land against the requirements 

established within the CSUCP.  This ELR should be considered alongside the PDA, and consequently, 

the ELR does not seek to replicate the analysis presented in the PDA.  However, the ELR makes 

reference to key elements of the PDA where summarising its assessment of development needs. 

APPROACH 

The approach to assessing sites in this ELR conforms to PPG on carrying out housing and economic 

land availability assessments.  The assessment of sites has identified potential development sites, 

assessed their suitability for development, and the likelihood of development coming forward.  

Critically, Gateshead’s ELR has been prepared in parallel with the Council’s Strategic Housing Land 

Availability Assessment (SHLAA), with both studies intended to inform MSGP.  Although the SHLAA 

and ELR are discrete reports within the MSGP evidence base (allowing more nuanced consideration of 

supply and demand issues in each report), preparing the assessments in parallel contributes to a 

comprehensive approach to identifying potential development sites, and a coordinated assessment of 

potential uses.  The approach taken by the Council conforms to NPPF and PPG requirements in 

identifying appropriate land to meet housing and economic development needs. 

EMPLOYMENT LAND REQUIREMENTS AND ECONOMIC TRENDS 

Based on an assessment of economic development needs provided within the 2012 ELR (which was in 

turn informed by a February 2012 report on Long Term Employment and Demographic Projections, 

commissioned by Gateshead Council and Newcastle City Council), policy CS6 Employment Land sets 

out a minimum requirement for 150ha of net developable employment land across Gateshead and 
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Newcastle to be identified and allocated to meet gross employment land requirements, including 

requirements for office floorspace.  Policy CS6 identifies a specific requirement for office floorspace of 

a minimum of 512,000 sqm (gross internal area).  Supporting text to policy CS6 makes clear that of the 

combined requirement for employment land provision, a minimum of 70ha is to be provided in 

Gateshead.  Supporting text also identifies that 20% of the minimum 512,000sqm office floorspace is 

anticipated to be accommodated in Gateshead, with around 75% of the office floorspace being 

accommodated within the Urban Core. 

An up-to-date assessment of take-up, market conditions, and economic projections data set out in the 

PDA and the ELR has found that the employment land requirements of CSUCP policy CS6 remain an 

appropriate level of provision of employment land to support business growth in Gateshead. 

ASSESSMENT OF EMPLOYMENT SITES AND AREAS 

The ELR provides an assessment of potential development sites in Gateshead.  It also assesses the 

appropriateness of allocated employment areas in Gateshead.  The aim of these parallel assessments 

is to identify potential development sites in Gateshead that will be capable of accommodating 

identified requirements for employment land, and defining broad employment areas where 

employment uses will be acceptable in principle. 

Addison 

• Two sites are recommended for allocation for employment uses, providing 0.88ha net 

developable employment land. 

• Proposed revision to the employment area to remove land to the east of Newburn Bridge Road 

from the allocated employment area 

Blaydon / Derwenthaugh 

• One site, providing 0.91ha net developable employment land, is recommended for allocation. 

• Proposed revisions to the boundary of the employment area to exclude Blaydon Industrial 

Park/Churchills, and land to the east of the A695 from the allocated employment area 

 

Durham Road, Birtley 

• Proposed revisions to the employment area to tighten the boundary around existing industrial 

sites of Beaconsfield Industrial Estate, Komatsu and AEI Cables. 

East Gateshead 

• Proposed allocation of two sites for employment uses, comprising 3.24ha net developable 

employment land 

• Proposed revision to Main Employment Area boundary to exclude land within the Urban Core 

(allocated for development, within relevant CSUCP policies) 

Fairfield Industrial Park 

• Proposed removal of policy protection from the employment area, allowing a more flexible 

approach to new development proposals. 

Felling Industrial Estate 

• Proposed allocation of four sites for employment uses, comprising 6.71ha of net developable 

employment land 
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• Proposed revisions to the employment area boundary to exclude the former Morrisons Depot, 

Abbotsford Road, and land to the north and east of Baltic Road, allowing a more flexible 

approach to new development proposals 

Follingsby 

• Three proposed development sites have been identified, comprising 6.02ha of net 

developable employment land 

• Proposed expansion of the Key Employment Area boundary to include land south of Follingsby 

Lane (allocated for distribution / warehousing use in CSUCP policy KEA2) 

High Spen 

• Proposed removal of policy protection from the employment area, allowing a more flexible 

approach to new development proposals 

Pelaw Industrial Estate 

• Proposed removal of policy protection from the employment area, allowing a more flexible 

approach to potential future uses 

Portobello 

• Proposed expansion of the employment area, to include land to the east of Portobello Road 

• Two potential development sites are proposed for allocation for employment uses, 

contributing 1.62ha net developable employment land. 

Sands 

• Proposed removal of policy protection from the employment area, allowing a more flexible 

approach to potential future uses. 

Stargate Industrial Estate 

• Proposed continued policy protection of the industrial estate as a Local Employment Area. 

Team Valley trading Estate 

• Seven sites are proposed for allocation, comprising 10.17ha of net developable employment 

land. 

Teams 

• Proposed revision of the employment area boundary, to exclude land south of Derwentwater 

Road (Jennings Ford), and allocation of the remaining land as a Local Employment Area. 

Whickham Industrial Estate 

• Proposed allocation of one site with capacity for 0.85ha net developable employment land 

Whinfield 

• Proposed allocation of one site with capacity for 0.51ha net developable employment land 

Additional sites outwith allocated employment areas 

• One site has been identified as having potential to accommodate employment uses outwith 

a defined employment area.  The site, at Saltwell Business Park has capacity for 0.66ha net 

developable employment land. 
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ESTIMATING THE SUPPLY OF EMPLOYMENT LAND 

The assessment of potential employment sites has identified 24 sites recommended for allocation 

within the emerging Local Plan document MSGP.  Cumulatively the sites are capable of 

accommodating around 31.57ha of net developable employment land, with sites available across 

Gateshead at a range of sizes, capable of meeting a diverse range of business needs.  This supply should 

be considered alongside land allocated for employment use within the CSUCP, and assumed capacity 

within Metrogreen.  Comparison of this supply against the CSUCP’s requirement for a minimum of 

70ha of net developable employment land should consider the take-up of employment land since the 

beginning of the plan period.   

The table below quantifies the balance of the supply of employment land (including completions since 

the start of the plan period) against the Local Plan requirement.  A total supply of 68.02ha of net 

employment land has been identified, comprising 36.45ha of net developable land allocated / 

identified within the CSUCP, and 31.57ha of net developable employment land identified within this 

ELR, recommended for allocation within MSGP.  To date, 9.76ha of net employment land has been 

developed for employment use since the start of the Local Plan period.  Take-up of employment land 

since the beginning of the plan period can appropriately be offset against the requirement for 

employment land, resulting in a ‘residual requirement’ for a minimum of 60.24ha of net developable 

employment land up to 2030.  The ELR is therefore able to demonstrate capacity of 68.02ha net 

developable employment land in Gateshead against a ‘residual minimum requirement’ for 60.24ha. 

Supply of employment land 

 Net 
employment 
land (ha) 

South of Follingsby Lane (CSUCP allocation KEA2) 22.0 

Urban Core sites (CSUCP  allocations GC2.1, QB2.1, 
QB3.1, QB3.2, QB3.4, QB3.5) 

10.7 

Metrogreen office capacity (assumption based on 
CSUCP policy AOC2) 

3.75 

CSUCP supply sub-total 36.45 

Capacity of sites assessed in ELR 31.57 

Supply sub-total 68.02 

Take-up since 1st April 2010 (beginning of plan 
period) 

9.76 

‘Residual’ minimum requirement for employment 
land over plan period 

60.24 

‘Balance’ of employment land supply and take-up 
against CSUCP minimum requirement of 70ha 

+7.78 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

1.1 This Employment Land Review (ELR) has been carried out to assess the supply of employment land 

within Gateshead, having regard to the need and demand for employment land within the 

Borough.  The ELR will inform the emerging policies and proposed allocations of Gateshead’s Local 

Plan, specifically those contained within the Land Allocations and Development Management 

Policies document Making Spaces for Growing Places (MSGP). 

 

1.2 This ELR updates the 2017 draft ELR, which was published alongside other evidence supporting 

consultation on the publication draft MSGP in October – December 2017.  This ELR makes a 

number of revisions to the 2017 draft report, through: 

- providing an update on take-up and completions, with those recorded in 2017/18, and 

reviewing associated trends 

- reviewing the availability of sites using new information on development completions, 

proposals and developer interest 

- updating the information provided in the ELR’s assessment of site suitability, following 

comments received during consultation on a draft MSGP and its evidence base 

- assessing the potential contribution of additional sites, identified through officer knowledge, 

proposals and enquiries 

- updating the review of economic trends 

 

1.3 As the ELR will provide an important element of the evidence base supporting Gateshead’s Local 

Plan, it has been prepared with regard to relevant policies and allocations of the Gateshead and 

Newcastle Core Strategy and Urban Core Plan (CSUCP).  The CSUCP (which forms parts one and 

two of Gateshead’s Local Plan) was adopted in March 2015.  CSUCP policies related to employment 

land were informed by several studies, most notably: the Gateshead Employment Land Review 

and Office Capacity Study (July 2012); the NewcastleGateshead Office Needs Assessment (July 

2012), and; the NewcastleGateshead Office Bridging Paper (September 2013).  This ELR updates 

the CSUCP evidence by providing an up-to-date appraisal of the availability of land in Gateshead 

for employment uses, in accordance with the requirements of Planning Practice Guidance (PPG), 

and the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF). 

 

1.4 A revised NPPF was published in July 2018.  Some changes to the structure of the document, and 

revised wording have made (relatively minor) changes to some elements of national planning 

policy relating to employment land.  However, the revised NPPF retains the government’s broad 

approach to supporting economic growth.  Planning Practice Guidance relating to assessing the 

need for and supply of employment land has not (at the time of writing) been altered.  As such, it 

has not been necessary to make substantial changes to the ELR to reflect the content of the 2018 

NPPF. 

 

1.5 This ELR is accompanied by a detailed assessment of economic development needs, provided 

within the October 2016 Newcastle and Gateshead Employment Land and Property Demand 

Assessment Update (PDA).  The PDA reviews trends in the commercial development market in 

Gateshead and Newcastle, with reference to regional / sub-regional influences where appropriate.  

It also reviews recent economic projections in assessing need for employment land against the 
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requirements established within the CSUCP.  This ELR should be considered alongside the PDA, and 

consequently, the ELR does not seek to replicate the analysis presented in the PDA.  However, the 

ELR makes reference to key elements of the PDA when summarising its assessment of development 

needs.  

 

SCOPE 

Area 

1.6 This ELR considers the need for, and supply of employment land within the administrative boundary 

of Gateshead.  PPG advises that, in relation to economic uses, assessments of need should consider 

the relevant functional economic market area (reference ID: 2a-008-20140306).  Gateshead Council 

and Newcastle City Council have worked collaboratively in preparing the CSUCP, informed by 

supporting evidence.  Where appropriate, the Councils have also prepared joint evidence studies 

for their respective subsequent Local Plan documents.  These evidence base documents assess the 

links between Gateshead and Newcastle, and as such the CSUCP and emerging MSGP recognise, 

and respond to the economic and demographic factors that are shared between Gateshead and 

Newcastle.   

 

1.7 PPG does not prescribe a standard approach for defining functional economic market areas, but 

paragraph 2a-012-20140306 recommends consideration of factors including: 

˗ extent of any Local Enterprise Partnership within the area; 

˗ travel to work areas; 

˗ housing market area; 

˗ flow of goods, services and information within the local economy; 

˗ service market for consumers; 

˗ administrative area; 

˗ catchment areas of facilities providing cultural and social well-being; 

˗ transport network 

 

1.8 These factors have been considered within Gateshead’s Local Plan evidence base.  The Gateshead 

and Newcastle Strategic Housing Market Assessment (2017) considers travel to work areas and 

other factors in identifying Gateshead and Newcastle as a housing market area, with Newcastle 

also having strong links to North Tyneside.  The NewcastleGateshead Strategic Comparison Retail 

Study (2016) considers the catchment areas of facilities and the service market for consumers in 

establishing a coordinated approach to planning for future retailing provision within Gateshead and 

Newcastle. 

 

1.9 In relation to determining the functional economic market area, the PDA states: 

 

“…functional economic areas vary according to sectors and are impossible to pin down with 

absolute precision due to the heterogeneous nature of the local economy.  In general, we 

consider that broad travel to work areas represent the most appropriate fit in terms of planning 

for future economic needs.  In the case of Newcastle and Gateshead travel to work patterns 

span significantly beyond the administrative boundaries and whilst the predominant flow is in-

commuting for Newcastle there is also out commuting from both areas to other employment 

centres.  This underlines the importance of cross border collaboration and coordination in 
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planning for future economic development needs and we have considered this wider 

geographic area in our assessment”. 

 

1.10 Accordingly, the scope of this ELR, in its assessment of the supply of employment land, spans the 

administrative boundary of Gateshead, while the accompanying evidence of demand has 

considered the combined area of Gateshead and Newcastle.  The local authority area provides the 

most appropriate area for the assessment of employment land supply in practical terms.  The local 

authority also represents an appropriate market area when considering demand for sites, 

particularly from smaller and locally based operators.  Where the supply of employment land in 

other areas appears likely to affect demand for specific sites in Gateshead, relevant factors are 

considered through the ELR’s assessment of market demand (captured within the assessment of 

site suitability). 

 

1.11 As the ELR has been prepared to inform Gateshead’s emerging Local Plan policies, the scope of the 

study reflects the adopted policies of the CSUCP, and the geographical coverage of the emerging 

MSGP.  The CSUCP allocated development sites within the Urban Core, some of which have capacity 

to accommodate employment uses (see CSUCP policies GC2, QB2, and QB3).  It also provided a 

strategic allocation of land for distribution and warehousing facilities, at the South of Follingsby 

Lane site (policy KEA2), and identified the Metrogreen area as an area of change (policy AOC2) with 

capacity to accommodate mixed-use (commercial) development that complements the residential-

led redevelopment of the area.  Following adoption of the CSUCP in March 2015, the Council is 

working with landowners and developers to bring forward development of allocated sites, and 

implement the plan’s policies.  All CSUCP site allocations continue to be relevant, and relevant 

policies are applied by the Council in determining development proposals.  MSGP does not seek to 

review or replace the specific site allocations of the CSUCP, and consequently this ELR does not 

review of the development potential of sites allocated for development within the CSUCP (an 

annual review of take-up and loss of employment land has been provided within Gateshead’s 

Annual Monitoring Reports, with summary data included in the ELR).  CSUCP allocations are 

considered within the supply of sites in determining the borough-wide capacity of employment 

land. 

 

Uses 

1.12 This ELR considers employment land in relation to uses that fall within the B-class uses: B1(a) office, 

B1(b) research and development, B1(c) light industry, B2 general industry and B8 storage and 

distribution.  Other uses can contribute towards provision of employment opportunities, but land 

requirements for those uses are considered elsewhere within Gateshead’s Local Plan (eg. within 

evidence and policies relating to the provision of retail and community facilities).  Although the 

need for employment land has taken into account economic (jobs growth) projections, the 

requirement for ‘employment floorspace’ relates only to jobs growth likely to be provided by 

growth in businesses operating within the B use classes. 

 

Time horizon 

1.13 Gateshead’s Local Plan spans the period 2010 to 2030.  Projections of population, household and 

economic growth underpinning the CSUCP were prepared on this basis, albeit much of this growth 

was anticipated to occur in the period after 2015, following projected recovery from the economic 
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downturn of 2008.  The PDA produced a quantitative projection of land and floor space 

requirements for the period 2015 to 2030.  This ELR assesses the supply of sites that are available 

for development from 2017 onwards, and considers the contribution of land taken-up for 

employment uses from 2010 onwards.  By estimating the likely timescales for delivery of 

development on potential employment sites, the ELR provides a trajectory of delivery of 

employment sites over a 15-year time horizon (from 2017 to 2032). 
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2. APPROACH 

 

2.1 The approach to assessing sites in this ELR conforms to PPG on carrying out housing and economic 

land availability assessments.  The assessment of sites has identified potential development sites, 

assessed their suitability for development, and the likelihood of development coming forward.  

Critically, Gateshead’s ELR has been prepared in parallel with the Council’s Strategic Housing Land 

Availability Assessment (SHLAA), with both studies intended to inform MSGP.  Although the SHLAA 

and ELR are discrete reports within the MSGP evidence base (allowing more nuanced consideration 

of supply and demand issues in each report), preparing the assessments in parallel contributes to 

a comprehensive approach to identifying potential development sites, and a coordinated 

assessment of potential uses.  The approach taken by the Council conforms to NPPF and PPG 

requirements in identifying appropriate land to meet housing and economic development needs. 

 

IDENTIFYING SITES  

2.2 The Council undertook a comprehensive review to identify potential development sites in 

Gateshead for further review within the ELR.  The starting point for identifying sites has been all 

sites identified within the 2012 ELR, including sites allocated for employment uses within the2007 

Unitary Development Plan (UDP), which have not yet been fully developed.  These sites constituted 

a thorough assessment of known sites with potential for development in 2012, and therefore 

provide a robust starting point for the 2018 ELR.  The following sources have been used to identify 

additional sites: 

• Sites identified through the two most recent call for sites carried out in autumn 2015, and as 

part of consultation on a publication draft MSGP in October-December 2017 (submissions 

were invited from private landowners and developers, as well as providing an opportunity for 

the Council to identify assets which may have potential for development). 

• Planning applications, and pre-application enquiries for new development or change of use 

proposals related to B use class development submitted to the Council since 2011 (i.e. 

development proposals / enquiries not captured within the 2012 ELR) that are 

unimplemented or under construction. 

• Sites included in the Council’s registers of vacant land and derelict sites. 

• Sites identified by Council officers with knowledge of development opportunities in 

Gateshead. 

• Sites identified within the SHLAA which may not be available for residential development, but 

could accommodate development within the B use classes.  

• Other sites, identified by officers within Spatial Planning and Environment using site visits, 

local knowledge and aerial photography, which may have potential for development. 

 

2.3 The approach set out above has identified a comprehensive and up-to-date list of potential sites 

within Gateshead.  This ‘long list’ of sites comprises more than 400 separate development sites in 

total, including a broad range of sites in terms of size, potential uses, and location. 

 

Minimum site size 

2.4 PPG recommends that assessments of economic land availability consider sites and broad locations 

of 0.25ha (capable of accommodating 500sqm of floorspace) or above.  However, in practice sites 
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of less than 0.25ha could accommodate more than 500sqm of employment floorspace.  For 

instance, this ELR assumes that a site of 1ha gross area would be capable of accommodating 

4,000sqm of out of centre office, industrial or warehousing / distribution space (a plot ratio of 40%): 

assessments of town centre office space commonly use a plot ratio of 200%, while analysis of 

Newcastle City Centre office densities carried out by Storeys Edward Symmons indicated a plot 

density of 300% to be appropriate.  In addition, as sites identified within the ELR include 

development and change of use proposals, which, for mapping purposes may identify a site 

boundary tightly drawn around buildings, or include only part of a wider site, site boundaries 

established through the identification of sites may under-represent the potential developable site 

area.  In order to establish an approach which discounted sites not capable of providing a 

meaningful contribution to Gateshead’s portfolio of employment land, whilst ensuring that an 

appropriate range of sites was considered, a minimum site size threshold of 0.05ha has been used 

in this ELR. 

 

Sites outside the scope of this ELR 

2.5 As noted earlier in this report, the 2018 ELR has been prepared within the context of Gateshead’s 

Local Plan.  The scope of the ELR reflects the adopted policies of the CSUCP, and the geographical 

coverage of the emerging MSGP.  This ELR therefore does not provide a new appraisal of sites 

allocated for employment uses within the CSUCP (sites within the Urban Core, and the South of 

Follingsby Lane Key Employment Area).  Similarly, the ELR does not assess sites within the 

Metrogreen Area of Change, as the Council’s emerging policy framework for Metrogreen, based on 

a comprehensive evidence base, will determine potential uses on specific sites within the area.  

Although a specific assessment of the sites allocated in the CSUCP has not been carried out as part 

of this ELR, the development potential of these sites, and latest indication of the likely timescales 

for development has been considered when establishing the schedule of employment sites, 

provided at table 6.2. 

 

ASSESSING SITES 

2.6 PPG separates the assessment of development potential into three broad elements: suitability, 

availability and achievability (see flow chart at appendix 2).  Where the assessment of sites 

identifies constraints that would impact on the suitability, availability and/or achievability of 

development, PPG (Reference ID: 3-022-20140306) requires that opportunities to overcome 

constraints are considered. 

 

Assessing suitability 

2.7 PPG makes clear that assessments of site suitability should be guided by the development plan, 

emerging plan policy and national policy, along with considerations of market / industry 

requirements in the functional economic market area.  As such, the assessment of suitability 

considers whether there are physical or policy constraints which would impact on the development 

potential of a site.  Where constraints are identified, the assessment of suitability has considered 

whether the constraint could be overcome. 

 

2.8 Although the ELR has sought to identify opportunities to overcome constraints where they are 

identified, the Council has considered that some constraints are so severe that mitigation would be 
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incapable of overcoming the negative impact that development would have.  For the purpose of 

this ELR, such constraints, termed “exclusionary” constraints are: 

˗ Greenfield sites in the Green Belt 

˗ Sites of Special Scientific Interest 

˗ Local Nature Reserves 

˗ Scheduled Ancient Monuments 

˗ Ancient woodland 

˗ Functional floodplains (Flood Zone 3b) 

˗ Public open space, sports and recreational facilities which cannot be defined as surplus to 

requirements, and cannot be replaced by equivalent or better provision (in accordance with 

NPPF paragraph 97) 

˗ Health and Safety Executive Inner Zones 

 

2.9 The assessment of site suitability has, in practice provided the first phase of the site assessment 

process.  The assessment of suitability has considered potential development sites against the 

requirements of Gateshead’s Local Plan policies and the NPPF.  Potential development sites which 

are considered suitable (with or without constraints) have then been assessed in terms of their 

availability and achievability.  In keeping with PPG (Reference ID: 3-028-20140306), a proportionate 

approach has been taken in the amount of detail provided within the site assessment, with the 

greatest amount of detail provided for those sites which may be potential candidates for 

development.  Where sites have been discounted, clear evidence and justification is provided.  

 

Assessing availability 

2.10 PPG (Reference ID: 3-020-20140306) advises that a site can be considered available when, on the 

best information available, there is confidence that there are no legal or ownership problems which 

would hinder development of the site, and there is a firm indication that the site will come forward 

for development (i.e. the landowner or developer has expressed an intention to develop the site, 

or the landowner has expressed an intention to sell).   

 

2.11 Gateshead has a relatively large quantity of land currently in use for industrial purposes, the 

majority of which is located within well-established and accessible industrial locations.  Existing 

sites accommodate a significant amount of ‘churn’ in the market, as the quantity and range of 

premises means businesses are able to find existing alternative premises that meet their 

requirements within Gateshead, without generating a need for new development.   

 

2.12 Reflecting the Borough’s stock of employment land, a substantial proportion of sites identified 

within Gateshead’s ELR currently accommodate existing industrial premises.  While in most cases 

it is unlikely that currently developed industrial land will be redeveloped to provide new premises, 

some sites offer realistic opportunities for redevelopment to provide new premises that meet the 

specific needs of a prospective occupier, or to provide more commercially attractive premises.  The 

assessment of availability has therefore often required a judgement to be made regarding whether 

the site in question is likely to be redeveloped for industrial uses within the time horizon covered 

by the ELR.  This ELR has considered a range of factors to understand the availability of currently 

developed sites to accommodate new development in the B use classes, including landowners’ 
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intentions (where known), the site’s planning history, levels of occupancy, the condition of 

buildings, and the likely market appeal of the site. 

 

Assessing achievability 

2.13 Assessing achievability essentially involves a judgement about the economic viability of a site.  

Because of the potential range of commercial development that may be accommodated on 

employment land, depending on the location, size and other characteristics of the site, in addition 

to fluctuating demand for different uses and changing market conditions over the time horizon 

covered by this ELR, accurately estimating the achievability of development on employment land 

can present a considerable challenge. 

 

2.14 The ELR has used commercial value zones prepared for Gateshead’s Community Infrastructure Levy 

to provide a broad indication of the viability of commercial development in different locations 

across the Borough.  This assessment is discussed in more detail within section 5 of this report.  

Value zones are also identified within the schedule of assessed sites, in appendix 1.  As the type of 

development (and associated operational activities) accommodated on employment sites can vary 

significantly, it is difficult to provide an accurate assessment of likely requirements for mitigation.   

 

2.15 Rather than attempting to assess the specific viability of each suitable and available development 

site, the Council has adopted an approach of assessing the viability of notional schemes within each 

commercial value zone.  This is a proportionate approach which reflects the considerable 

uncertainty over the type of development that could take place at sites allocated for employment 

use.  Uncertainty in terms of the potential range of uses, the density of development, and the 

potential requirements for mitigating the impacts associated with the proposed development, in 

addition to opportunities for public sector support to offset some costs for businesses indicate that 

a site or scheme-specific approach to viability would require excessive amounts of detailed 

assumptions, and would not be appropriate for the purposes of the ELR. 

 

2.16 Commonly, overcoming physical constraints affecting employment sites requires the retention of 

a portion of the site to accommodate features that would mitigate the identified constraint, for 

example through the provision of landscaping, SuDS features, or areas of ecological mitigation.  

Overcoming constraints in this way can reduce the net developable area of a site (and has therefore 

been considered when estimating development capacity), but may not otherwise incur a cost to 

development. 

 

Estimating development capacity 

2.17 The development capacity of employment land is influenced by a range of factors, including the 

need to provide on-site mitigation of constraints (eg. the provision of SuDS features to mitigate 

flood risk issues), anticipated use(s), access arrangements, and site layout.  This ELR has sought to 

estimate development capacity of sites assessed as suitable and available, and where development 

is considered achievable, based on a range of relevant factors.  Where appropriate, the planning 

history of sites, or other indications of landowner / developer intentions has been reviewed to 

inform the estimate of development capacity. 
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2.18 The primary purpose of this ELR is to identify the supply of employment land within Gateshead, 

and assess this against the need for employment land as identified within the CSUCP (and reviewed 

within the PDA).  The need for employment land has been established in terms of net developable 

employment land.  Accordingly, this ELR has estimated development capacity in terms of net 

developable employment land, rather than providing an estimate of potential floorspace1.  A 

summary of the approach taken to determining needs for employment land in Gateshead is 

provided within section 3 of this report. 

 

2.19 Several sites assessed as suitable and available contain existing premises on part or all of the site.  

Where such sites are considered to have potential for redevelopment over the ELR time horizon 

the ELR has considered the likely net change in developed land that could result through the full or 

partial redevelopment of a site.  The net change in developed area has particular consequence for 

the estimated supply of employment land considered against identified need.  Need for 

employment land as set out within the CSUCP is based on a requirement over the 2010 to 2030 

plan period.  Accordingly, where sites contain existing premises which have not been occupied since 

2010, the capacity of a site for redevelopment (i.e. the clearance of existing unoccupied buildings, 

and development of new industrial premises) has been considered to provide a net contribution to 

the supply of employment land in Gateshead.  Where sites have been occupied after 2010, the 

development capacity of sites with existing premises has been estimated, with the net additional 

employment land provided through redevelopment being calculated taking into account the 

potential loss of existing employment premises. 

 

2.20 The anticipated potential use(s) of sites has considered relevant factors, including past/current 

uses, planning history or other indication of landowner intentions, site location, surrounding uses 

and anticipated market appeal.  Unless there are site-specific circumstances which indicate a 

particular use to be appropriate or inappropriate, potential uses have been estimated to be office 

use (B1a), or general industrial use (B1b/c, B2 and B8).  As this ELR has not assessed any potential 

office sites within the Urban Core, it has not been necessary to consider the development capacity 

of higher density town centre office developments (which can be accommodated within units that 

are several storeys in height). 

 

Estimating timescales for delivery 

2.21 In addition to identifying the total capacity of employment land in Gateshead, the ELR provides an 

indication of the rate of delivery of employment land in the Borough.  This trajectory provides a 

broad indication of anticipated delivery of development on employment sites over the Local Plan 

period (up to 2030), expanded to cover a fifteen-year time horizon (the period covered by this ELR, 

seeking to identify deliverable (0-5 years) and developable (6-15 years) sites), set against identified 

need. 

 

                                                           
1 Where a site’s floorspace capacity cannot be anticipated by reviewing previous planning applications or other 
sources of information, application of plot ratios (the ratio between building area and site size) can provide an 
indication of site capacity in terms of floorspace.  The 2012 ELR recommended a plot ratio of 40% for B1a office 
(out of centre locations), and B1b, B1c, B2 and B8 sites.  This broad approach is supported by the Employment 
Land Reviews Guidance Note, published in 2004 by ODPM: 
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/7722/147540.pdf 

https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/7722/147540.pdf
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2.22 The estimate of timescales provided within this ELR has used relevant information where available, 

including the planning status of the site, landowners’ intentions (where known), and the likely 

implications of constraints affecting the sites, or requirements for infrastructure provision.  

However, delivery of development on employment sites (apart from those sites with planning 

permission in place, or where development has commenced) can be difficult to anticipate with 

much accuracy.  In practice market conditions are likely to have the greatest influence on the 

overall rate of delivery of economic development.  Unlike the implications of physical constraints 

relating to specific sites (which are in general relatively straightforward to identify), overarching 

market conditions, which relate to developer confidence, access to finance, and demand for 

different types of sites or premises, are difficult to anticipate in the medium to long term. 

 

2.23 This ELR has sought to estimate timescales for delivery using five-year periods of short-term (0-5 

years), medium-term (6-10 years) and long-term (11-15 years).  Although those sites considered 

more likely to come forward in the long-term may have potential to be delivered after the end of 

the plan period, in practice the estimate of delivery timescales is provided to give an indicative 

estimate of the phasing of delivery, largely based on current market conditions.  There are no 

known physical constraints which would prevent the delivery of ‘long-term’ sites before 2030, and 

in consequence, all sites assessed as being suitable, available and achievable candidates for 

economic development are considered likely to be deliverable or developable within the plan 

period. 

 

REVIEWING EMPLOYMENT AREAS 

2.24 In addition to identifying the supply of employment land within Gateshead, a significant output of 

this ELR is the review of allocated employment areas within Gateshead’s Local Plan.  Gateshead has 

several large and well-established industrial areas situated across the Borough, which provide a 

significant asset to Gateshead’s economy by accommodating a large proportion of existing and new 

businesses in the Borough.  Gateshead also has a number of smaller industrial locations which 

provide employment land that accommodates local business needs.  In order to ensure that the 

Borough’s employment areas are able to continue to support Gateshead’s economy, the 2007 UDP 

designated these Primary and Secondary employment areas as being appropriate locations for B1, 

B2 and B8 uses, while making clear that other non-employment uses will not normally be permitted 

(see UDP policies JE1 and JE3). 

 

2.25 Due to changing market conditions, and changing circumstances related to specific sites, it is 

necessary to keep these employment areas under review.  The 2012 ELR provided an assessment 

of Gateshead’s employment areas and made recommendations for revising boundaries to include 

or exclude sites where appropriate, or to allow a more flexible use of land through changing or 

removing the employment area policy designation.  The 2012 ELR’s detailed recommendations 

regarding employment area designations were not translated into Local Plan policy, as employment 

area designations fell outside the scope of the CSUCP. 

 

2.26 This ELR provides a review of Gateshead’s employment areas, with potential for recommendations 

to be translated into Local Plan policy through designations within MSGP which will supersede UDP 

policies related to Primary Employment Areas (JE1) and Secondary Employment Areas (JE3).  The 

consequences of the 2008 economic downturn still have implications for the development of land 
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within Gateshead; MSGP will provide a local policy framework prepared within this context, which 

will also take into account the requirements of the National Planning Policy Framework. 

 

2.27 Paragraph 120 of the NPPF is of particular significance to the review of Gateshead’s employment 

areas.  It states:  

 

“Planning policies and decisions need to reflect changes in the demand for land. They should 

be informed by regular reviews of both the land allocated for development in plans, and of land 

availability. Where the local planning authority considers there to be no reasonable prospect 

of an application coming forward for the use allocated in a plan: 

a) they should, as part of plan updates, reallocate the land for a more deliverable use 

that can help to address identified needs (or, if appropriate, deallocate a site which is 

undeveloped); and 

b) in the interim, prior to updating the plan, applications for alternative uses on the 

land should be supported, where the proposed use would contribute to meeting an 

unmet need for development in the area.”  

 

The requirement that plan updates should reallocate, or where appropriate deallocate land where 

the local planning authority considers there to be no reasonable prospect of an application coming 

forward for the allocated use has implications for some of Gateshead’s employment areas.  The 

2012 ELR identified several (mostly peripheral) sites within the UDP’s defined employment area 

boundaries which, within the context of a quantitative surplus of employment land2, were 

recommended for de-allocation from policies restricting development of the sites to the B use 

classes.   

 

2.28 For the purposes of decision taking, the 2012 ELR has provided an up-to-date assessment of need 

and supply of employment land across the Borough.  Its assessments of specific sites have been 

used to understand whether there is a reasonable prospect of a site being used for a B class use.  

Although it is not feasible to appraise every site with potential for new development or change of 

use relating to the provision of non-B class use, this ELR seeks to assess relevant sites within 

designated employment areas where there is an indication that the site may not be suitable and/or 

available for new or continued industrial uses. 

 

2.29 It should be noted that recommendations within this ELR to de-allocate employment land should 

not be regarded as a recommendation to decrease business activity in a particular area, or that 

employment opportunities are not needed.  Rather, the appraisal of employment areas has been 

carried out in an effort to rationalise Gateshead’s stock of employment land, responding to market, 

and site-specific conditions.  In this respect, the appraisal of employment areas in Gateshead is 

largely an assessment of the suitability and availability of sites within existing defined employment 

areas for B-use development.  This appraisal also has regard to the broad trend of reducing demand 

                                                           
2 The 2012 ELR recommended a portfolio comprising of 57 sites with a total of 88.85ha of employment land, 
set against a requirement for a minimum of 70ha of employment land.  A total of 30.15ha of employment sites 
were recommended for ‘de-allocation’, allowing for a more flexible policy approach to potential uses (i.e. 
removing the restrictions to B class uses imposed by policies JE1 and JE3). 
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for industrial uses in quantitative terms, and the need to accommodate business growth in other 

commercial sectors. 

 

2.30 The intended outputs of appraising Gateshead’s employment areas include providing 

recommendations for Local Plan policy allocations of employment areas within Gateshead which 

are able to identify and retain an appropriate quantity of employment land to meet existing and 

future business needs, whilst avoiding the protection of sites where there is no reasonable prospect 

of them being occupied for industrial uses. 
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3. EMPLOYMENT LAND REQUIREMENTS 
 

3.1 This ELR is set within the context of the adopted CSUCP, which provides parts one and two of 

Gateshead’s emerging Local Plan.  Based on an assessment of economic development needs 

provided within the 2012 ELR (which was in turn informed by a February 2012 report on Long Term 

Employment and Demographic Projections3), policy CS6 Employment Land sets out a minimum 

requirement for 150ha of net developable employment land across Gateshead and Newcastle to 

be identified and allocated to meet gross employment land requirements, including requirements 

for office floorspace.  Policy CS6 identifies a specific requirement for office floorspace of a minimum 

of 512,000sqm (gross internal area).  Supporting text to policy CS6 makes clear that of the 

combined requirement for employment land provision, a minimum of 70ha is to be provided in 

Gateshead.  Supporting text also identifies that 20% of the minimum 512,000sqm office floorspace 

is anticipated to be accommodated in Gateshead, with around 75% of the office floorspace being 

accommodated within the Urban Core. 

 

IDENTIFYING ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT NEEDS WITHIN THE CSUCP 

3.2 In providing an assessment of future economic development needs to inform the CSUCP, the 2012 

ELR reviewed three principal approaches: 

1. Forecasts of employment growth in the main B class sectors;  

2. Projecting forward past take-up trends of employment land, with adjustments (if 

necessary) to reflect changing economic conditions; 

3. Considering the population forecasts and future growth of local labour supply and the 

amount of jobs and employment space this can support. 

The differing levels of growth suggested by employment-based estimates and past take-up trends 

were considered alongside a range of other indicators to inform the report’s judgement of the best 

estimate of future needs. 

 

Job Forecasts 

3.3 The 2012 ELR considered three quantitative projections of economic (jobs) growth: 

1. An Experian Long Term Recovery Scenario, compatible with the strategic growth 

projections used to inform the North East Regional Spatial Strategy, which factored in the 

continuing impact of the 2008 economic downturn and assessed its implications in terms 

of a long term economic recovery for Gateshead, driven by increasing employment in 

office-based occupations.  This scenario represented a Gross Value Added (GVA) growth 

rate of 3.1% per annum. 

2. An economic growth scenario was obtained from Cambridge Econometrics in summer 

2011, and used by St Chad’s College, Durham Business School as the basis for a report on 

Long Term Employment and Demographic Projections (February 2012), prepared for 

Gateshead Council and Newcastle City Council.  This independent ‘baseline’ economic 

growth scenario identified a GVA growth rate of 2.1% per annum. 

3. The assessment of the Cambridge Econometrics ‘baseline’ economic growth projection by 

St Chad’s College highlighted that levels of growth in Gateshead anticipated within the 

                                                           
3 http://www.gateshead.gov.uk/DocumentLibrary/Building/PlanningPolicy/Core-Strategy-Documents/EL29.-
Long-Term-Employment-and-Demographic-Projections-February-2012.pdf 
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projection were markedly lower than historic rates of growth observed in the local 

authority area.  After reviewing these data, Gateshead and Newcastle Councils decided to 

slightly increase projected growth in Gateshead, while maintaining overall levels of growth 

across Gateshead and Newcastle when projections for both authorities were considered 

together.  The resulting ‘preferred’ scenario presented a GVA growth rate of 2.2% per 

annum. 

 

3.4 The differing assumptions related to borough-wide rates of growth, the relative growth of each 

economic sector, and productivity (the relationship between economic growth, commonly measured 

by GVA, and jobs growth), results in different projections of jobs growth for Gateshead, as identified 

in table 3.1.  Older projections of economic growth provided within the Experian Long Term Recovery 

Scenario identify anticipated growth of over 20,000 additional jobs between 2010 and 2030, with the 

majority of growth occurring within non-B class employment.  Economic projections based on 

Cambridge Econometrics data show a more modest projection of growth, with lower levels of growth 

in the B8 storage / distribution, and in non-B class employment.  

Table 3.1 Economic projection jobs forecasts, by broad industrial group. 

 Projected growth in jobs 2010 to 2030 (rounded to nearest hundred) 

B1a Office B1b/c, and B2 
Industrial 

B8 Storage / 
Distribution 

Non-B-class Total change 

Experian Long Term 
Recovery 

3,300 -500 2,700 14,800 20,300 

Cambridge Econometrics 
Baseline 

3,200 -500 0 2,900 5,600 

St Chad’s Preferred 
Scenario 

3,700 -300 100 4,300 7,800 

 

3.5 The 2012 ELR translated quantitative jobs forecasts into estimates of potential employment space 

requirements.  After translating jobs forecasts into their Full Time Equivalents, the ELR used 

projected changes in employment across different economic sectors (as represented by Standard 

Industrial Classification groups) to translate projected change in jobs numbers into floorspace 

requirements for office floorspace, general industrial floorspace, and wholesale / distribution 

floorspace.  Employment densities recommended in the HCA Employment Densities Guide 2nd 

edition 2010 were used to determine floorspace requirements4, and plot ratios by use class were 

applied to determine the employment land requirements associated with each projection.  The 

implications of the jobs forecasts for employment land needs, presented in table 3.2, show a 

requirement for between -1.7ha and 40.6ha for the 2010-2030 plan period. 

 
  

                                                           
4 In November 2015 DCLG (HCA) published a 3rd edition of the Employment Density Guide.  The calculations 
used in the 3rd edition guide resulted in only modest changes to the jobs density figures published previously, 
and would therefore be unlikely to significantly alter the projected floorspace requirements determined in the 
2012 ELR. 
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Table 3.2 Net employment land forecasts (hectare) 

 B1a Office B1b/c, and B2 
Industrial 

B8 Storage / 
Distribution 

Total B-class 

Experian Long Term 
Recovery 

3.7 -5.4 42.3 40.6 

Cambridge Econometrics 
Baseline 

3.6 -5.3 0 -1.7 

St Chad’s Preferred 
Scenario 

4.1 -3.4 2.2 2.8 

 

Take-up, Losses, and Margin of Choice 

3.6 Analysis of past take-up of commercial office/industrial space in Gateshead indicated a total of 

47.5ha land was developed for B-class uses over the period 2000/01 to 2011/12, equating to an 

annual rate of 3.96ha per annum, with an average of 2.99ha per year of allocated employment 

land lost to non-employment uses.  Projecting these rates forward over the 20-year plan period 

suggests a requirement for 139ha of employment land.  However, the 2012 ELR recognised that 

this would be a relatively crude approach to estimating future development needs, influenced by 

unusually high levels of development that appear to have been achieved between 2000/01 and 

2007/08.  It was considered that a strong argument could be made that the relatively high rates 

of development of employment land observed up to 2007/08 would not be sustained into the 

future due to a number of inter-related factors, including the move towards a more business-

services oriented economy with higher employment densities (albeit an argument could be that 

growth in B8 warehousing and distribution facilities may counteract this process); the 

restructuring of the traditional manufacturing economy (with the potential for redevelopment of 

older industrial sites); and the long-term effects of the 2008 economic downturn for the economy, 

and for the availability of public sector funding to facilitate new development.   

 

3.7 More modest rates of take-up between 2007/08 and 2011/12 (2011/12 being the last year of 

monitoring data available before publication of the ELR in 2012) indicated that development of 

employment land slowed in Gateshead following the economic downturn.  Subsequent data on 

take-up in Gateshead showing lower levels of development activity in the B use classes in more 

recent years add support to the conclusion that the rate of take-up observed between 2000/01 to 

2007/08 would not be sustained into the future.  Figure 3.1 illustrates the fluctuating rate of take-

up of employment land, showing a rolling five-year average of take-up from 2000/01 to 2004/05 

onwards.  This reveals a peak five-year average take-up of around 5.8ha observed in 2007/08, 

declining to 0.79ha in 2013/14 and 2014/15. 
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Figure 3.1 Rolling five-year average annual take-up of land for B-class uses 

 
 

3.8 The 2012 ELR reviewed these factors and considered an appropriate adjustment would be to 

reduce take-up rates by one third over the plan period, compared to the rate observed during 

2000/01 to 2011/12, resulting in a take-up rate scenario of 52.8 net over the period 2010-2030. 

 

3.9 Analysis of employment land lost to alternative uses over the period 2000/01 to 2011/12 identified 

an average loss of 2.99ha per annum.  If this rate was sustained over the plan period, 59.8ha of 

employment land would need to be provided simply to maintain the overall stock of employment 

land in Gateshead.  The 2012 ELR considered that, on balance it was reasonable to assume that 

losses of employment land to alternative uses would continue into the future at roughly the same 

rate as represented in historic trends.  Applying an adjustment to accommodate losses onto the 

net employment land requirements set out in quantitative employment forecasts (as provided 

here in table 3.1) provides a gross employment land requirement of between 58.1ha and 100.4ha 

over the period 2010 to 2030. 

 

3.10 The 2012 ELR applied a margin of choice equal to two years of past take-up (which amounted to 

7.9ha).  This was considered to represent an appropriate and relatively modest margin of choice.  

 

3.11 Applying an allowance, or ‘margin of choice’ provides a degree of flexibility to anticipated 

employment land requirements, by: 

˗ Allowing for a margin of error given the uncertainties in the forecasting process; 

˗ Allowing developers and occupiers a broader range of sites, thereby supporting growth; 

˗ Allowing for reasonable vacancy levels to facilitate ‘churn’ in the market; 

˗ Improving the ability to cope with unforeseen factors including some sites not coming forward 

as anticipated, and some redundant industrial sites not being suited for new employment 

uses. 
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3.12 Anticipated losses and a margin of choice were considered in combination with quantitative 

projections of economic growth, and a scenario based on the continuation of past take-up rates 

to provide four broad scenarios of employment land requirements, set out here in table 3.3.  These 

scenarios presented gross employment land requirements ranging from 66ha to 120.5ha over the 

2010 to 2030 plan period. 

 
Table 3.3 Gross Employment Land Requirements identified within Gateshead’s 2012 ELR 

 

3.13 The wide range of estimated gross employment land requirements set out within the various 

growth scenarios highlighted a need for further understanding of likely levels of growth to inform 

the policy requirements of the CSUCP.  The 2012 ELR therefore provided an appraisal, or ‘reality 

check’ of the estimated gross employment land requirements. 

 

3.14 Projections of economic growth, as represented in the Experian Long Term Recovery Scenario, the 

Cambridge Econometrics Baseline Scenario, and the St Chad’s Preferred Scenario are largely based 

on a quantitative approach which assesses past trends in order to estimate future levels of growth.  

Accordingly, these trend-based projections are influenced by historic levels of growth, with change 

that occurs closer to the base date of the projection likely to have the greatest influence on the 

projected rate of growth.  A scenario based on past take-up rates is influenced by unusually high 

rates of development of employment land in the period 2000/01 to 2007/08.  The 2012 ELR 

considered it likely that the actual performance of Gateshead’s economy and commercial property 

market will lie somewhere between the econometric projections and past take-up. 

 

3.15 It is also important to consider the supply of labour available to support economic / jobs growth.  

The August 2013 Long Term Employment and Demographic Projections report assessed projected 

employment growth (based on growth of 7,800 jobs in Gateshead between 2010 and 2030) against 

projected population growth in accordance with the rate of growth identified within ONS’ 2011 

Interim Subnational Population Projections, and found the two to be broadly compatible5.  

Although similar assessments were not carried out to assess the relationship between the Experian 

                                                           
5 St Chad’s College prepared a series of reports analysing demographic and employment growth projections.  
The August 2013 report was the last report in the series, and provided the basis for the population, household 
and jobs growth forecasts within the CSUCP, and is available here: 
http://www.gateshead.gov.uk/DocumentLibrary/Building/PlanningPolicy/Core-Strategy-Documents/EL26.-
Long-Term-Employment-and-Demographic-Projections-August-2013.pdf.  Although this report was published 
after the 2012 ELR, projected employment growth had not been revised since the first report in the series, 
published in February 2012. 

 Employment Land Requirements 2010-2030 (ha) 

Net employment land 
requirement 

Gross requirement 
(includes replacement of 
losses) 

Gross requirement 
including margin of 
choice 

Experian Long Term 
Recover Scenario 

40.6 100.4 108.3 

Cambridge Econometrics 
Baseline 

-1.7 58.1 66.0 

St Chad’s Preferred 
Scenario 

2.8 62.6 70.5 

Take-Up Projections 52.8 112.6 120.5 

http://www.gateshead.gov.uk/DocumentLibrary/Building/PlanningPolicy/Core-Strategy-Documents/EL26.-Long-Term-Employment-and-Demographic-Projections-August-2013.pdf
http://www.gateshead.gov.uk/DocumentLibrary/Building/PlanningPolicy/Core-Strategy-Documents/EL26.-Long-Term-Employment-and-Demographic-Projections-August-2013.pdf
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Long Term Recovery Scenario and ONS population projections, it is likely that jobs growth of 

around 20,000 additional residents would require a significantly higher level of population growth 

in Gateshead than is represented within recent official projections of population change. 

 

3.16 On the basis of the considerations outlined above, the 2012 ELR recommended a range of between 

70ha and 120ha (gross) employment land to meet needs over the plan period. 

 

REVIEW OF EMPLOYMENT LAND REQUIREMENTS 

3.17 In 2016 Gateshead Council and Newcastle City Council commissioned an Employment Land and 

Property Demand Assessment Update, prepared with the aim of reviewing the appropriateness of 

the employment land requirements set out within the CSUCP, and providing an update on trends 

in the employment land and commercial property market.  The PDA reviews up-to-date evidence 

in providing recommendations for the emerging Local Plan policies of Gateshead Council and 

Newcastle City Council.  

 

Estimating Employment Land Requirements 

3.18 The PDA considers the implications of three approaches to quantifying employment land 

requirements over the period 2015 to 2030: 

1. Floorspace letting projections provide an analysis of the scale of floorspace letting over the 

past five years (2010 to 2015) by use type, based on Co-Star property data.  This provides a 

useful indication of the scale of letting activity /demand, which can enable a projection of 

future demand to be made.  As a substantial component of letting transactions relate to 

existing (formerly occupied) premises, some caution is required when considering the 

estimates generated from this approach, as the data do not necessarily present an indication 

of net new employment land requirements. 

2. Data on historic completions of employment floorspace were reviewed to establish an average 

annual level of development.  Although this approach is likely to provide a more accurate 

estimate of net employment land requirements than the assessment of floorspace lettings, it 

is an approach which anticipates future needs based on historic trends, and therefore its 

projections of future needs are constrained by past development activity. 

3. Econometric projections of employment change by industry sector were obtained from Oxford 

Economics.  Using assumptions around employment densities and plot ratios, the projections 

were translated into employment land needs.  These quantitative projections are produced 

through the application of a range of assumptions, including those around local economic 

growth rates and relative growth between different industrial sectors.  Therefore, when 

considered in isolation, econometric projections do not reflect recent observed trends in 

employment land and the commercial property market. 

 

3.19 Analysis of floorspace lettings data in Gateshead reveals a relatively large amount of letting of 

industrial premises, reflecting the current stock of employment land within Gateshead.  Using plot 

ratios of 40% for industrial floorspace, 80% for out of town office, and 200% for town centre office 

developments produces the estimated employment land requirements as set out within table 3.4. 
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Table 3.4: Average annual floorspace lettings and associated employment land requirements (based on Co-Star 

property database data) 

 

 

3.20 Historic floorspace completions over the period 2004/05 to 2014/15 were assessed to provide an 

average annual rate of development of employment land.  Plot ratios of 125% for B1 development 

(taking account of both town centre and out of town development), and 40% for B2 and B8 

development were applied to translate the average annual rate of development into employment 

land requirements over the period 2015 to 2030.   

 
Table 3.5 Average annual floorspace completions and associated employment land requirements (based on 

Gateshead Council monitoring data) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.21 Econometric projections from Oxford Economics, obtained in January 2016 provide a projection 

of change in employment in Gateshead over the period 2015 to 2030.  Projected change in jobs 

numbers was translated into implications for floorspace through the application of the HCA’s 

Employment Density Guide 2015 (3rd Edition).  The resulting changes in floorspace were then 

translated to employment land requirements through the application of plot ratios of 125% for B1 

development (taking account of both town centre and out of town development), and 40% for B2 

and B8 development. 

 
Table 3.6 Projected employment change and associated employment land requirements (based on Oxford Economics 

data) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 Average 
annual 
floorspace 
lettings (sqm) 

Employment 
land 
requirement 
2015-30 (ha) 

Office (Town Centre) 1,951 1.46 

Office (out of town) 5,017 9.45 

Industrial (B1b/c, B2, 
B8) 

63,824 239.3 

Total 70,792 250.3 

 Average 
annual 
floorspace 
completions 
(sqm) 

Employment 
land 
requirement 
2015-30 (ha) 

B1  7,046 8.46 

B2 6,080 22.8 

B8 5,119 19.2 

Total 19,914 50.45 

 Projected 
employment 
change 2015-
30 

Employment 
land 
requirement 
2015-30 (ha) 

B1  3,115 3.59 

B2 -2,855 -25.7 

B8 100 1.75 

Total 359 -20.36 
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Reviewing Approaches to Estimating Employment Land Requirements 

3.22 The three approaches to estimating employment land requirements within the PDA provide very 

different indications of requirements up to 2030, meaning the relative merits of each approach 

need to be considered carefully before reaching conclusions over an appropriate level of 

employment land provision. 

 

3.23 The translation of average annual floorspace lettings into an employment land requirement 

provides the highest estimate of employment land requirements.  However, this approach is based 

on lettings transactions that occur within existing employment premises: while some transactions 

will relate to newly built premises, the majority will relate to existing units either becoming 

occupied after a period of vacancy, or changing occupier.  Although an assessment of trends can 

provide an indication of the amount of market activity, and relative demand for different types of 

premises, floorspace lettings data are heavily influenced by the existing stock of employment 

premises within the Borough and the duration of lease terms, and do not provide an estimate of 

net employment land requirements. 

 

3.24 Oxford Economics’ employment projections provide the lowest estimate of employment land 

requirements, and suggest a net reduction in total employment floorspace would be appropriate.  

However, the employment change projections provided by Oxford Economics appear to provide 

a pessimistic view of employment change in Gateshead.  Economic projections are the product of 

a wide range of assumptions regarding economic conditions and anticipated growth in different 

sectors of the economy.  When the 2016 Oxford Economics projection is compared against the 

2011 Cambridge Econometrics projection, significant differences in assumed rates of growth are 

evident, with the Cambridge Econometrics ‘baseline’ projection indicating growth of 5,600 jobs 

between 2010 and 2030, and Oxford Economics projection of a decline of 600 jobs across all 

sectors of the economy (including those jobs accommodated in non-B-class use premises) 

between 2015 and 2030.  Accordingly, although econometric projections from Oxford Economics 

provide a useful indication of relative growth rates of different sectors of the economy, the overall 

levels of growth represented by the projection should be treated with caution. 

 

3.25 An estimate of future development needs based upon floorspace completions utilises an approach 

which assesses completions of B1, B2 and B8 development.  These floorspace completions do not 

necessarily meet the definition of take-up adopted within the 2012 ELR, as they include extensions 

to existing premises within the curtilage of the site6.  Accordingly, the projection of future 

development needs based on floorspace completions should not be considered to provide a net 

employment requirement.  Notwithstanding these limitations, of the three approaches used, the 

assessment of floorspace completions is considered by the PDA to provide the most reliable 

estimate of future employment land needs. 

 

3.26 Based on employment land requirements as estimated by floorspace completions data, the PDA 

recommends a maximum requirement for 9ha of office-based employment land, 42ha of 

industrial based employment land.  In addition to these requirements, the PDA recommends 

                                                           
6 Paragraphs 4.17 to 4.20 within the 2012 ELR provide a definition of take-up which has also been applied 
within this ELR. 
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North East Enterprise zone designations (28ha in Gateshead at Follingsby South) are considered 

in conjunction, with the employment land requirements, as the enterprise zone designation has 

potential to act as a driver of additional economic growth.  The PDA therefore recommends an 

overall gross requirement of 79ha of employment land over the period 2015 to 2030.  The addition 

of the enterprise zone site within the requirement figure results in the PDA defining the 

recommended 79ha of employment land as a maximum requirement. 

 

SUMMARY OF EMPLOYMENT LAND REQUIREMENTS 

3.27 The varying approaches used to estimate employment land requirements have made it apparent 

that there is no single approach which provides a comprehensive or definitive estimate of 

employment land needs.  With regard to forecasting future economic trends, PPG (Reference ID: 

2a-032-20140306) recommends:   

 

“Plan makers should consider:  

˗ sectoral and employment forecasts and projections (labour demand); 

˗ demographically derived assessments of future employment needs; 

˗ analyses based on the past take-up of employment land and property and/or future 

property market requirements; 

˗ consultation with relevant organisations, studies of business trends, and monitoring of 

business, economic and employment statistics” 

 

3.28 The assessments of employment land requirements provided within the 2012 ELR and 2016 PDA 

provide a comprehensive assessment of employment land needs which meet the requirements of 

PPG. 

 

3.29 It is clear that individual approaches to quantifying requirements for employment land each have 

their limitations - which are discussed at relevant points earlier in this chapter, and in some more 

detail within the 2012 ELR and 2016 PDA.  Both the 2012 ELR and the 2016 PDA advocate a 

balanced approach which considers a range of quantitative and qualitative factors in estimating 

employment land needs. 

 

Growth Rates Within Economic Sectors 

3.30 Although estimates of employment land requirements based on floorspace lettings data and past 

rates of development suggest a sustained need for new industrial (B2) floorspace, these estimates 

are heavily influenced by past development activity within Gateshead, and do not reflect the 

broad economic trend of declining demand for manufacturing premises that is identified within 

economic projections data.  Notwithstanding this, there is potential for local and national 

initiatives to increase economic activity within specific economic sectors: the Northern 

Powerhouse agenda, and the North East Strategic Economic Plan are among the relevant plans 

and strategies (discussed later in this report) which seek to support growth in manufacturing, and 

may contribute to growth (or lower rates of decline) in jobs that rely on the availability of B2 

floorspace.  In addition, general industrial land comprises a significant proportion of the business 

activity that currently operates from premises in B-class uses.  Accordingly, even with an 

anticipated decline in jobs numbers within the manufacturing sector, the provision of replacement 
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B2 floorspace seems likely to generate significant demand for new employment land over the plan 

period. 

 

3.31 It should also be recognised that projected stagnation or decline in jobs growth within the 

manufacturing sector may not necessarily translate to a reduction in take-up of land for general 

industrial use.  While most economic projections anticipate relatively low or declining growth in 

manufacturing jobs, this ‘downward force’ on requirements for manufacturing floorspace may be 

countered by improvements in productivity through increased automation resulting in larger 

floorspaces being required to accommodate fewer jobs.  Although long term trends in automation 

are uncertain (and may be skewed at the local level through the investment of a small number of 

large businesses), the ‘fixed’ jobs density assumptions set out in HCA’s employment density guide 

provide a snapshot of jobs per sqm that does not provide a mechanism for anticipating the 

influence of changing productivity on jobs density. 

 

3.32 Economic projections consistently indicate relatively strong levels of future demand for office 

floorspace, reflecting a broad economic trend of increased economic activity within the service 

sector.  However, as office development in Gateshead has in the past been only relatively modest 

in comparison to the quantity of B2/B8 development, estimates based on historic floorspace 

transactions and past development of employment land may underestimate future demand for 

office floorspace within Gateshead. 

 

3.33 Anticipated demand for B8 floorspace varies between different economic growth projections 

considered within the 2012 ELR and the PDA, although estimated requirements for B8 land are 

consistently higher than those for B2 land.  The Long-Term Recovery projection provided by 

Experian is slightly older than the other projections used within the 2012 ELR and the PDA, and 

identifies significantly higher growth in B8 jobs than the other projections. 

   

3.34 In simple terms, the methodological approaches of economic projections typically seek to 

disaggregate broad trends in the national or regional economy to the local level.  As such, when 

considering growth in specific sectors within an individual local authority, some caution should be 

applied.  The relative performance of different economic sectors suggested by economic 

projections should perhaps be considered to represent an indicative level of opportunity for 

growth within different sectors of the economy.  In practice, although broad economic trends are 

likely to influence development within Gateshead, the availability of land in attractive locations, 

and local market conditions are likely to have a more significant effect on the relative levels of 

development of different types of employment land in Gateshead.  As such, the provision of a 

diverse and flexible portfolio of employment land, with attractive sites varying in scale and 

location is of key importance in supporting growth across economic sectors. 

 

Local Plan Employment Land Requirements 

3.35 The employment land requirements set out within policy CS6 of the CSUCP identify a minimum 

requirement of 70ha of employment land in Gateshead over the period 2010 to 2030, based on a 

recommendation from the 2012 ELR of a range of between 70ha and 120ha over the plan period.  

The PDA adopts a different approach to estimating employment land requirements utilising 

different sources of data (reflecting the professional opinions of the different authors used, and 
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different points in time), but arrives at a recommended ‘maximum’ requirement of 79ha over the 

period 2015 to 2030 that is within the range of employment land requirements in the adopted 

CSUCP.  Although the PDA estimates employment land requirements over a 15-year timeframe, 

rather than the 20-year plan period, it should be noted that the St Chad’s ‘preferred scenario’ 

economic growth projection used to underpin the CSUCP identified that the majority of the plan 

period’s economic growth would occur in the period after 2015, allowing for a period of recovery 

from the 2008 economic downturn. 

 

3.36 The recommended maximum employment land requirement recently provided by the PDA 

indicates that the CSUCP requirement of a minimum of 70ha over the 2010-2030 plan period 

remains an appropriate quantity of employment land to meet anticipated development needs 

within Gateshead. 
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4. ECONOMIC TRENDS 
 

4.1 In addition to establishing the overall quantity of employment land required to meet economic 

growth across the B-class uses, an appraisal of economic trends affecting Gateshead and the wider 

region can prove informative when developing land use policies, including the identification of 

specific sites (which may be more suitable for specific types of business uses) for allocation within 

the plan.  Both the 2012 ELR and the 2016 PDA provide an appraisal of trends which may affect 

the development of employment land in Gateshead including past rates of take-up of employment 

land, completions of employment floorspace, and plans programmes and strategies which may 

influence demand for, or the availability of employment land in the Borough.  In particular, the 

PDA evaluates drivers of growth in demand for employment land in terms of economic factors 

(national and local growth, including within specific sectors of the economy) and commercial 

factors (investment in property, and market intelligence related to specific types of commercial 

development).  With a focus on development since the beginning of the Local Plan period, this ELR 

provides an up-to-date review of economic trends that help provide a greater understanding of 

demand for employment land in Gateshead.  This should be considered alongside the detailed 

appraisals provided within the 2012 ELR, and 2016 PDA. 

 

GROWTH TRENDS 

Floorspace Completions  

4.2 Since 2010, data recorded within Gateshead’s Annual Monitoring Reports indicate that on average 

around 7,700sqm of employment floorspace has been completed within the borough each year.  

Around half of this floorspace has been within B1(a) office use, with completions of office premises 

within Baltic Business Quarter in 2010/11 and 2011/12 (developments which also constitute take-

up of employment land) making a significant contribution to the total recorded completions.  In 

total, completions of B1 business floorspace (comprising B1(a), B1(b), and B1(c)) amount to around 

58% of the total area of employment floorspace completed in Gateshead since 2010, with 29% 

comprising B8 distribution and warehousing space.   

 
Table 4.1 Employment floorspace completions since 2010 (sqm gross internal area) 

 B1a B1b B1c B1 total B2 B8 Total 

2010/11 11,541 120 198 11,859 1,146 3,618 16,596 

2011/12 7,264 - - 7,264 1,812 - 9,076 

2012/13 5,096 - - 5,096 - 3,642 8,738 

2013/14 3,579 - - 3,579 1,129 1,627 6,335 

2014/15 - - - - 330 - 330 

2015/16 - 1,162 1,162 2,323 2,913 4,661 9,897 

2016/17 69 72 895 1,036 - 1,897 2,933 

2017/18 223 0 0 223 3,387 2,723 6,333 

Total 2010-18 27,772 1,354 2,255 31,380 10,717 18,168 60,238 

 

Take-up of Employment Land 

4.3 Take-up of employment land during the plan period has been relatively low compared to the level 

of development activity prior to the economic downturn.  As illustrated in figure 3.1, the five-year 

average annual take-up figure for Gateshead peaked in 2007/08 (with the average derived from 

the period 2003/04 to 2007/08), at 5.81ha, but has since fallen to around 1ha per year. 
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4.4 Despite sluggish rates of development in recent years, there is evidence of strong levels of demand 

for business premises, with the PDA identifying an average annual rate of 70,792sqm floorspace 

lettings (across B1, B2 and B8 uses) over the period 2011-2015.  Market intelligence (including that 

set out within the PDA, and the 2012 ELR) also identifies demand for good quality commercial 

premises that is not necessarily satisfied by the market’s current ability to provide.  More recently, 

increased development interest in some sites (particularly within the Borough’s more 

commercially attractive locations including Team Valley and Follingsby), allied with the Council’s 

activities to bring forward development of sites can provide some confidence that rates of 

development will increase in future years. 

 

4.5 Following adoption of the CSUCP in 2015, the Council has been working with investors, developers 

and stakeholders to bring forward development of allocated sites.  Approved proposals for 

development of the Follingsby South site (allocated for distribution and warehousing development 

within CSUCP policy KEA2) indicate a significantly larger area of floorspace provision than was 

anticipated when preparing the CSUCP: planning permission granted under 18/00237/OUT allows 

for development of 225,000sqm of industrial floorspace, while policy KEA2 anticipated only 

90,000sqm on 22ha net developable employment land (assuming a standard 40% plot ratio).  The 

delivery of infrastructure is currently underway, with development anticipated to commence in 

2019.  Subject to its successful completion, development of Follingsby South is likely to heavily 

influence any interpretation of long-term economic trends in Gateshead (five or ten-year average 

take-up or floorspace completions), resulting in average annual development rates based on a 

five-year trend being closer to the levels observed prior to the 2008 recession. 
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Table 4.2 Take-up of land for employment uses, by location (ha) 
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To
tal 

Addison - 0.05 - - - - - - 0.05 

Blaydon / 
Derwenthaugh 

- - - - - - - - 0.00 

Dunston - - - - - - - - 0.00 

Durham Road, 
Birtley 

- 1.72 - - - - - - 1.72 

East Gateshead 0.57 - - - - 0.02 - - 0.59 

Fairfield - - - - - - - - 0.00 

Felling - - - - - - 0.30 - 0.30 

Follingsby - - - - - - - - 0.00 

Gateshead 
Town Centre 

0.13 0.07 - - - - - - 0.20 

High Spen - - - - - - - - 0.00 

Pelaw - - - - - - - - 0.00 

Portobello, 
Birtley 

- - - - - 2.70 - - 2.70 

Sands - - - - - - - - 0.00 

Stargate - - - - - - - - 0.00 

Teams - - - - - - - - 0.00 

Team Valley - - - - - 0.88 - 1.53 2.41 

Whickham - - - - - - - - 0.00 

Whinfield - - - - - - - - 0.00 

Other sites  - - 1.40 - - - 0.19 0.2 1.79 

Total 0.70 1.84 1.40 0.00 0.00 3.60 0.49 1.73 9.76 

 

Loss of Employment Land 

4.6 Over the plan period, the amount of employment land developed for non-employment uses has 

been equal to the amount of land taken-up for employment uses.  Although the source of this 

information (Gateshead Council’s AMR) does not categorise loss of employment land by the type 

of development, analyses of more detailed information indicates that the majority of ‘alternative’ 

uses provided are other commercial uses, including sui generis uses which are often similar to, or 

compatible with the other business activities taking place within an employment area.   The re-

use of land formerly used for B uses (as determined, in this case, through the Development 

Management process rather than through revised Local Plan allocations of employment areas) 

should therefore not necessarily be regarded as reflecting a decline in economic activity within 

Gateshead.  Rather, the development of employment land for alternative commercial uses can be 

seen as part of the evolution in the structure of Gateshead’s economy. 
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Table 4.3 Employment Land Developed for Alternative Uses, by Location (ha) 
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To
tal 

Addison - - - - 0.27 - - - 0.27 

Blaydon / 
Derwenthaugh 

- - - 0.14 - - - - 0.14 

Dunston - - 2.40 - - - - - 2.40 

Durham Road, 
Birtley 

- 1.72 - - - - - - 1.72 

East Gateshead 0.40 - - - - - - - 0.40 

Fairfield - - - - - - - - 0.00 

Felling - - - - 0.90 - - - 0.30 

Follingsby - - - - - - - - 0.00 

Gateshead 
Town Centre 

- - - - - - - - 0.20 

High Spen - - - - - - - - 0.00 

Pelaw - - - - - - - - 0.00 

Portobello, 
Birtley 

- - - - 0.38 - - - 2.70 

Sands - - - - - - - - 0.00 

Stargate - - - - - - - - 0.00 

Teams - - - - - - - - 0.00 

Team Valley - 1.09 0.47 - 0.19 - 0.18 - 0.88 

Whickham - - - - - - - - 0.00 

Whinfield - - - - - - - - 0.00 

Other sites  - - 1.16 - 0.45 - - - 1.59 

Total 0.40 1.09 4.03 0.14 2.19 0.00 0.18 0.00 8.03 

 

REGIONAL STRATEGIC CONTEXT 

4.7 Gateshead Council borders five local authority areas: Durham County Council, Newcastle City 

Council, North Tyneside Council, Northumberland County Council, South Tyneside Council and 

Sunderland City Council.  As noted in section 1, the assessment of economic development needs 

prepared to support Gateshead’s Local Plan has considered demand for economic development 

across the administrative boundaries of Gateshead Council and Newcastle City Council local 

authority areas, while this ELR has considered the supply of sites within the administrative 

boundary of Gateshead.  In practical terms, defining a coherent functional economic market area 

with a reasonable level of precision is difficult, due to the differing factors at play within the 

property market for different commercial uses.  Therefore, although the ELR focuses on the need 

for, and supply of employment land within Gateshead, it is appropriate to consider the potential 

implications of planned development activity in neighbouring local authority areas. 

 

4.8 The Local Plan documents of Gateshead’s neighbouring local authorities are at varying stages of 

development.  Specific issues that may be relevant to development in Gateshead are considered 

below.  In accordance with the Duty to Cooperate, Gateshead Council will continue to engage with 

relevant local authorities and other bodies on cross-boundary issues related to strategic priorities, 

including jobs growth. 
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North East Strategic Economic Plan 

4.9 The North East Local Enterprise Partnership (LEP) is a public, private and education sector 

partnership that covers Durham, Gateshead, Newcastle, Northumberland, North Tyneside, South 

Tyneside and Sunderland local authority areas.  The LEP published the North East Strategic 

Economic Plan (SEP) in April 2014.  Following a review of progress, a refreshed SEP was published 

in March 2017.  The SEP aims to boost the region’s economy, supporting 100,000 additional jobs 

for the North East economy, with 70% being “better” jobs (defined as being in the top three SOC 

categories) by 2024. 

 

4.10 The SEP identifies the sectors of digital technology, advanced manufacturing, health and life 

sciences, and renewable energy, as having the opportunity to make a key contribution to the 

performance of the region’s economy.  Through a range of interventions and support mechanisms 

(including the North East LEP Enterprise Zone), the SEP seeks to support delivery of growth in these 

sectors.  Supporting development in service industries including financial, professional and 

business services, education, and transport and logistics will also facilitate growth. 

 

4.11 The SEP refers to a need to establish a varied portfolio of potential development sites with 

appropriate infrastructure to attract private sector investment and support the growth of existing 

businesses.  Key employment ‘corridors’ identified include along the A1 and A19, the River Tyne 

and the coast.  Of particular relevance for Gateshead are the importance of identified locations 

including the Gateshead and Newcastle Urban Core, the North East Enterprise Zone sites, the 

International Advanced Manufacturing Park in South Tyneside and Sunderland, and existing large 

industrial estates (including Team Valley Trading Estate) located along the region’s main transport 

corridors. 

 

4.12 Although the SEP does not establish a spatial plan for economic growth, it emphasises the 

important role that Local Plans make in supporting sustainable economic growth, and identifies a 

requirement for collaboration between Local Planning Authorities to develop a spatial planning 

framework for the North East, supporting the SEP.  Accordingly, the jobs growth objectives of the 

SEP do not translate directly into jobs growth or employment land requirements for the seven 

north east local authorities.  However, in broad terms the ambitions of the SEP suggest that a 

flexible approach to the provision of employment land in Gateshead would be appropriate, with 

the regular review of sites to ensure a sufficient supply of attractive sites is available, capable of 

meeting a range of business needs.  

 

Neighbouring Local Plans 

4.13 Durham County Council consulted on the issues and options for the County Durham Plan in June 

2016.  The Issues and options consultation document identified an ambition to increase the 

employment rate within County Durham to 73%.  Indicative employment land requirements within 

the County Durham Employment Land Review Assessment of Future Requirements Interim Report 

(May 2016) sets out three scenarios which point to a requirement of between 130ha and 270ha 

gross employment land between 2016 and 2033. 

 

4.14 Gateshead Council and Newcastle City Council adopted the Gateshead and Newcastle Core 

Strategy and Urban Core Plan in March 2015.  Newcastle City Council is currently preparing the 
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next stage of Newcastle’s Local Plan, building on the strategic policies provided within the CSUCP.  

The compatibility of Gateshead and Newcastle’s policy approach to employment land was evident 

through the examination of the joint CSUCP, and the Councils continue to work collaboratively on 

evidence base preparation and policy development, supporting sustainable economic growth at 

the heart of the region. 

 

4.15 The North Tyneside Local Plan was adopted in June 2017.  The plan sets out a requirement for a 

minimum of 150ha net employment land over the period 2014 to 2032, with sites allocated to 

meet this requirement, providing for a range of uses across the Borough.  The availability of 

employment land and premises along the River Tyne Corridor, and A19 corridor in North Tyneside 

are likely to continue to accommodate some regional demand for business land and premises, 

particularly within the renewable / low carbon technology sector, and for out-of-town office 

development. 

 

4.16 Northumberland County Council withdrew the Northumberland Local Plan Core Strategy from 

examination in July 2017.  Consultation on a new draft Northumberland Local Plan was held in 

July-August 2018.  The draft plan seeks to deliver an “ambitious” jobs growth scenario, with full-

time equivalent jobs growth of around 12,500 over a 22-year plan period. 

 

4.17 South Tyneside Council consulted on spatial growth and development options as part of 

preparation of a new Local Plan in June 2016.  Assessments of employment land requirements 

published to support this consultation indicate a requirement for around 70ha of employment 

land over a 20-year plan period.  A proposed International Advanced Manufacturing Park (IAMP – 

discussed below) has potential to influence this employment land requirement, and is not included 

within the 70ha ‘general’ employment land requirement identified. 

 

4.18 A Publication draft Sunderland Core Strategy and Development Plan was published in June 2018.  

The draft plan notes recommendations for a requirement of between 95 and 115ha of general 

employment land to meet identified needs over the plan period.  This does not include the land 

required for the IAMP.  

 

International Advanced Manufacturing Park 

4.19 In November 2017 South Tyneside Council and Sunderland City Council adopted an Area Action 

Plan for development of up to 150ha of land for employment uses, on land within the 

administrative boundaries of South Tyneside Council and Sunderland City Council, situated close 

to the Eastern boundary of Gateshead.  The IAMP is intended to provide large floorplate industrial 

premises within the A19 corridor, providing a type and quality of space for business growth that 

is not currently available elsewhere within the region.  Restrictions on the type of uses 

accommodated within the IAMP mean it will attract growth specifically within the advanced 

manufacturing and automotive sector, with potential to support the existing Nissan car 

manufacturing plant, situated to the south of the IAMP. 

 

4.20 The IAMP is a key project for the SEP, and will make a significant contribution to the region’s 

economic growth.  Once developed, the IAMP will accommodate more than 5,000 jobs, and 

support a further 10,000 in the wider area through supply chain and multiplier effects.  The unique 
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opportunity presented by this project means the anticipated economic growth would not occur 

without development of the IAMP. 

 

4.21 Supporting evidence for the IAMP AAP suggests that the additional economic growth delivered by 

the IAMP (i.e. growth in supply chain and multiplier effects that will occur in businesses located 

outside the IAMP) will outstrip the potential displacement effects that the availability of a large 

quantity of commercially attractive employment land.  It is difficult to determine the specific 

implications of the IAMP for the supply of, and demand for employment land in Gateshead.  It is 

reasonable to assume that some businesses operating within the supply chain of the Nissan car 

plant that are currently situated within Gateshead (for example, some automotive supply chain 

businesses within the TVTE) could relocate to new premises at the IAMP.  However, it is equally 

reasonable to assume that increased economic activity brought about by the IAMP will increase 

demand for some industrial land and premises within Gateshead. 

 

4.22 The presence of an IAMP close to Gateshead’s administrative boundary with South Tyneside and 

Sunderland adds further weight to the importance of regular review of employment land within 

Gateshead, and the provision of an appropriate and diverse supply of attractive and deliverable 

employment land capable of responding to market needs.   

 

4.23 The potential scale of jobs growth facilitated by development in the A19 corridor area (including 

jobs accommodated at IAMP and at proposed development within Follingsby South) suggests 

ensuring that a sufficient supply of suitably skilled workers are able to access employment 

opportunities will be an important factor in supporting development at this location.  Accordingly, 

ensuring appropriate infrastructure - particularly provision of housing and transport infrastructure 

- in this area will be of critical importance for the three local authorities. 

Summary 

4.24 The review of plans, programmes and strategies relevant to employment land in Gateshead has 

not identified specific implications for the quantity, type, or location of employment land 

provision.  Nonetheless, it is possible to determine a number of key recommendations which 

should be a feature of Local Plan policies relating to the use of employment land in Gateshead: 

˗ Ensuring an appropriate supply of commercial land and floorspace to meet local needs, in 

locations with good access to the strategic road network. 

˗ Allocating land to allow for the provision of viable premises within attractive locations suitable 

to relevant commercial sectors. 

˗ Advanced manufacturing, logistics and distribution, digital technology and business services 

present opportunities for economic growth within the region.  The Urban Core of Gateshead 

and the Borough’s established industrial locations have potential to contribute to growth in 

these sectors. 

˗ Where possible, supporting the availability of land and premises in those locations that have 

potential to complement growth at relevant regional strategic development locations. 

˗ Regularly reviewing the availability of employment land and premises within Gateshead, to 

ensure that an appropriate supply remains available to meet anticipated short-medium term 

needs. 
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˗ Regular review of existing employment land and floorspace to identify (and change the 

allocation of) unviable / underused supply. 

˗ Taking advantage of favourable development conditions within Enterprise Zone sites. 
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5 5. ASSESSMENT OF EMPLOYMENT SITES AND AREAS 
 

5.1 Table 6.2 provides a summary of the development potential of sites considered suitable and 

deliverable or developable within this ELR.  These sites are recommended for allocation within the 

emerging MSGP, to provide a sufficient supply of employment sites, in qualitative and quantitative 

terms to meet development needs over the plan period.  In addition to the allocation of specific 

sites for employment uses, MSGP provides an opportunity to revise the allocated employment 

areas in Gateshead.  It is appropriate to consider the assessment of sites within the context of a 

review of employment areas in Gateshead, and this section therefore presents the assessment of 

sites split by each of the employment areas allocated within the 2007 UDP. 

 

5.2 The development potential of sites is considered in the context of the need to identify and allocate 

a sufficient supply of sites to meet employment land needs over the plan period.  Accordingly, 

recommendations of employment site allocations are provided here alongside recommended 

revisions to employment area boundaries and designations. 

 

5.3 The 2007 UDP allocated ten Primary Employment Areas, and seven Secondary Employment Areas, 

where development in B use classes is identified as being acceptable in principle (subject to 

satisfying other criteria set out within the plan).  The Dunston Primary Employment Area is situated 

within the Metrogreen Area of Change, identified within CSUCP policy AOC2.  Gateshead Council 

is currently working towards preparation of an Area Action Plan for Metrogreen which will 

consider existing and future uses in delivering the housing-led redevelopment of the area.  

Metrogreen is therefore outside the scope of MSGP, and specific sites within the Metrogreen area 

are not considered within this ELR.7 

 

5.4 The assessment of employment sites and areas set out here provides information on those sites 

assessed within the ELR which allow a comprehensive understanding of development 

opportunities and characteristics of each employment area.  In order to allow a meaningful and 

succinct discussion of the issues relevant to each employment area, this section of the ELR does 

not present the findings of each site assessed within the ELR: the majority of assessed sites do not 

represent a realistic opportunity for development, due to being unsuitable and/or not available 

for development for B-class uses.  A more comprehensive list of sites assessed within the ELR is 

provided at appendix 1. 

 

5.5 It is important to note that the assessment of suitability provided within this ELR is intended to 

inform consideration of whether, and to what extent sites have potential for development for 

employment uses.  The identification of potential constraints to development (as presented in the 

assessment of site suitability within appendix 1) has been carried out as a desk-based exercise to 

support the ELR’s assessment of whether a site can be considered a suitable location for B use 

class development in principle.  In practice, the scale and type of mitigation that may be required 

                                                           
7 The contribution of Metrogreen to the provision of employment land is considered when estimating the 
supply of employment land in Gateshead, in section six of this report.  Policy AOC2 requires that Metrogreen 
will deliver up to 15,000sqm of office accommodation.  Based on a plot ratio of 40% for out of town office 
accommodation, it is assumed that Metrogreen will accommodate 3.75ha of employment land for B1a office 
use. 
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on specific sites will vary depending on the type and scale of development proposed, and 

development proposals will be required to provide relevant information where appropriate as part 

of the Development Management process. 

6  

ASSESSING ACHIEVABILITY 

5.6  The methodology for testing commercial schemes applied by this ELR is a continuation of the 

approach adopted for the CSUCP and for both Gateshead and Newcastle’s CIL.  A bespoke 

spreadsheet-based appraisal model has been used, with inputs that are considered to be reflective 

of publicly available comparable data, comments received through early stakeholder engagement 

and independent advice from property consultants Cushman and Wakefield.  

 

5.7 Notional commercial scheme types have been used to test viability which varies by land use and by 

type to reflect representative commercial schemes that could come forward across the authority 

areas.  This takes into account development forecast to come forward within the plan period to 

2030, and recent planning applications and permissions, including for offices and industrial 

development.  Four commercial value areas for urban and non-urban sites in both authority areas 

were tested, to determine the maximum potential headroom that might be available.  The 

commercial value areas represent Newcastle City Centre, High, Medium, and Low value areas.  

 

5.8 The viability appraisals use generalised assumptions to find an 'average' assessment for the type of 

development being appraised.  In reality, values and costs vary significantly and the outputs of this 

assessment therefore provide a broad indication of viability which is appropriate for a plan-wide 

approach.  A number of the assumptions have been updated taking into account recommendations 

from the Councils’ viability consultant. These include for example: 

• An increase in rental values for industrial  

• An allowance for externals by sector, rather than an average  

• A change from 5% for abnormals to £150,000 per net hectare 

• The urban/suburban medium benchmark land value figure is adjusted down to £900,000 

per ha (the same approach has been taken for residential land). 

 

5.9 The results of the appraisals indicate that the economic viability of development varies across 

geography and uses, reflecting economic conditions rather than the impact of policies in either 

authorities’ plans.  It is impractical to anticipate every form of development scheme that comes 

forward, and while within the commercial low and medium value urban areas there is limited, or 

negative headroom for certain categories of development, there is also a higher proportion of 

public sector land ownership in these areas.  The Councils have a track record of facilitating 

development where needed, and will utilise CIL, other development contributions and publicly 

owned land to enable high quality employment space to come forward, in addition to playing an 

active role in the Local Enterprise Partnership (LEP) to secure any available funding. 

  

5.10 Despite negative viability appraisal results and difficult economic conditions for industrial 

development, in certain locations which benefit from proximity to the strategic highway network, 

critical mass and higher rental levels, including for example Team Valley and Follingsby, there is 

evidence of a stronger market and recent investment.  In addition, Enterprise Zone status was 

secured for Follingsby South and four undeveloped sites in Follingsby Park which will support 
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growth in the manufacturing and distribution sectors in Gateshead, accommodating 120,000 sqm 

of employment space and providing up to 2,000 jobs.  Enterprise Zone benefits included 100% 

retention of business rate growth for LEPs, for 25 years, that has enabled investment through a Tax 

Increment Financing approach to support enabling infrastructure and development viability.  There 

is evidence of more limited investment in other employment areas, with less appetite for 

speculative development and examples of schemes coming forward subject to gap funding.  

   

5.11 Newcastle City Centre is the dominant office location in the region, where there is evidence of new 

office provision coming forward viably.  The office market more generally shows a more cautious 

approach to new development, and the appraisal results reflect these conditions.  In the short-

term, intervention by the Councils and/or cross subsidisation from higher value uses will help to 

facilitate development on key sites, particularly in the wider Urban Core.  In Gateshead the Council 

is bringing forward a speculative 5,000sq m office development at Baltic Quarter based on retained 

business rates through the Accelerated Development Zone (ADZ).  It is expected that development 

could come forward more readily in the medium to longer term as economic conditions improve. 

 

5.12 The NPPF advocates an approach which is flexible to allow employment areas to grow and adapt in 

the context of future market circumstances. There are challenges in the commercial sector and a 

cautious approach is needed in local plan policies/requirements to try and facilitate future 

development. 

 

 USE AND OCCUPANCY WITHIN EMPLOYMENT AREAS 

5.13 Information on properties registered for Business Rates purposes have been used to assess the 

type of use (business) located within Gateshead’s Employment Areas, and also identify the 

proportion of empty properties.  Business Rates information from August 2017, provided by 

Gateshead Council’s Business Rates Revenues team have been used, disaggregated by Employment 

Area (as defined within the 2007 UDP) to identify uses and empty properties.   

 

5.14 It should be noted that the information collected for Business Rates purposes provides only a broad 

indication of types of use of commercial premises: Business Rates records identify the business 

category of the occupier, but this does not necessarily correspond directly to an employment use 

class.  Business Rates records have therefore been assessed to determine appropriate/likely use 

classes based on the information provided.  In addition, it has not been possible to derive 

floorspace area from Business Rates records, and therefore the information provided here does 

not allow an understanding of the proportion of commercial space in a particular use, or the 

proportion of space that is vacant.  By definition, Business Rates apply only to existing properties 

that are registered for the purposes of paying rates; as such, this information omits consideration 

of vacant (cleared, or undeveloped) land.  The division of large units into smaller properties may 

also affect the understanding of the proportion of properties in a particular use, or vacant. 

 

5.15 Notwithstanding its limitations, Business Rates information collected for the purposes of this ELR 

can be considered to provide an up-to-date indication of the composition of commercial properties 

within Gateshead’s employment areas, and levels of vacancy.  This provides useful supporting 

evidence to the assessment of employment areas in Gateshead.  In particular, information on 
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vacancy levels can be used alongside other information when considering the appropriateness of 

including land within employment areas. 

 
Table 5.2: Properties in Employment Use, by Employment Area 

Proportion of properties in employment use 

 Total Within 
Employment 
Use 

B1 B2 B8 Vacant 

Addison 39 10% 59% 31% 5% 

Blaydon / Dewenthaugh 258 9% 54% 37% 12% 

Dunston 191 50% 28% 22% 19% 

Durham Road, Birtley 111 27% 53% 20% 11% 

East Gateshead 232 59% 21% 20% 19% 

Fairfield Industrial Park 65 54% 43% 3% 79% 

Felling Industrial Estate 224 42% 42% 16% 23% 

Follingsby Park 51 0% 8% 92% 10% 

High Spen 5 0% 60% 40% 20% 

Pelaw 28 11% 75% 14% 7% 

Portobello 44 2% 23% 75% 5% 

Sands 14 0% 100% 0% 14% 

Stargate 9 11% 89% 0% 0% 

Team Valley Trading Estate 890 37% 25% 39% 12% 

Teams 37 8% 73% 19% 0% 

Whickham 22 0% 86% 14% 5% 

Whinfield 22 9% 82% 9% 5% 

All Employment Areas          2,242  34% 35% 31% 16% 

Outwith Employment Areas          1,067  47% 41% 12% 23% 

Borough-wide Total          3,309  38% 37% 25% 18% 
Source: Gateshead Council Business Rates data, August 2017 

 

5.16 Data within table 5.2 indicates that across Gateshead, around 18% of business (employment use) 

premises are vacant.  Within defined employment areas the vacancy rate is slightly lower, at 16%.  

Fairfield Industrial Park has a particularly high rate of vacant properties, with almost 80% of 

properties vacant.  The large Employment Areas of Dunston, East Gateshead, and Felling have a 

level of vacancy higher than the borough-wide average.     

 

5.17 Smaller Employment Areas in Gateshead are often characterised by a relatively small number of 

long-term tenants, and usually have a smaller degree of churn of occupiers than occurs within 

larger employment areas.  Consequently, while some smaller employment areas have a lower rate 

of vacancy than the Borough-wide average, this is not necessarily associated with a high level of 

demand for premises within those employment areas. 

 

 5.18 Analysis of Business Rates information indicates that within employment areas, the composition of 

employment uses is roughly evenly spread across B1, B2 and B8 use, while of those employment 

uses located outside defined employment areas, the proportion of properties in B8 use is 

considerably lower, at around 12%. 
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Key to site assessment summary tables: 

Gross area (ha) 

Red: site does not contribute to supply of available employment land 

Yellow: site has potential to contribute to supply of available employment land, but lack of 

certainty over delivery suggests it would not be appropriate to allocate at this stage 

Green: available evidence suggests site is likely to contribute to supply of employment land 

 

Recommendation 

Red: site not recommended for allocation 

Green: site recommended for allocation for employment use, as part of an employment area 
(locations where B uses will be acceptable in principle), and/or as a site allocation (where a 
site is considered to contribute to supply of available employment land) 

5.7  
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5.8  Addison 

5.1.1 Addison Industrial Estate (Figure 5.1) was allocated as a Primary Employment Area within saved 

UDP policy JE1.1.  The employment area is located in the north west of the Borough, to the north 

east of Ryton Village, and west of Blaydon town centre, close to the Tyne.  The employment area 

boundary as defined within the UDP is irregular in shape, spanning east-west along Newburn 

Bridge Road, and north to Newburn Bridge.  The estate is bisected by the Carlisle-Sunderland rail 

line. 

 

5.1.2 The employment area accommodates mostly smaller industrial units, operating in traditional 

industrial uses of factory, storage and workshop units.  The majority of premises are relatively 

old, and some are in poor condition.  Although sites in the west of the estate (including MGM 

Engineering, and FM Steelstock) provide some larger and more modern premises, the rate of 

development in the estate does not match recent development (predominantly office) in similar 

riverside locations at Newburn Riverside in Newcastle, or at Metro Riverside in Dunston.  

Relatively poor take-up (only 0.59ha has been recorded at Addison since 2000) is the result of a 

relatively poor environment within Addison and restricted accessibility.  Policy constraints 

including the Green Belt boundary to the west of the employment area, and the protection of the 

Newburn Ford Battlefield, also serve to limit the expansion of this location. 

5.7  

5.1.3 Three sites to the south of Newburn Bridge Road are currently vacant and may have potential for 

future development.  Site G17 was allocated within the 2007 UDP for employment use.  The site 

appears to be partly in use currently for storage, and its availability for future development is 

uncertain.  Although the site may contribute to the supply of employment land within the 

borough, uncertainty about its potential use suggests it would not be appropriate to retain G17 

as an allocated employment site.  Sites G62 and G514 are vacant sites between Newburn Bridge 

Road and the railway line.  Although both sites have been vacant for some time, site G62 had 

planning permission granted in 2012 for the erection of a B8 storage unit, which does not appear 

to have been implemented.  It is recommended that sites G62 and G514 are allocated within the 

Local Plan, providing a combined total of 0.88ha of net developable employment land. 

 

5.1.4 Addison is among the smaller of the UDP’s allocated Primary Employment Areas.  Relatively poor 

accessibility and a predominance of older buildings appear to have contributed to low levels of 

market demand in this location.  However, occupancy of existing premises appears to be high 

(table 5.2 indicates only 5% of properties are vacant), and the estate makes a valuable 

contribution to supporting local businesses in the west of Gateshead.  As such, although the 

estate may see some decline over the longer term, de-allocation of the employment area as a 

whole would not be appropriate at this stage.  Revising the boundary of the employment area at 

the north to exclude the water sports centre would exclude land unlikely to come forward for 

employment uses, providing a more defensible boundary for the employment area, and allow a 

more flexible approach to development at the boat club. 
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Figure 5.1 Addison Main Employment Area. 
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Site Reference / 
Name 

Gross 
area 
(ha) 

Summary of assessment Recommendation 

G424 
Land north of 
MGM House 

0.18 Mostly vacant site within curtilage of 
MGM precision engineering.  Suitable for 
B uses subject to ecology and flood risk 
work, but unlikely to be available for B use 
development separately to wider site 

Retain within allocated 
employment area 

G437 
Impress N.E. Ltd.  
MGM House 

0.25 Existing site in use.  Suitable, but not 
available 

Retain within allocated 
employment area 

G17 
Land between 
Metro 
Commercials and 
Railway Line 

0.91 Mostly vacant land in narrow site, appears 
to be partly in use.  UDP allocation JE2.1, 
appears to be partly used for storage.  
Suitable subject to HSE consultation and 
ecological survey, but not available 

Retain within allocated 
employment area  

G62 
Land to the west 
of Flogas depot 

0.45 Vacant land with seemingly lapsed 
planning permission for B8 use.  Suitable 
subject to ecological survey / HSE 
consultation, and available 

Vacant land within 
employment area, 
recommended for allocation 

G514 
Land west of 
Galaxy Business 
Park 

0.43 Vacant land with lapsed permission for 
storage.  Suitable subject to ecological 
survey / HSE consultation, and available 

Vacant land within 
employment area, 
recommended for allocation 
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Blaydon / Derwenthaugh Industrial Estate 

5.2.1 Blaydon / Derwenthaugh industrial estate (Figure 5.2) is a large and well-established industrial 

estate located on the banks of the Tyne, with close proximity to the A1(M) and A695, and to the 

Carlisle-Sunderland railway line (at Blaydon train station).  The estate accommodates a range of 

occupiers, and is crossed by several infrastructure links which separate the estate into different 

parts. As such, the types of uses and character of the estate may be best understood by 

considering different sections of the estate in turn. 

 

5.2.2 The north west of the industrial estate, to the west of the A1(M) and north of the rail line 

predominantly accommodates industrial occupiers operating in B2 class use.  Irregular plot 

shapes mean a range of business premises are provided, from terraces of relatively small units to 

large single-occupier sheds.  The range of plots and premises is reflected in the uses 

accommodated within this part of the estate: a number of scrap metal businesses, including EMR 

operate in sites close to the River Tyne, while other sites accommodate engineering businesses 

(for example, Zytronic at site G448) or general industrial B2/B8 uses.  Sites with frontage along 

Blaydon Highway include a high proportion of vehicle hire/sales businesses.  These uses mostly 

provide commercial vehicles, and being bordered by strong physical boundaries of Blaydon 

Highway and the rail line, they have little impact on the industrial uses and character of the wider 

estate. 

 

5.2.3 The north-east portion of the estate, to the north of the rail line, and east of the A1 contains a 

high proportion of trade units situated along Chainbridge Road providing retail accommodation, 

mostly established through the Enterprise Zone.  The UDP allocation at Patterson Street (JE2.3, 

ELR site reference G26) has not been developed, and there is little evidence of commercial 

interest in the site.  Difficult access, and the potential for this site to be required for A1 expansion 

suggest its allocation should not be taken forward within Gateshead’s Local Plan.   

 

5.2.4 Further to the east, the PEA north of the rail line extends along the Tyne to Derwenthaugh Marina 

(includes sites E155 and G22).  This part of the PEA is a narrow section along the Tyne, separated 

from the rest of the industrial estate by the A695 and the rail line, and can only be accessed along 

a narrow road that serves as a recreational route along the Tyne.  Site G22 is vacant, but has 

received planning permission for the erection of a boatshed (DC/16/00709/FUL).  Site E155 

contains a terrace of small industrial units, and buildings associated with activity on the marina.  

The occupier has recently submitted a number of planning applications to expand the boating 

facilities at this location.  The relatively isolated location and poor accessibility, in combination 

with flood risk issues at this location are likely to have contributed to a lack of commercial interest 

in the development of industrial premises, and a lack of development activity in B use classes 

seems likely to continue into the foreseeable future.  Revision of the PEA boundary to exclude 

sites G22 and E155 would remove protection of these sites for B-class uses, providing a more 

flexible policy approach to development at those sites. 

 

5.2.5 The south-east area of the estate can be considered to lie to the south of the rail line and east of 

the A1.  The Primary Employment Area Boundary drawn for the UDP allocation of the estate 

extends east, past the A695 to the River Derwent (site E157), and protrudes to the south, along 

the A694 (site E156).  Like Derwenthaugh Marina, these areas are somewhat detached from the 
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rest of the industrial estate, with the raised A695 in particular providing a strong physical 

boundary.  In addition, the high proportion of non-B uses in these locations make them distinct 

from the rest of the estate.  Derwent Point (site E157) contains some office units, but the majority 

of development along Clasper Way comprises non-B use development of restaurants and two 

hotels, reflecting this site’s good links to the Metrocentre, and its accessibility via the strategic 

road network.  Site E156, extending south west along the A694 Derwenthaugh Road has also been 

developed for non-B uses, and includes a hotel.  It seems unlikely that industrial uses will establish 

or expand within either of these sites within the Local Plan time horizon, and the nearby housing 

led redevelopment of Metrogreen (including at Derwent West Bank, to the south of E157 and 

east of E156) suggests that removing the PEA protection would be appropriate for these sites, 

allowing the expansion or redevelopment of non-B class uses in a way that would complement 

the development of Metrogreen.  Site G494 is a vacant site immediately to the south of the 

railway line, suitable for general industrial, or waste management uses (in keeping with nearby 

uses, including the Derwenthaugh Ecopark).  Its allocation for development in B2/B8 would 

contribute 0.91ha of net developable land. 

 

5.2.6 The south west of the industrial estate, south of the rail line and west of the A1(M) is broadly 

similar in character to the north west of the estate.  To the south of the rail line, J and J Stanley 

scrap metal merchants (site G441), and Blaydon municipal waste and recycling centre occupy sites 

along Cowen Road.  General B1b/c and B2 units, some of which are within Business Centre 

premises occupy land to the south of Cowen Road.  The UDP allocated site at Cowen Road South 

JE2.2 has been fully developed and now accommodates a Council depot, and terraces of industrial 

units at Shibdon Business Park.  The Churchill’s site (site G71b), occupied by a B2/B8 industrial 

unit, was granted outline planning permission for a mixed-use leisure / retail development in 

December 2016.  The site’s proximity to Blaydon town centre provides a sustainable edge of 

centre location for town centre or other non-industrial uses, while its location at the southern tip 

of the Blaydon / Derwenthaugh Industrial Estate indicates that its loss to non B-use development 

would not affect nearby industrial uses, or the integrity of the rest of the estate.  It seems likely 

that the landowner intends to develop the site for non B-use class development, and a revision 

of the employment area boundary to exclude site G71b would be appropriate. 

 

5.2.7 Revising the boundary of the employment area to exclude sites E155, E156, E157 and G22 would 

provide a more defensible boundary to the employment area, and reflect the non-B uses class 

occupiers that exist within some of those sites.  It would also provide a more flexible policy 

approach at this location that may more easily allow for the expansion or development of 

alternative uses to complement development at Metrogreen in the medium to long-term.  It is 

recommended that one vacant site within the employment area is allocated for employment use 

within the Local Plan, providing 0.91ha of net developable employment land. 
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Figure 5.2 Blaydon / Derwenthaugh Industrial Estate Employment Area. 
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Site Reference / 
Name 

Gross 
area 
(ha) 

Summary of assessment Recommendation 

G26  
Land Between River 
Tyne, and Banks & 
Pearson Courts 

0.66 Vacant site that was allocated within UDP, 
but has difficult access, and may be 
required for A1 expansion. 

Retain within allocated 
employment area 

G448  
Zytronic 

1.46 Existing occupied site within employment 
area.  Suitable but not available 

Retain within allocated 
employment area 

G326 
Former Blaydon 
Creamery 

3.33 Existing site currently in use with 
commercial vehicle showrooms / repair.  
Suitable but not available 

Retain within allocated 
employment area 

E154 
Former Owen Pugh, 
Factory Road 

1.2 Existing site, currently vacant.  Proposed 
change of use to commercial vehicle 
rental / maintenance.  Redevelopment 
unlikely to provide net addition 
employment land.  Suitable but not 
available 

Retain within allocated 
employment area 

G438 
Blaydon Trade Park 

0.86 Existing site, currently occupied by retail / 
trade counter units.  Suitable but not 
available 

Retain within allocated 
employment area 

G470 
Derwenthaugh 
Ecoparc  

2.17 Existing site in use as recycling plant.  
Suitable but not available 

Retain within allocated 
employment area 

G441 
J and J Stanley 

2.03 Existing site in use for waste / scrap 
recycling.  Suitable but not available 

Retain within allocated 
employment area 

G494 
Derwenthaugh 
Industrial Estate 

0.91 Vacant site, with recent interest in waste / 
recycling.  Suitable and available 

Vacant land within 
employment area, 
recommended for allocation 

G472 
Cowen Road South 

1.26 Site allocated in UDP JE2.2.  Now fully 
developed.  Suitable, but not available 

Retain within allocated 
employment area 

G71b 
Blaydon Industrial 
Park / Churchills 

3.31 Outline planning permission granted for 
mixed retail / leisure.  Suitable for B uses, 
but not available 

Likely to be developed for 
non-B uses.  Recommend de-
allocation from employment 
area 

G422 
Blaydon Business 
Park 

9.29 Large existing site, developed and in use.  
Suitable but not available 

Retain within allocated 
employment area 

G535 
Depot, Chainbridge 
Road 

1.39 Existing site appears to be currently in 
use.  Suitable but not available 

Retain within allocated 
employment area 

E156 
Premier Inn, 
Derwenthaugh Road 

1.53 Developed site occupied by hotel and 
petrol station.  Suitable for B uses, but not 
available 

Recommend de-allocation 
from employment area 

E157 
Clasper Way 

3.31 Site contains UDP allocation JE2.4, now 
developed.  Site fully developed, includes 
high proportion of non-B uses.  Suitable 
for B uses, but not available 

Recommend de-allocation 
from employment area 

E155 
Derwenthaugh 
Marina 

0.28 Isolated site comprising industrial units 
and boat club.  Suitable but not available 

Recommend de-allocation 
from employment area 

G22 
Derwenthaugh 
Marina 

0.66 Vacant site with poor access and potential 
physical constraints.  Recent planning 
permission granted for boat shed 

Recommend de-allocation 
from employment area 

G193 
Shibdon Meadow 

 

9.01 Land of high ecological value, designated a 
Local Wildlife Site.  unsuitable 

Unsuitable site not to be 
allocated for employment use 
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Durham Road, Birtley 

5.3.1 The employment area (as defined within the UDP allocation JE1.10) spans a length of almost two 

miles, and is situated between the East Coast Mainline, and Durham Road in Birtley (Figure 5.3).  

The employment area’s long and narrow form means its sections have evolved differently.  The 

southern extent of the employment area accommodates a large proportion of retail and other 

non-industrial uses, including car sales, a garden centre, and a DIY store.  The middle section 

accommodates the larger sites of the former AEI Cables, and Komatsu, and also contains smaller 

industrial premises located along Station Lane.  The northern section of the employment area 

accommodates the former BAE Systems site (which was granted outline planning permission for 

residential development in 2012), and large manufacturing sites occupied by Huntsman Pigments 

and Birtley Group. 

 

5.3.2 The boundary of the employment area as drawn in the UDP adjoins residential areas in places, 

and Birtley Town centre.  These uses constrain expansion and redevelopment of parts of the 

employment area.  In addition, although Durham Road itself provides reasonable access, sites 

within the middle and northern sections of the employment area require access through Birtley 

town centre and/or residential streets which may be inappropriate for larger commercial 

vehicles. 

 

5.3.3 Although BAE Systems (G181), and AEI Cables (G185) have ceased operating from large sites 

within the area, the estate still accommodates large-scale occupiers including Komatsu (E5) and 

Huntsman Pigments (G497).  Site G181 has outline planning permission for residential use, while 

the future use of site G185 appears less certain.  The potential for re-occupation or 

redevelopment of site G185 for employment uses means it can be considered to contribute to 

the overall supply of employment land in Gateshead.  However, as the AEI Cables site was 

occupied in 2010 (at the start of the plan period), its development for employment use would not 

contribute to meeting the net employment land requirement over the plan period. 

 

5.3.4 Viability and access constraints affecting the employment area are likely to result in the area 

predominantly providing for local employment needs, and / or meeting demand for low-cost 

premises in the future.  A quantitative overprovision of employment land in Gateshead, combined 

with continued competition in this part of the region, notably from nearby employment areas in 

County Durham (Drum Industrial Estate), Sunderland (Wear Industrial Estate, and Crowther 

Industrial Estate), and at Portobello in Gateshead seem likely to limit the appeal of Durham Road 

for developers of industrial premises.  Accordingly, removal of the employment area protection, 

allowing a more flexible policy approach to the use of land in the north of the employment area 

(north of Station Lane) would allow a broader mix of uses, reflecting the existing and planned 

residential uses in this area.  Similarly, in the south of the employment area, removal of 

employment land protection south of E143/G269 would allow more flexibility in the use of future 

sites in an area already occupied by a mix of non-industrial uses.   

 

5.3.5 An application was submitted in February 2018 for development of a commercial vehicle repair 

centre (B2 use) at a vacant site to the south of the currently defined PEA.  The site in question 

(E158) is a grassed area formerly occupied by commercial premises, which may now contribute 

to open space provision in this part of Gateshead (and may therefore be afforded protection), but 
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otherwise appears suitable for employment use.  Subject to planning approval the site may come 

forward for development within the Local Plan period.  However, its location at the south of the 

industrial estate, within an area recommended for de-allocation from the PEA suggests that it 

would not be appropriate for Local Plan policy to seek the allocation of this site for employment 

uses. 

 

5.3.6 Site E6 at Station Lane, Birtley is one site within a small cluster of industrial sites including Union 

Brickworks, situated to the west of the East Coast Main Line.  These sites are located outside the 

Durham Road Birtley PEA, and are affected by constraints including relatively poor access (with 

vehicular access to this area from the east being limited by the single lane bridge over the rail line 

at Station Lane), and flood risk issues, with parts of the area within flood zone 3.  These 

constraints, in addition to the Green Belt designation to the west (within the administrative area 

of Durham County Council) provide a significant impediment to growth in this area, and it is 

considered that the allocation of sites here would not be appropriate. 

 

5.3.7 The recommended tightening of the employment area boundary around existing industrial sites 

of Beaconsfield Industrial Estate, Komatsu and AEI Cables would provide a better defined 

boundary, allowing for continuing development of a more diverse range of uses in the north and 

south, while retaining industrial occupiers at the heart of the employment area. 
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Figure 5.3 Durham Road, Birtley Employment Area. 
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Site Reference / 
Name 

Gross 
area 
(ha) 

Summary of assessment Recommendation 

E5 
Komatsu 

7.47 Existing site in use.  Suitable but not 
available 

Retain within allocated 
employment area 

G181 
Former BAE 
Systems 

11.12 Vacant site with outline permission for 
residential development.  Suitable for B 
uses, but not available 

Recommend de-allocation 
from employment area 

G185 
Former AEI 
Cables 

10.13 Existing site, currently unoccupied.  
Suitable and available, but future use 
uncertain.  Would not contribute to net 
supply 

Retain within allocated 
employment area 

G268 
Birtley Business 
Centre 

1.54 Existing site, includes several non-B uses.  
Suitable but not available 

Recommend de-allocation 
from employment area 

G439 
Motorpoint, 
Birtley 

3.90 Existing site, in use for vehicle sales.  
Suitable, but not available 

Recommend de-allocation 
from employment area 

G430 
Chatfields Tyne 
Tees 

1.71 Existing site, in use for vehicle sales.  
Suitable, but not available 

Recommend de-allocation 
from employment area 

G497 
Huntsman 
Pigments 

8.95 Existing site in use.  Suitable for B use, but 
not available 

Recommend de-allocation 
from employment area 

G158 
Dobbies Garden 
Centre 

1.94 Existing site, in use for retail (garden 
centre).  Suitable, but not available 

Recommend de-allocation 
from employment area 

E158 
Durham Road 
Trading Estate 

0.37 Vacant site with developer interest in 
commercial uses.  Suitable and available, 
but allocation for employment use is not 
necessary to support economic activity in 
this area, and may be inconsistent with 
proposed reduction in size of the 
employment area 

Recommend de-allocation 
from employment area 

G269 
Land South of AEI 
Cables 

2.91 Vacant site.  Ecological and flood risk 
constraints indicate site is unsuitable for 
development 

Retain within allocated 
employment area 

E6 
Station Lane, 
Birtley 

0.35 Existing site with proposal for industrial 
use; constraints include flood risk issues 

Existing Site outwith 
employment area.   
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East Gateshead 

5.4.1 The East Gateshead Employment Area (Figure 5.4) was allocated as a Primary Employment Area 

within the 2007 UDP.  The Urban Core boundary established within the CSUCP includes Baltic 

Business Quarter, and the Millennium Quay / Hawks Road sites at Gateshead Quays which overlap 

with the East Gateshead PEA boundary as drawn in the 2007 UDP.  The scope of MSGP and this 

ELR excludes allocations made within the CSUCP, and the boundary of the East Gateshead 

employment area should therefore be amended to exclude sites allocated within CSUCP policy 

QB3, at Baltic Business Quarter and Gateshead Quays. 

 

5.4.2 The East Gateshead employment area has seen relatively strong levels of take-up over past years.  

Occupancy levels are generally good (albeit slightly higher than the Borough-wide average), and 

commercial interest in sites is evident with a number of proposals relating to new / 

redevelopment opportunities (including at sites G495b and G516).  Gateshead Council’s activities 

in bringing forward development within adjoining Urban Core sites, most notably at Baltic 

Business Quarter seem likely to add to commercial interest in development at East Gateshead in 

future years. 

 

5.4.3 The Employment Area’s location provides good accessibility, albeit congestion at peak times in 

the Urban Core and along the A184 may constrain access, and deter some potential occupiers 

unless impacts can be mitigated.  Saltmeadows Road provides the main access route within the 

employment area, but on-street parking in some locations can affect movements within the area. 

 

5.4.4 Park Road has several non-B use class operators, including a number of car sales businesses.  The 

area along (and accessible from) Park Road can be considered slightly detached from the rest of 

the employment area, and this location would appear suitable for accommodating non-industrial 

uses in the future.  The development of the adjacent Freight Depot site, to the south west of the 

A184, as part of the Council’s activities in bringing forward development at the Exemplar 

Neighbourhood, also has potential to increase interest in non-commercial uses within this part of 

East Gateshead in the medium-long term.  Gateshead Council depots at Park Road (E159) and 

Shearlegs Road (E160) provide potential for alternative uses in the future, if the Council ceases 

operating from these sites.  Although it would be premature to allocate these sites for alternative 

uses, or to de-allocate the land from the employment area boundary, any future proposals for 

non-B use development should be assessed on their merits, and considered against relevant Local 

Plan policy criteria protecting valuable employment land.  Planning permission was granted for 

non-B use development on the former Stadium Service Station site (G31).  Although it appears 

likely this site will be developed for non-B uses, its development seems unlikely to affect the 

operations of nearby businesses operating in the B use classes.  The current employment area 

boundary along Park Road provides a strong and defensible boundary to the employment area, 

and it would be appropriate to retain this boundary, at least in the short term. 
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5.4.5 Site G517 comprises an existing building which has been vacant for some considerable time.  

However, the site benefits from good access from Saltmeadows Road.  It is a regular shape, in a 

reasonably prominent and accessible position within the employment area.  It is reasonable to 

assume that development at Baltic Business Quarter, and at Clark Chapman Works (G495b) will 

improve the market appeal of this area, increasing the likelihood of development at G517, which 

would contribute 0.44ha net developable employment land. 

 

5.4.6 Like many of the employment areas within the urban area of Gateshead, several units within East 

Gateshead employment area appear to be reaching the end of their operational life, or may be in 

a condition which would not appeal to new occupiers.  The demolition of Baltic Business Centre 

offices at Saltmeadows Road allows better access to the rest of site G495b. Planning permission 

was granted in 2017 for erection of new industrial units on site G495b, and is currently being 

implemented, with completion expected in 2018/19.  Once completed, development here will 

provide modern industrial premises within a gross site area of 3.6ha (2.8ha net), complementing 

the relatively recent provision of industrial units at Saltmeadows Trade Park (G465).  
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Figure 5.4 East Gateshead Employment Area. 
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Site Reference / 
Name 

Gross 
area 
(ha) 

Summary of assessment Recommendation 

G495a 
Clark Chapmans 
Works 

6.52 Existing site, currently in use.  Suitable but 
not available 

Retain within allocated 
employment area 

G31 
Former Stadium 
Service Station 

0.32 Vacant site with extant planning 
permission for non-B use commercial 
development (car showroom).  Suitable 
for B use, but not available 

Retain within allocated 
employment area 

G517 
Saltmeadows 
Road 

0.44 Developed site which is currently 
unoccupied.  Suitable and available 

Unoccupied site, 
recommended for allocation 

E160 
Depot, Shearlegs 
Road 

2.62 Existing site, currently in use.  Suitable but 
not available 

Retain within allocated 
employment area 

E159 
Depot, Park Road 

1.70 Existing site, currently in use.  Suitable but 
not available 

Retain within allocated 
employment area 

G495b 
Baltic Business 
Centre / Clark 
Chapmans Works 

3.6 /  
2.8 net 

Planning permission for B2/B8 use is 
currently being implemented 

Unoccupied site, 
recommended for allocation 
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Fairfield Industrial Park 

5.5.1 This employment area adjoins the River Tyne, in the Bill Quay area of east Gateshead (Figure 

5.5).  The estate was allocated as a Secondary Employment Area within saved UDP policy JE3.6.  

Site G130 comprises the whole of the industrial estate.  A large proportion of the site remains 

undeveloped, and vacancy rates of existing properties are very high (Business Rates data 

presented in table 5.2 indicates almost 80% of properties are vacant).  There is some evidence 

of recent investment in the estate: some premises are in reasonable condition, but many have 

fallen into disrepair, and the majority appear close to the end of their operational life. 

 

5.5.2 Large-scale development or redevelopment within the estate is likely to prove problematic for a 

number of reasons.  Changes in levels across the estate may mean that development of larger 

sites would be difficult; similarly, the topography of this part of Gateshead has required a 

substantial retaining wall at the southern boundary of the employment area.  Access to the 

estate requires travel through residential areas, while the southern part of Station Road in 

particular includes a steep slope which may be inappropriate for larger commercial vehicles.  

Fairfield Industrial Park is situated within close proximity to larger, established employment 

areas at Felling Industrial Estate, and Follingsby Park, with smaller scale premises available at 

nearby Pelaw Industrial Estate, and at the (unallocated) Stonehills Complex.  Although G130 

could provide accommodation to meet local demand for employment space, this part of East 

Gateshead accommodates several existing industrial sites and premises which are likely to be 

capable of meeting local needs, and which are not affected by the same constraints which may 

hinder development at Fairfield. 

 

5.5.3 Site G21 was allocated for mixed-use development including B1 and B2 within 2007 UDP policy 

MU22.  Current market conditions, in addition to the substantial likely costs of remediation at 

this site indicate that B use development is unlikely to be viable, and this allocation should not 

be carried forward into the next stages of Gateshead’s Local Plan.  

5.5.4 A more flexible policy approach to development at Fairfield Industrial Estate would be 

appropriate, and would allow future proposals for B use development, or for other uses to be 

assessed on their merits, without being subject to a policy restriction to the B-use classes. 
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Figure 5.5 Fairfield Industrial Park Employment Area. 
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Site Reference / 
Name 

Gross 
area 
(ha) 

Summary of assessment Recommendation 

G130 
Fairfield 
Industrial Estate 

7.59 Industrial estate affected by a range of 
physical constraints which limit its appeal.  
Lack of market interest indicate unsuitable 
for further industrial development. 

Recommend de-allocation of 
employment area 

G21 
Harrison Quay 

3.96 Mixed-use UDP allocation MU22.  Lack of 
market interest indicate unsuitable for 
industrial development. 

Unsuitable site not to be 
allocated for employment use 
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Felling Industrial Estate 

5.6.1 Felling Industrial Estate (Figure 5.6) is one of the larger employment areas in Gateshead allocated 

as a Primary Employment area within the UDP.  The estate is situated to the south of the River 

Tyne, and north of the Carlisle-Sunderland rail line / Tyne and Wear Metro line.  The area has 

good access to the main road network, with the A184 Abbotsford Road bisecting the industrial 

estate, and also has strong links to Heworth and Felling Metro stations. 

 

5.6.2 The estate accommodates a mix of industrial sites, with some scrap / waste processing sites.  The 

estate’s proximity to residential properties is likely to require that future development considers 

the potential impact on residential amenity, and provides necessary mitigation.  Development of 

further waste processing sites may be appropriate in the area, subject to impact on the amenity 

of nearby residential areas. 

 

5.6.3 Some non-B use commercial occupiers are situated in sites with frontage along Abbotsford Road, 

although the appeal of this location for commercial operators does not appear to match sites 

closer to the Urban Core in East Gateshead. 

 

5.6.4 The largest single occupier of the estate is Akzo Nobel/International Paint, which occupies a site 

of around 10ha in size in the north east of the estate.  The business has expanded its operations 

in recent years, with development so far being within a single large site. 

 

5.6.5 The industrial estate accommodates Gateshead’s only Gypsy and Traveller site (G271).  The 

adjoining G68 is a vacant site, which may be required to accommodate future needs for additional 

gypsy and traveller pitches.  This part of Felling Industrial Estate is situated within a wildlife 

corridor, and the suitability of development at G68 would be likely to be subject to potential 

requirements for ecological mitigation.  The boundary of this part of Felling Industrial Estate could 

be appropriately revised to exclude sites G271 and G68.  This eastern area of the estate is under-

used in comparison to more central parts of the estate.  Revising the boundary at this location 

would assist in focussing development towards more central parts of the employment area, while 

allowing for any future proposal at G68 to be assessed on its merits without a policy requirement 

restricting development to B-class uses. 

 

5.6.6 The former Morrison’s Depot (G180) is a developed site, which has been submitted for inclusion 

in the Council’s Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment by the landowner.  This is a large 

site (around 5.6ha), close to residential areas to the north and east.  Non-industrial uses could 

potentially be accommodated without affecting the operations of neighbouring businesses, while 

a clear boundary to the employment area could be drawn to the east of G180.  Given the quantity 

of under-used sites within the Felling Industrial Estate, and the identification of several potential 

development sites within this ELR, there is no indication that the de-allocation of this land would 

result in a shortfall of employment land compared to demand for sites.  Removal of this site from 

the protected employment area would allow a more flexible approach to potential uses.  

However, subject to any allocation of this land for alternative uses within the Local Plan, the land 

may appropriately be re-used for employment uses.  
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5.6.7 Land at Brewery Lane (G165) was allocated for development within the 2007 UDP.  Although the 

site remains vacant, it has good access to the main road network and to public transport links at 

Felling Metro station and Heworth Interchange, and its large area could provide opportunity for 

any necessary buffer to residential properties on Stuart Terrace.  Its development has potential 

to contribute 4.7ha of net developable employment land to the Borough’s portfolio of sites, and 

would be capable of meeting a range of business needs.  Site G421a is a remaining undeveloped 

portion of a site allocated in the 2007 UDP (site JE2.18).  The site comprises unmade ground 

currently in use for storage.  Its proximity to the main road network suggests its development 

could provide 0.55ha of net developable area to accommodate B2/B8 floorspace. 

 

5.6.8 Land east of Stoneygate Lane (site E166) is a relatively small area of vacant land situated to the 

south of the A184 (Felling Bypass) overpass.  Split levels within the site and a retaining wall / 

embankment to the Felling Bypass reduce the net developable area to only around 0.1ha; which, 

in combination with constraints including difficult road access, indicate that the site is unsuitable 

for development.    

 

5.6.9 Site E163 is a vacant plot situated in the east of the employment area.  Although the site has not 

yet come forward for development, there appear to be no constraints which would prevent 

development of the site.  It is a small, regularly shaped plot in an accessible location which has 

potential to add to the range of sites available in the borough, and could contribute 0.37ha of net 

developable area. 

 

5.6.10 Site G496, Bath Lane is a vacant, irregularly shaped site granted planning permission in September 

2016 for the erection of an anaerobic digestion facility (B2).  Its development would contribute 

1.09ha net developable land towards meeting the Borough’s employment land requirements 

 

5.6.11 Site G466 at Green Lane has planning permission for a non-industrial use.  Although the site is 

situated at the eastern edge of the employment area, its exclusion from the employment area 

would establish an irregular boundary to this part of the employment area, and a revised 

boundary at this location is therefore not recommended. 
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Figure 5.6 Felling Industrial Estate Employment Area. 
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Site Reference / 
Name 

Gross 
area 
(ha) 

Summary of assessment Recommendation 

G383 
Nest Road 

1.12 Site allocated for employment 
development in UDP policy JE2.17.  Now 
developed.  Suitable, but not available  

Retain within allocated 
employment area 

G519 
Rail Academy, 
William Street 

2.04 Existing developed site, in use as training 
facility.  Portion is vacant, but likely to be 
retained within curtilage of existing site.  
Suitable, but not available 

Retain within allocated 
employment area 

G68 1.93 Vacant site adjacent to gypsy and traveller 
site.  Unsuitable for B uses. 

Recommend de-allocation 
from employment area 

G271 0.79 Gypsy and traveller site.  Unsuitable for B 
uses. 

Recommend de-allocation 
from employment area 

G165 
Land at Brewery 
Lane, Felling 

4.70 Vacant site, allocated for employment 
development in UDP policy JE2.16.  
Suitable and available 

Vacant site, recommend for 
allocation 

G518 
Former Coast and 
County, Green 
Lane 

0.87 Partly developed site.  Permission granted 
for change of use to scaffolding yard.  
Suitable, but not available 

Retain within allocated 
employment area 

G496 
Bath Road 

1.09 Vacant site with planning permission for 
B2 anaerobic digestion facility, biogas and 
associated infrastructure.  Suitable and 
available 

Vacant site, recommend for 
allocation 

G466 
Felling Business 
Centre 
 

1.13 Vacant site with planning permission for 
cat adoption centre.  Suitable, but not 
available 

Retain within allocated 
employment area 

G180 
Former 
Morrisons Depot, 
Abbotsford Road 

5.55 Existing developed site; landowner has 
indicated potential for alternative uses.  
Suitable but not available 

Recommend de-allocation 
from employment area 

E146 
JBL components, 
William Street 

0.88 Existing site, recently expanded premises 
into previously vacant land.  Suitable, but 
not available 

Retain within allocated 
employment area 

E163 
Land north of 
Latham James  

0.37 Vacant site, suitable and available Vacant site, recommend for 
allocation 

G421a 
Land at 
Stoneygate Close 

0.55 Undeveloped portion of UDP allocation 
JE2.18.  Suitable and available  

Undeveloped site, 
recommend for allocation 

E166 
Land east of 
Stoneygate Lane 

0.4 / 
0.1net  

Vacant land unsuitable for development Retain within allocated 
employment area 
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Follingsby 

5.7.1 Follingsby Park (Figure 5.7) is located in the east of the Borough, at Gateshead’s boundary with 

South Tyneside to the east, and with Sunderland to the south.  The estate has excellent links to 

the main road network, at the A194 and A184.  In consequence, the estate has proven popular 

with businesses operating in the distribution and logistics sector, which comprise the majority of 

occupiers within the park.    Reflecting the important role of Follingsby Park, and its potential to 

contribute further to Gateshead’s economy, the estate was identified as a Key Employment Area 

within the CSUCP. 

 

5.7.2 The appeal of Follingsby Park, and the unique opportunity it presents for Gateshead to enhance 

its portfolio of sites attractive to the distribution and logistics sector resulted in the Council 

expanding the estate by allocating the South of Follingsby Lane site for development (providing 

22ha net developable employment land for B8 use) within CSUCP policy KEA2.  CSUCP policy CS4 

identifies the Follingsby Key Employment Area as encompassing the South of Follingsby Lane site, 

in addition to the Follingsby Primary Employment Area allocated within UDP policy JE1.8, and this 

boundary should be reflected within the employment area allocations of MSGP.   

 

5.7.3 Although the estate has proven most popular with occupiers operating within the distribution 

and logistics sector, the estate also accommodates some other industrial B1/B2 uses, which 

generally appear to be ancillary to the B8 operations.  The Council’s monitoring data indicate that 

although 12.15ha of land has been taken up for development at Follingsby since 2000, no 

completions have been recorded since 2007/08.  Several development sites allocated within the 

2007 UDP remain vacant within the estate.  However, recent interest at this location, in addition 

to its fundamental qualities of providing greenfield development sites with excellent access to 

the main road network suggest that it is likely to remain an attractive location for B8 uses in 

particular over the foreseeable future. 

 

5.7.4 Gateshead Council is currently working with relevant stakeholders to bring forward development 

at the South of Follingsby Lane site.  Follingsby Park was included in the package of sites awarded 

Enterprise Zone status within phase two of the award, announced in the 2015 Autumn Statement. 

 

5.7.5 In 2017 outline planning permission was granted for development of B8 and B2 use at Follingsby 

South.  A subsequent outline planning application has also been received for the site, 

incorporating proposals for a B8 use facility with considerably larger floorspace area (within the 

same site footprint).  Subject to planning approval, development is expected to commence 

shortly, and has potential to be completed in 2019/20. 

 

5.7.6 Four sites included within UDP allocations remain undeveloped, and have been assessed within 

this ELR.  Site G391 is the remaining undeveloped portion of the west of Follingsby Way site 

allocated within Saved UDP policy JE2.21.  Sites G392 and G310a are located at the south west 

corner of the employment area (as defined within the UDP Primary Employment Area), and were 

allocated within UDP policies JE2.20 and JE2.25 respectively.  Ecological surveys undertaken after 

the adoption of the UDP have identified the presence of great crested newt breeding ponds in 

close proximity to site G310a.  Development of this site would therefore be considered likely to 

have a detrimental impact on a critical area of terrestrial habitat for great crested newts, and the 
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site is categorised as unsuitable for development on this basis.  Site G384a is a vacant area within 

the east of UDP allocation JE2.25.  Consent was granted in October 2017 for erection of an 

industrial facility (B1c/B2/B8) at this site, and development has commenced.   

 

5.7.7 Sites G391, G392 and G384a provide vacant greenfield development plots, with established 

access points.  Although potential ecological and flood risk constraints may limit development of 

these sites, the cumulative net developable area is estimated to provide 6.02ha employment land 

suitable for B1b/c, B2 and B8 use. 

 

5.7.8 Site E150 is a triangular, vacant area at the northern tip of the estate, adjoining the A194 

embankment and the Leamside Line.  Compared to other vacant sites within the estate, E150 has 

relatively poor access, and its irregular shape may also present some challenges in 

accommodating development.  However, the landowner has indicated the site may provide an 

opportunity to expand the developed plot immediately to the south.   Subject to any 

requirements for necessary mitigation of ecological and / or flood risk impacts of development, 

the site could contribute 0.76ha of developable employment land.  However, as it is most likely 

to come forward for development in accommodating the expansion of an existing business, it is 

not recommended for inclusion as an allocated employment development site within the Local 

Plan, and is not considered to contribute to the net supply of employment land in the Borough. 
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Figure 5.7 Follingsby Employment Area. 
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Site Reference / 
Name 

Gross 
area 
(ha) 

Summary of assessment Recommendation 

G391 
West of 
Follingsby Way 

1.79 Remaining undeveloped portion of UDP 
allocation JE2.21.  Suitable and available 

Vacant site, recommend for 
allocation 

G392 
Follingsby 
Avanue North 

0.93 Undeveloped UDP site allocated JE2.20.  
Suitable and available. 

Vacant site, recommend for 
allocation 

G310a 
Follingsby 
Avenue South 

1.30 Undeveloped western portion of UDP site 
JE2.25.  Development of site considered 
likely to have unacceptable impact on 
ecology, and is therefore unsuitable for 
development. 

Retain within allocated 
employment area 

G384a 
White Rose Way 

4.41 / 
3.30 
net 

Undeveloped eastern portion of UDP site 
JE2.25. Recent consent for industrial uses.  
Suitable and available. 

Permission for industrial 
facility is being implemented; 
recommend for allocation 

E150 
North of 
Follingsby 
Avenue 

0.76 Vacant area within employment area.  
Suitable and available, although 
constraints may limit development 

Retain within allocated 
employment area 
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5.8 High Spen 

5.8.1 This industrial estate is located in the north of High Spen (Figure 5.8), a small settlement in the 

south west of Gateshead.  It was allocated as a Secondary Employment Area in saved UDP policy 

JE3.1. 

 

5.8.2 This is a small employment area: the area allocated in the UDP comprises only around 3.4ha in 

total, however less than 1.3ha of land is currently developed for B uses.  The area’s small scale, 

and relatively isolated location mean that its main function is to provide accommodation for small 

local businesses.  The site predominantly provides small industrial units accommodating local 

businesses.  Gateshead Council property services lease a small terrace of units within the estate.   

 

5.8.3 The employment area includes one site allocated in UDP policy JE2.26, referred to in this 

assessment as site reference G393.  G393 remains a vacant site, but following residential 

development at its southern edge, access to the site may now prove difficult. 

 

5.8.4 Since the 2007 UDP allocation of this employment area, land at the south west of the estate has 

been developed for residential uses.  Residential development also adjoins the south-eastern 

corner of the estate, at Strothers Road, and the northern edge of the employment area boundary, 

on the B6135 / Rogues Lane.  Expansion or intensification of industrial activity at this location may 

therefore conflict with nearby residential uses. 

 

5.8.5 This location provides some accommodation for small local businesses, and therefore serves to 

support the rural economy in this part of Gateshead.  However, the small scale of the estate, its 

close proximity to residential dwellings, and relatively poor accessibility limit its appeal for a range 

of potential industrial occupiers.  It would be appropriate to remove the Secondary Employment 

Area allocation from this industrial estate, allowing a more flexible policy approach to potential 

new development.  Given the apparent lack of interest in industrial development at this location 

and the constraints discussed above, it would not be appropriate to retain the allocation of G393 

for B use development. 
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Figure 5.8 High Spen Employment Area. 
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Site Reference / 
Name 

Gross 
area 
(ha) 

Summary of assessment Recommendation 

G354 
High Spen 
Industrial Estate 

3.38 Existing employment area, partly 
developed for residential use.  Unsuitable 
for further development due to residential 
uses, and lack of market interest 

Recommend de-allocation of 
employment area 

G393 
Part of High Spen 
Industrial Estate 

1.30 Vacant site, allocated in UDP JE2.26.  
Unsuitable for industrial development 

Recommend de-allocation of 
employment area 
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Pelaw Industrial Estate 

5.9.1 Pelaw Industrial Estate (Figure 5.9) was allocated as a Secondary Employment Area in saved 

UDP policy JE3.7.  The allocated employment area covers around 5.1ha of land, and is adjoined 

by two vacant smaller sites allocated for mixed use development in UDP policies MU16 and 

MU17. 

 

5.9.2 The estate accommodates a range of small to mid-sized industrial premises, predominantly 

occupied by local vehicle repair and waste recycling businesses, but with several (B2 use) hot 

food distribution units.  The varying quality of premises within the estate, in addition to the 

presence of waste recycling and other open storage in some prominent locations means visual 

appearance of parts of the estate is poor.  A predominance of on-street parking also contributes 

to an ‘untidy’ appearance within the estate. 

 

5.9.3 Although there is likely to be decreasing demand for traditional industrial uses within the estate, 

it continues to be popular with local businesses and has relatively good overall levels of 

occupancy (only 7% of properties within the estate were identified as vacant using business 

Rates information, presented in table 5.2).  However, the west of the estate contains a vacant 

site (G38) and a terrace of relatively modern units which appear to be vacant. 

 

5.9.4 The estate is enclosed by residential areas to the west and south, with the rail line forming the 

northern boundary to the estate.  Further to the north, planning permission was granted in 

December 2016 for a retail foodstore on the former Shirt Factory site on Shields Road (site 

G221), while the 0.19ha site E161 was developed for B8 use in 2017/18.   

 

5.9.5 The concealed nature of the Pelaw Industrial Estate means interest in development or 

redevelopment of land within or adjoining the estate for ‘traditional’ industrial uses is unlikely 

to be high.  Similarly, the presence of nearby established industrial areas in Gateshead at Felling 

Industrial Estate, Follingsby Park, and East Gateshead, are likely to have a greater appeal to 

larger scale operators looking to locate to the area.  

 

5.9.6 The estate has good access to public transport services, with close proximity to Pelaw Metro 

station.  However, vehicular access into the estate can only be achieved by crossing the single 

lane bridge over the rail line which forms the northern boundary to the estate.  The poor 

vehicular access to the estate provides perhaps the most significant impediment to its further 

development.  Although other access points may be possible, they may not be financially viable, 

and would in any case necessitate journeys through adjoining residential areas which would not 

be desirable. 

 

5.9.7 Site G38 is a vacant plot within the industrial estate.  Issues with ground conditions / 

contamination suggest that the cost of remediation, coupled with relatively low potential value 

of commercial property at this location, would mean development of this site may not be viable.  

Sites G114, and G115, allocated for mixed use development in the UDP within policies MU17 

and MU16 respectively are currently vacant.  Poor access to these sites, and the general poor 

quality of the environment within Pelaw Industrial Estate are likely to continue limit the appeal 
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of these sites for industrial development.  Proximity to residential properties provides an 

additional constraint to potential occupiers. 

 

5.9.8 Although Pelaw Industrial Estate provides accommodation for local businesses, its proximity to 

other (allocated and un-allocated) industrial land and premises mean it does not provide space 

that is required to sustain levels of economic activity in this part of Gateshead in the long term.  

The constraints relating to the estate result in low demand for premises, while many industrial 

activities would not be compatible with the adjoining residential areas.  Allowing a broader 

range of potential uses at Pelaw Industrial Estate, and within sites G114 and G116 may allow 

other development to come forward at this location in the future.  The removal of the 

Secondary Employment Area allocation at Pelaw Industrial Estate, and of the employment 

component of mixed use allocations at G114 and G115 would therefore be appropriate. 
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Figure 5.9 Pelaw Industrial Estate Employment Area. 
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Site Reference / 
Name 

Gross 
area 
(ha) 

Summary of assessment Recommendation 

G38 
Land west of 
Heworth Way 

0.69 Vacant site constrained by access and 
ground conditions / contamination.  
Unsuitable for industrial development 

Recommend de-allocation of 
employment area 

G221 
Former Shirt 
Factory 

1.00 Majority of site has planning permission 
for supermarket; currently being 
implemented.  Suitable but not available 

Not available for industrial 
use. 

G114 
South of Pelaw 
Metro Station 

1.49 Vacant site, allocated in UDP policy MU17.  
Unsuitable given poor market appeal for 
B-use development 

Recommend de-allocation of 
employment component of 
mixed-use allocation 

G115 
South of Pelaw 
Way 

0.59 Vacant site, allocated in UDP policy MU17.  
Unsuitable given poor market appeal for 
B-use development 

Recommend de-allocation of 
employment component of 
mixed-use allocation 

G257 
Cartmel 
Engineering 

0.36 Existing industrial premises, not allocated 
for employment use.  Suitable but not 
available 

Existing site outwith policy 
designation 
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Portobello 

5.10.1 The industrial / trading estate at Portobello is a well-established employment area located to the 

west of the A1, at Birtley (Figure 5.10).  The estate accommodates mainly industrial B2/B8 

occupiers, with some DIY retail / trade counter operators. 

 

5.10.2 The estate benefits from close proximity to the A1, and this has been a significant factor in its 

development.  However, while access to the estate is good, vehicular movement within the estate 

is hindered by limited road links, and a propensity for on-street parking of cars and commercial 

vehicles (an issue presumably caused by the general inadequacy of yard sizes within the estate). 

 

5.10.3 The area within the UDP PEA allocation has been largely built-out, with site G394 on Shadon Way 

(allocated for development within the UDP under policy JE2.23) providing the only plot that 

remains undeveloped.  Although G394 has not been developed, it remains a reasonably attractive 

site without any known constraints that would prevent its development, and it would be 

appropriate to retain its allocation for development within the emerging Local Plan. 

 

5.10.4 To the east of the PEA boundary on Portobello Road, the implementation of planning application 

DC/11/00300/OUT was completed in 2015, providing 7,340sqm of industrial floorspace.  The 

development of this site (site ref: E124) effectively extends the employment area east, beyond 

the boundary that was allocated within UDP policy JE1.9.  Land at site G300b, immediately to the 

south of E124 remains undeveloped.  A proposal for B8 use on part of this site, submitted in April 

2018 indicates that (a majority of) the site is available for employment use.  Given the recent 

development of site E124, site G300b appears to also provide a commercially attractive location 

for industrial uses, with potential to be brought forward within the medium term, completing the 

expansion of Portobello Industrial Estate to the east of Portobello Road.  A proposal for a single 

residential unit adjacent to G300b (application ref: DC/16/00073/OUT) was granted outline 

planning permission in May 2016.  If this development proposal is implemented, it seems likely 

that any amenity issues related to the potential impact of employment uses at G300b could be 

mitigated, although this may result in a reduction to the net developable area, currently 

calculated to be 1.20ha.   

 

5.10.5 Portobello Industrial Estate is surrounded to the north, west and south by residential 

development, and land to the east of Portobello Road provides one of the few opportunities to 

expand this popular estate.  It would therefore be appropriate to amend the employment area 

boundary to include land developed to the east of Portobello Road, at site E124, and vacant land 

at site G300b.  In addition, the allocation of site G300b for B1(b), B1(c), B2 or B8 uses should be 

considered within the emerging Local Plan.  The protection and allocation of land to the east of 

Portobello Road for B-class uses provides increased certainty of its continued use by businesses 

operating within the industrial use classes, supports the continuing success of the estate for 

industrial occupiers, and also secures the expansion of Gateshead’s portfolio of employment land. 
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Figure 5.10 Portobello, Birtley Employment Area. 
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Site Reference / 
Name 

Gross 
area 
(ha) 

Summary of assessment Recommendation 

G394 
Shadon Way 

0.42 Vacant site, allocated in UDP policy JE2.19.  
Suitable and available 

Vacant site, recommend for 
allocation 

E124 
Portobello Trade 
Park 

3.10 Sites recently developed for B uses.  
Suitable but not available 

Expand employment area 
boundary to include 
developed land 

G300b 
Land to South of 
Portobello Trade 
Park 

1.20 Vacant site, immediately to south of 
recently developed area.  Suitable and 
available 

Expand employment area 
boundary to include 
developed land 

G184 
Former Night Owl 
Truck Stop 

3.86 Site currently in commercial use for 
vehicle sales.  Suitable but not available 

Not available for industrial 
use 
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Sands 

5.11.1 Sands Secondary Employment Area was allocated within saved UDP policy JE3.4.  The industrial 

estate (Figure 5.11) covers an area of only around 0.6ha, and comprises a small section of what 

was a larger industrial area.  Development on land to the east (site G373b) and south of the 

existing industrial units have provided large floorplate retailing, while residential development is 

situated to the west of the existing industrial premises. 

 

5.11.2 The industrial estate accommodates a modest range of units in relatively modern 

accommodation.  The layout of the estate allows good access to units.  However, while the site is 

in close proximity to the A1, congestion at junctions on Hexham Road may act to discourage some 

potential occupiers.   

 

5.11.3 Unless nearby commercial sites become available there are no opportunities to expand this small 

industrial estate.  It seems likely that future redevelopment of the estate, or development 

opportunities at nearby sites (such as G288 to the south) will seek to provide other commercial 

or residential uses which are likely to provide a better financial return in this location than B-class 

uses. 

 

5.11.4 Sands Industrial Estate benefits from close proximity to larger areas of industrial / commercial 

development at Blaydon and around the Metrocentre/Metrogreen.  It also has close proximity to 

Whickham Industrial Estate, and the clustering of industrial activity in this area may support 

interest from industrial occupiers in this location.  However, the small scale of thisl Estate, and its 

very limited opportunities for expansion or redevelopment mean it would be appropriate to 

remove the existing Secondary Employment Area allocation from this location, allowing any 

future development proposals relating to the site to be assessed on their merits without 

application of a restriction to B-class uses on the estate. 
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Figure 5.11 Sands Employment Area. 
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Site Reference / 
Name 

Gross 
area 
(ha) 

Summary of assessment Recommendation 

G373a 
Sands Industrial 
Estate 

0.72 Existing employment site.  Suitable but 
not available 

Recommend de-allocation of 
employment area 

G373b 
Sands Industrial 
Estate 

1.68 Site in use for retail / leisure.  Unsuitable 
for redevelopment for industrial use, 
given likely greater market appeal of 
alternative uses 

Not suitable for industrial use 

G288 
Regent Garage, 
Crowley Works, 
Hexham Road 

0.31 Developed site that appears occupied.  
Unsuitable for redevelopment for 
industrial use, given likely greater market 
appeal of alternative uses 

Not suitable for industrial use 
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Stargate Industrial Estate 

5.12.1 Stargate Industrial Estate is allocated as a Secondary Employment Area within saved UDP policy 

JE3.2.  The industrial estate covers (Figure 5.12) a total area of around 4.7ha, and is located to the 

south east of Ryton.  The estate adjoins residential properties on Stargate Lane to the east, with 

residential development off Cushy Cow Lane to the North; further residential development is 

allocated on the Village Growth Area site to the west of the Industrial Estate. 

 

5.12.2 Current occupiers include engineering and other industrial uses, and a tool hire / trade counter 

business.  EGi data indicate several current occupiers within Stargate have been established at 

the industrial estate for more than ten years. 

 

5.12.3 Although there is some variety in the condition of premises throughout the estate, many appear 

to be in a reasonable condition, and there is some evidence of investment.  The estate contains a 

range of premises in terms of size, however the majority of premises are currently occupied by a 

relatively small number of businesses.  For example, MKW Engineering currently operate from a 

split site within the east of the industrial estate, and occupy units which could be sub-divided into 

smaller premises. 

 

5.12.4 Stargate Industrial Estate benefits from close proximity to the A695, and has high levels of 

occupancy.  The estate offers employment opportunities within the west of Gateshead, and 

supports industrial activities within the local area.  The employment area should be retained for 

B1(c), B2 and B8 use classes, with the boundary corresponding to the 2007 UDP allocation of this 

area. 

 

5.12.5 The close proximity of established and allocated residential developments to the north and west 

of the industrial estate, the Green Belt boundary to the south and east, and relatively narrow 

access into the estate mean there are no real opportunities for expansion of the employment 

area.  Future development opportunities within the estate are also likely to be constrained by 

potential amenity issues of nearby residential development. 
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Figure 5.12 Stargate Industrial Estate Employment Area. 
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Site Reference / 
Name 

Gross 
area 
(ha) 

Summary of assessment Recommendation 

E64 
Land at Stargate 
Industrial Estate 

0.08 Existing site within industrial estate.  
Suitable but not available 

Retain within allocated 
employment area 
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Team Valley Trading Estate 

5.13.1 The Team Valley Trading Estate (TVTE) (Figure 5.13) is the largest and most significant industrial 

estate in Gateshead.  Covering a total area of around 275ha, and accommodating around 20,000 

jobs, it is among the most significant locations for the region’s economy.  The importance of TVTE 

is recognised within the North East Strategic Economic Plan, and in the CSUCP which identifies 

TVTE as a Key Employment Area.  CSUCP policy CS5 seeks to support advanced manufacturing 

and engineering at the estate. 

5.13.2 TVTE has been successful in attracting new development throughout the latter part of the 

twentieth century, and the estate is now densely developed with relatively few vacant 

development plots remaining.  Consequently, much of the more recent development at TVTE has 

comprised the redevelopment / replacement of existing premises.  This trend seems likely to 

continue in the future as older buildings are replaced to provide premises and site configurations 

that meet current demands.  Industrial rents for new accommodation within TVTE allow for viable 

private sector redevelopment of sites.  However, without detailed and up-to date knowledge of 

the conditions of buildings and lease arrangements, it is difficult to anticipate which sites are likely 

to come forward for redevelopment over the plan period.  Several existing sites at TVTE assessed 

within this report appear to accommodate older buildings (for example G513, E114, G534, G501 

and G241), but are currently in use and may continue to operate for the foreseeable future 

without the need to replace the existing premises.  As noted in paragraph 2.19, for the purposes 

of this ELR, the redevelopment of sites that were occupied in March 2010 would not be 

considered to contribute to meeting the identified need for net additional employment land over 

the plan period. 

 

5.13.3 In 2016 planning permission was sought for the change of use of premises at Kings Park (site E152) 

to provide an indoor leisure facility (use class D2).  Permission was refused on the basis that the 

proposal would result in the loss of employment land at a central location within TVTE, and a 

subsequent appeal against this decision by the applicant was dismissed.  It is understood that the 

site remains vacant, as the building’s unusual configuration is not suitable for many businesses.  

The site may therefore provide an opportunity for redevelopment in the future. 

 

5.13.4 The large number and wide range of premises on the estate, combined with relatively high levels 

of commercial demand mean that the changing needs of individual businesses on the estate can 

often be accommodated through the churn of occupiers, or the expansion of existing premises, 

without generating a need to develop new sites. 

 

5.13.5 TVTE is only around 2.5 miles from Gateshead Urban Core, and therefore provides a significant 

quantity of employment opportunities in a location that is close to large residential areas of 

Gateshead.  The estate’s proximity to the A1 provides good access to the strategic road network, 

although this section of the A1 experiences high levels of congestion, especially at peak times.  

Relatively poor public transport links to the estate, combined with congestion on the A1 may 

serve to constrain the intensification of business activity within the estate. 

 

5.13.6 The density of development at TVTE, combined with the strong boundaries provided by major 

infrastructure routes of the A1 (to the west and south of the estate) and East Coast Main Line 
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(providing the estate’s eastern boundary) mean it has well defined boundaries which retain the 

estate’s ‘industrial’ character.  However, these boundaries limit the potential expansion of the 

TVTE for the foreseeable future. 

 

5.13.7 Reflecting its scale and appeal for a wide range of commercial activities, the estate accommodates 

a wide range of business activities and premises, from heavier industrial/manufacturing activities 

(including businesses operating within advanced manufacturing and engineering), to office uses 

and warehouse/distribution.  CSUCP policy CS6 identified the Team Valley as an appropriate 

location for “a limited amount of office development”, with supporting text identifying that 

locations identified for out of town office development “will accommodate business needs and 

office specifications that cannot be accommodated within the Urban Core, ensuring economic 

growth is not compromised by limited site availability”.  Maingate and Fifth Avenue developments 

provide the most notable office locations within TVTE.  At the time of preparing the CSUCP, 

development of site G49 Kingsway North (former Huwoods factory), adjacent to Maingate, was 

anticipated as being likely to accommodate around 21,000sqm of office floorspace.  However, a 

subsequent hybrid planning application (DC/15/01137/OUT) was approved for B2/B8 uses on the 

site in December 2016, and it seems unlikely that the site will accommodate office floorspace 

(other than that which may be necessary to support the main B2/B8 uses within the site).   

 

5.13.8 The large number of workers within the estate generates considerable demand for supporting 

food and drink / retail uses within the estate.  A number of recent planning permissions and 

developments within the estate have sought to meet a portion of this demand by accommodating 

supporting retail / food and drink uses (for example, within site E25 Enterprise House, and at the 

Maingate redevelopment) within new developments or change of use schemes.  It is also likely 

that food and drink facilities at Retail World accommodate some needs for such uses from within 

the adjoining industrial estate.  Recent commercial demand for out-of-town leisure facilities in 

accessible locations has led to change of use proposals at some premises within TVTE that are 

currently less appealing for industrial occupiers (usually because of site-specific circumstances 

associated with the age, condition, and/or configuration of premises).  Local Plan policies should 

seek to strike a balance between the protection of employment land needed to accommodate 

expansion in key industrial growth sectors, and the avoidance of protecting employment land 

where there is no reasonable prospect of it being used for that purpose, and where development 

of alternative uses could address (as required by NPPF paragraph 120).  This is of particular 

significance for the TVTE given the important role of the estate in Gateshead’s economy. 

 

5.13.9 TVTE is prone to fluvial and surface water flooding, with the most recent flood events in 2008 and 

2012 affecting a number of businesses within the estate.  In order to address flood risk within the 

estate, Gateshead Council is working in partnership with the Environment Agency and key 

stakeholders to deliver the Team Valley Flood Alleviation Project.  The project aims to provide 

increased protection to around 350 businesses by storing water upstream and the introduction 

of a range of other flood alleviation and mitigation measures within the estate.  The project is 

currently at an early stage, but may introduce requirements for the mitigation of flood risk within 

potential development sites. 
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5.13.10 Gateshead College operate two skills academies within TVTE on Kingsway South (sites G328 and 

G30).  Although these facilities operate outside of the B-class uses, the activities of training 

facilities are often compatible with operations of businesses within an industrial estate.  

Education and training facilities are often able to benefit from proximity to businesses, with 

businesses also benefitting from opportunities to develop the skills of workers. 

 

5.13.11 Phase one of the redevelopment of site E115, Princesway North was completed in 2017/18, 

providing new B2/B8 accommodation.  It seems likely that phase two will be implemented shortly, 

developing the remaining 2.88ha of land at this site.  Additional sites identified by the major 

landowner within TVTE as having development potential include vacant/cleared sites G49a, G395, 

E151 and G396, and a redevelopment of site G396.  Development proposals are progressing for 

several of these sites, which cumulatively contribute 6.5ha of net developable employment land.  

It should be noted that development of site E151 (former Npower site) is not considered to 

contribute towards meeting the CSUCP employment land requirement, as the site was in use in 

April 2010, at the start of the plan period. 

 

5.13.12 Site E18 is a vacant area within the estate, but more likely to accommodate expansion of existing 

sites rather than provide standalone development 

 

5.13.13 Sites G19 and G43 are vacant areas close to the existing retail uses which operate at the south of 

TVTE.  Site G19 is vacant land adjoining the Sainsbury’s supermarket.  The site was allocated for 

employment use in UDP policy JE2.14.  Although there had been some interest in use of the site 

for an expansion of the Sainsbury’s car park, the site remains vacant, and provides a suitable and 

available development site in a prominent location, at the southern entrance of the estate, with 

0.79ha of net developable land.  The former Minories site (G43) is situated at the northern edge 

of the Retail World development.  The site has been vacant for some time, and the landowner 

has indicated their aspirations for the site to be developed for retail use (as an expansion to Retail 

World).  These factors suggest that the site is not currently available for employment use, and 

would therefore not represent an appropriate allocation for employment uses at this stage.  Any 

future proposals for alternative uses at this site should be assessed against relevant Local Plan 

policies including those which seek to protect allocated employment land. 
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Figure 5.13 Team Valley Trading Estate Employment Area (North). 
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Figure 5.14 Team Valley Trading Estate Employment Area (South). 
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Site Reference / 
Name 

Gross 
area 
(ha) 

Summary of assessment Recommendation 

E149 
Sevcon, Kingsway 
South 

0.48 Existing site, currently unoccupied, but no 
indication redevelopment is likely.  
Suitable and available 

Retain within allocated 
employment area 

G328 
Gateshead 
College Skills 
Academy, 
Kingsway South 

0.96 Alternative use (training facility).  Suitable 
but not available 

Retain within allocated 
employment area 

E16 
Centenary Court, 
Seventh Avenue 

0.86 Existing site in use.  Suitable but not 
available 

Retain within allocated 
employment area 

E152 
Kings Park, Fifth 
Avenue 

0.31 Existing site, currently unoccupied.  
Potential for redevelopment, but would 
not contribute to net supply 

Retain within allocated 
employment area 

E115 
Princesway North 

4.41 / 
2.88 
net 

 Cleared site with planning permission for 
B uses.  Phase 1 of redevelopment 
completed 2017/18 

 Part-developed site, 
recommended for allocation 

G49a 
Former 
Huwoods, 
Kingsway North 

4.38 / 
2.87 
net 

Cleared site with planning permission for 
B uses.  Suitable and available 

Vacant site, recommend for 
allocation 

G506 
Rosewood 
Packaging, 
Kingsway North 

0.69 Existing site in use.  Small area of vacant 
land may accommodate SuDS as part of 
flood alleviation project.  Suitable but not 
available 

Retain within allocated 
employment area 

G395 
Fifth Avenue 
Business Park 

1.89 Vacant site, allocated in JE2.12.  Suitable 
and available 

Vacant site, recommend for 
allocation 

E153 
Queensway 
North 

0.46 Existing unoccupied unit and land that 
provides redevelopment opportunity.  
Suitable and available 

Unoccupied site, 
recommended for allocation 

E151 
Former N Power 
site 
 

1.96 /  
0 net 

Cleared site, would not contribute to net 
supply 

Vacant site, recommend for 
allocation 

E13 
249-257 
Dukesway 

0.63 Existing site in use.  Suitable but not 
available 

Retain within allocated 
employment area 

E61 
Kings Court 

0.78 
 

Existing site in use.  Suitable but not 
available 

Retain within allocated 
employment area 

G291 
Derwent Court 

1.45 Existing site in use.  Suitable but not 
available 

Retain within allocated 
employment area 

G459 
Eastern Avenue 
Trade Park 

1.18 Existing site in use.  Suitable but not 
available 

Retain within allocated 
employment area 

G462 
Fells Road 

0.42 Existing site in use.  Suitable but not 
available 

Retain within allocated 
employment area 

E114 
Euro House, 
Earlsway 

0.84 Existing site in use.  Suitable but not 
available 

Retain within allocated 
employment area 
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G30 
Gateshead 
College Skills 
Academy, 
Kingsway South 

0.58 Alternative use (training facility).  Suitable 
but not available 

Retain within allocated 
employment area 

E25 
Enterprise House, 
Kingsway North 

0.38 Permission granted for alternative 
supporting uses (retail / food and drink).  
Suitable but not available 

Retain within allocated 
employment area 

G426 
Queens Court 

2.56 Recently completed development, in use.  
Suitable but not available 

Retain within allocated 
employment area 

G513 
Team Valley 
Business Centre, 
Earlsway 

0.85 Existing site in use.  Suitable but not 
available 

Retain within allocated 
employment area 

G534 
Foster Court 

0.81 Existing site in use.  Suitable but not 
available 

Retain within allocated 
employment area 

G436 
Earls Park North, 
Earlsway 

0.95 Recently redeveloped site, in use.  
Suitable but not available 

Retain within allocated 
employment area 

E18 
Land at Reflex 
Labels, 
Queensway 
South 

0.36 Vacant area, more likely to accommodate 
expansion of existing site.  Suitable and 
potentially available 

Retain within allocated 
employment area 

E62 
Vacant land, 
Queensway 
South 

0.14 Vacant land, used for parking.  Suitable 
but no indication it is available 

Retain within allocated 
employment area 

G19 
Land west of 
Sainsbury’s, 
Eleventh Avenue 

0.79 Allocated for employment use in JE2.14.  
Suitable and available 

Vacant site, recommend for 
allocation 

G241 
Anson Ltd. 
Seventh Avenue 

5.22 Existing site in use.  Suitable but not 
available 

Retain within allocated 
employment area 

G43 
Former Minories 
site, Tenth 
Avenue West 

1.14 Vacant land.  Interest in alternative 
commercial development.  Suitable but 
not available 

Retain within allocated 
employment area 

G471 
Land North of 
Earlsway 

0.36 Vacant site.  Unsuitable due to flood risk Retain within allocated 
employment area 

G501 
Maingate Phase 
IIA, Queensway 
North 

2.49 Comprises several smaller existing sites.  
Suitable but not available 

Retain within allocated 
employment area 

G505 
Third Avenue 

0.65 Existing site, part in use for alternative 
uses.  Suitable but not available 

Retain within allocated 
employment area 

G525 
Dukesway Court, 
Dukesway 

0.41 Existing site, appears currently vacant, but 
no indication redevelopment is likely.  
Suitable but not available 

Retain within allocated 
employment area 

G527 
Eighth Avenue 

0.67 Existing site, appears vacant.  May be 
potential for redevelopment 

Retain within allocated 
employment area 

G521 
Land at NE Fruit 
& Veg Market 

1.00 Vacant / yard area within shared 
compound.  Suitable and potentially 
available 

Retain within allocated 
employment area 
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G456 
Land north of 
Station Approach 

0.91 Designated open space in UDP.  Suitable 
subject to open space policy and available 

Retain within allocated 
employment area 

G396 
Princesway 
Central / 
Centralway 

1.28 Vacant site allocated in UDP policy JE2.10.  
Suitable and available 

Vacant site, recommend for 
allocation 

E34 
Kingsway 
Interchange, 
Chowdene Bank 

0.10 Small vacant site.  Recent proposals for 
development.  Suitable and available, but 
very small and no firm indication the site 
will be brought forward 

Retain within allocated 
employment area 

G385 
Queensway 
North / Third 
Avenue 

0.18 Grassed / landscaped area.  Cumulative 
requirements to mitigate constraints likely 
to render site unsuitable 

Retain within allocated 
employment area 

G457 
Land west of 
Dukesway 

0.95 Mature woodland unsuitable for 
development  

Retain within allocated 
employment area 

G454 and G455 
Twenty Pound 
Close 

2.50 Mature woodland unsuitable for 
development  

Retain within allocated 
employment area 

G28 
Former Railway 
Sidings, Low Fell 

3.75 Landlocked site with difficult access.  
Unlikely to be suitable for development 

Vacant site outwith allocated 
employment area 
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Teams 

5.14.1 The Teams employment area (Figure 5.14) was allocated as a Primary Employment Area within 

UDP policy JE1.4.  The area is situated to the south west of the Urban Core, and to the north of 

Team Valley Trading Estate.  Sites adjoining the estate have recently been developed for 

residential uses, including Staiths South Bank (to the north of the employment area), and 

Derwentwater Road / former Bridon Fibres (eastern part of site G117).  In the south of the 

employment area Jennings Ford (G461) operates within a non-B use, while site G250, to the south 

west of the estate (outside the employment area boundary) is a former industrial unit currently 

in use as a karting (leisure) facility.  

 

5.14.2 Gas holding structures in the northern portion of the employment area (site E165) have recently 

been removed, but enquiries with Northern Gas Networks have revealed that the site still 

performs a function in the gas network, and is therefore not available for development.  The 

occupier of the Powerleague site, Ropery Road (site E164, adjoining the employment area) 

submitted the site for consideration in Gateshead’s SHLAA.  Past use indicates that the land may 

be contaminated.  If this is not the case, or if this constraint can be overcome, nearby industrial 

uses suggest the site could alternatively accommodate B-use development.   The site’s current 

use as a sports facility could serve to prevent alternative uses in the short-term (in accordance 

with NPPF paragraph 97), unless a surplus of facilities can be identified, or alternative facilities 

are made available. 

 

5.14.3 The employment area does not contain any vacant sites, and opportunities for additional 

development are therefore limited.  The route of the River Team through the employment area 

presents challenges in terms of flood risk, and presenting a physical barrier between those sites 

which can be accessed from Clockmill road, and those which require access from Ropery Road, 

past residential dwellings at Derwentwater Road / former Bridon Fibres. 

 

5.14.4 Site G117 at Derwentwater Road, was allocated for mixed-use development (residential, and 

B1/B2 use) within UDP policy MU4.  The eastern and middle portions of this site have been 

developed for residential use, with the western extent, adjoining Clockmill Road remaining 

vacant.  The site adjoins the River Team, so may require mitigation to address flood risk issues; it 

is vegetated and situated within a wildlife corridor, and may therefore require ecological 

mitigation.  Any requirements to mitigate impact of B-use development on nearby residential 

properties may further constrain development of this site.  Accordingly, although the site provides 

a potential development opportunity and may be considered within the supply of employment 

land, uncertainty regarding the potential development of the site suggest it would not be 

appropriate to allocate it for B-use development at this point. 

 

5.14.5 The absence of realistic development opportunities within Teams employment area, in 

combination with the increasing presence of non-industrial uses at this location (following 

residential development at G117, and commercial occupiers at sites G461 and G250) and 

associated constraints to development suggest future development proposals at this location are 

likely to be for uses that fall outside the B-class uses.  The employment area still accommodates 

some significant industrial sites and occupiers, notably Spartan Metalworks in the north.  

However, reducing the level of protection at this employment area, from the UDP allocation of 
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Primary Employment Area, to a more flexible policy approach of Local Employment Area within 

MSGP would allow change of use proposals to be assessed on their merits, while still affording 

some confidence in the employment area’s continued role in the short / medium term.  The 

Jennings Ford site is an alternative commercial use within the employment area that is not 

available for B-use development, and it would be appropriate to revise the employment area 

boundary to exclude this site. 
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Figure 5.15 Teams Employment Area. 
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Site Reference / 

Name 

Gross 

area 

(ha) 

Summary of assessment Recommendation 

G452 

Revolution 

House, Clockmill 

Road 

0.31 Mostly developed site, in use for car parts 
sales / distribution (sui generis).  Suitable 
but not available 

Retain within allocated 

employment area 

G32 
Brama Teams 
Industrial Park 

1.70 Existing site.  Suitable but not available  Retain within allocated 
employment area 

G434 
Clockmill Road 

1.24 Existing site.  Suitable but not available Retain within allocated 
employment area 

E42 
Dunston Youth 
Centre, Clockmill 
Road  

0.13 Alternative use (youth centre).  Suitable 
subject to acceptable access, but not 
available 

Retain within allocated 
employment area 

G461 
Jennings Ford 

1.78 Alternative use (vehicle sales).  Suitable 
but not available 

Recommend de-allocation 
from employment area 

G117 
Derwentwater 
Road 

3.93 / 
0.65 
net 

Majority of site (allocated for mixed use 
development in UDP policy MU4) now 
developed for residential use.  Remaining 
vacant portion may be suitable subject to 
addressing constraints 

Vacant site outwith 
employment area allocation 

G250 
Karting North 
East 

1.11 Alternative (leisure) use.  Suitable but not 
available 

Alternative use outwith 
employment area allocation 

E164 
Powerleague, 
Ropery Road 

1.74 Existing sports facility.  Unlikely to be 
suitable / achievable due to need to 
preserve current use 

Recreational use outwith 
employment area allocation 

E165 
Former 
Redheugh Gas 
Holders, Team 
Street 

2.03 Superficially cleared site, continues to be 
required as part of gas network 

Retain within allocated 
employment area 
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Whickham Industrial Estate 

5.15.1 Whickham Industrial Estate was allocated as a Secondary Employment Area in saved UDP policy 

JE3.5.  The estate is located to the North of Whickham, to the west of Swalwell Bank (Figure 5.15). 

 

5.15.2 Although the employment area as drawn in the UDP allocation includes two access points, the 

northern part of the employment area is a vacant former Gateshead Council Swalwell depot.  

Because of the separate access, and a steep bank between the former depot and the rest of the 

industrial estate this area effectively forms a standalone site (G201).  The former Council depot is 

now in private ownership.  Although part of the site has been determined as contaminated land, 

remediation of the site allows re-use for commercial uses.  Redevelopment of this site in the north 

of the employment area represents an opportunity for 0.85ha of net developable employment 

land on an accessible brownfield site. 

 

5.15.3 Site G453 is a vacant, partly greenfield site to the south west of the industrial estate.  The site is 

small and irregular in shape, so appears likely to be suited to expansion of the adjoining site rather 

than providing potential for a separate development. 

 

5.15.4 The larger portion of the employment area lies to the south of the former Council depot and 

comprises a number of premises which vary in age but appear to predominantly be in good 

condition.  The area is occupied by several sites, most of which are relatively small in scale with 

limited outside storage / yard space. 

 

5.15.5 Occupiers throughout the estate are predominantly ‘traditional’ B1(c) and B2 industrial uses, but 

the estate also contains other commercial uses including furniture retail, and hot food 

distribution.  These businesses are focussed in a terrace of newer, smaller premises located in the 

east of the employment area (site E44).  Premises within this site are available on short-term 

leases, and it seems the turnover of occupiers in this area is relatively high. 

 

5.15.6 Occupancy levels throughout the industrial estate appear to be quite high, and the estate’s 

proximity to established larger commercial areas at Blaydon and the Metrocentre are likely to 

contribute to its popularity.  The area has close proximity to the A1, although congestion on 

junctions along Hexham Road may detract from the locational advantages the site would 

otherwise have.  Aside from the former Gateshead Council depot site, there are no vacant sites 

within the employment area, and any expansion would be severely constrained by the Green Belt 

boundary to the west of the industrial estate, and adjoining development. 

 

5.15.7 Whickham Industrial Estate provides accommodation for a range of local businesses.  The 

industrial estate should be retained for industrial B1b/c, B2 and B8 uses, to serve local 

employment needs. 
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Figure 5.16 Whickham Industrial Estate Employment Area. 
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Site Reference / 

Name 

Gross 

area 

(ha) 

Summary of assessment Recommendation 

E44 

Units 1-16 

Whickham 

Industrial Estate 

0.60 Existing site in use, includes some 
alternative uses.  Suitable but not 
available 

Retain within allocated 

employment area 

G201 
Former Council 
Depot, Swallwell 
Bank 

0.85 Vacant / unoccupied site now in private 
ownership.  Suitable and available 

Vacant site, recommend for 
allocation 

G453 
Land to west of 
Whickham 
Industrial Estate 

0.14 Vacant area outwith allocated 
employment area.  Unsuitable for 
standalone development 

Vacant site outwith 
employment area allocation 
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Whinfield 

5.16.1 Whinfield industrial estate (Figure 5.16) is located at the western edge of Rowlands Gill, close to 

the boundary between Gateshead and County Durham.  The industrial estate was allocated as a 

Secondary Employment Area in saved UDP policy JE3.3.  Access to the industrial estate requires 

travel through Highfield / Rowlands Gill, via the B6315. 

5.16.2 The southern area of the estate contains two large occupiers: Metano IBC rental, and Thomas 

Armstong Concrete.  A collection of small industrial units operated by Gateshead Council property 

services are located in the north-eastern part of the estate. 

 

5.16.3 The employment area includes one site allocated in saved UDP policy JE2.27 (site reference G20).  

Although the site has not yet been developed, there has been some interest in development of 

the site, and there appear to be no significant constraints which would rule-out development of 

the site in principle.  Allocation of site G20 would contribute 0.51ha of net developable 

employment land to support business growth in the west of Gateshead. 

 

5.16.4 Whinfield Industrial Estate appears to have good levels of occupancy (Business Rates information 

presented in table 5.2 indicates only 5% of properties in the estate are empty), with some modern 

attractive premises.  Some parts of the estate, particularly those to the North of Woodside Walk 

(E162) and to the west of the estate (G353b) are in relatively poor condition.  These areas may be 

suitable for alternative (non-B class) uses, and change of use proposals on those may be achieved 

without having a negative impact on the function of the rest of the employment area.  Site E162 

has been submitted to the HELAA’s call for sites, with the landowner suggesting they wish the site 

to be considered for potential residential use.  The removal of E162 and adjacent land north of 

Woodside Walk would allow a more flexible approach to future uses, while the de-allocation of 

site G353b may also provide opportunity to better protect the adjoining Whinfield Coke Ovens 

Scheduled Ancient Monument.  

 

5.16.5 Although the estate accommodates valuable employment opportunities in rural Gateshead, the 

estate’s poor transport links are likely to restrict its wider appeal to potential occupiers.  

Accordingly, a revised boundary would be appropriate for this employment area, excluding land 

to the north and west of Woodside Walk.  Retaining the allocation of site G20 within the Local 

Plan would contribute to supporting economic activity in this rural part of Gateshead, and could 

support the expansion or relocation of businesses in the estate. 
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Figure 5.17 Whinfield Employment Area. 
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Site Reference / 

Name 

Gross 

area 

(ha) 

Summary of assessment Recommendation 

G20 

Land at Whinfield 

Way 

0.51 Vacant site, allocated in UDP policy JE2.27.  
Suitable and available 

Vacant site, recommend for 

allocation 

G353b 
West of 
Woodside Walk 

1.04 Existing site in use.  Unsuitable for future 
employment development due to poor 
condition and low demand 

Recommend de-allocation 
from employment area 

E162 
Former Victoria 
Institute 

0.19 Existing unoccupied site.  Unsuitable for 
future employment development due to 
poor condition and low demand 

Recommend de-allocation 
from employment area 
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Additional Sites Outwith Allocated Employment Areas 

5.17.1 Site G108 is a relatively large site situated to the south of the Metrocentre, between Market Lane 

and the A1(M).  The site is currently occupied by a mix of uses, but generally under-used.  The site 

was allocated for mixed-use residential and B1 business use, but it is understood that split 

ownership has contributed to preventing development coming forward.  The site is affected by a 

range of constraints including flood risk, transport and amenity of nearby residential uses, and it 

is considered inappropriate to retain the employment component of the site’s mixed-use 

allocation. 

5.17.2 Planning permission was granted for new office development at Saltwell Business Park (E102) in 

2014.  The site represents an opportunity to provide 0.66ha of net developable land for office use 

in an attractive edge-of-centre location close to Low Fell District Centre, and with good public 

transport links. 

 

5.17.3 Site G73 includes recreational open space beside Gateshead International Stadium.  The site may 

be contaminated, and the wider area used for open space, sport and recreation would be 

protected unless it could be demonstrated to be surplus (or alternative replacement provision 

could be made).  Although the land may accommodate some small-scale expansion of existing 

businesses, the site as a whole is not considered to represent an appropriate extension for the 

Felling Employment area at this stage. 

 

5.17.4 Tyne Marshalling Yards (G190) is an attenuated site along the East Coast Main Line.  The site is 

affected by a number of constraints which would be difficult to mitigate, including the site’s Green 

Belt designation (its removal could sever the Green Belt between Tyneside and Washington).  

Although the site is in close proximity to the A1, it is likely that substantial road improvements 

would be required to establish appropriate access.  The site may come forward for development 

in exceptional circumstances for rail-related uses which would take advantage of its access to the 

East Coast Main Line. 

Site Reference / 

Name 

Gross 

area 

(ha) 

Summary of assessment Recommendation 

G108 

Long Rigg Road 

5.22 Allocated in UDP for mixed-use 
development in policy MU3.  Potentially 
suitable subject to mitigation, but not 
available 

Existing site outwith 

employment area.  

Recommend removal of 

mixed use allocation 

E102 
Saltwell Business 
Park 

0.73 /  
0.66 
net 

Recent planning permission for office 
development.  Suitable and available 

Vacant site outwith 
employment area.  
Recommend allocation for 
office use 

G73 
Land at 
Gateshead 
International 
Stadium 

18.27 Part of site in use for open space, sport 
and recreation.  Unlikely to be suitable for 
employment development in isolation 

Recreational use outwith 
employment area 

G190 
Tyne Marshalling 
Yards 

34.75 Vacant/under-used land within Green 
Belt, and affected by other constraints, 
including road access 

Unsuitable employment 
allocation 
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E161 
Land at Green 
Lane, Pelaw 

0.19 Recently developed for scaffolding yard 
(B8 use) 

Existing site outwith policy 
designation 

G488a 
Stonehills 
Industrial Estate, 
Pelaw 

4.82 Existing industrial premises, not allocated 
for employment use.  Suitable but not 
available 

Existing site outwith policy 
designation 

G488b 
Jordans 
Engineering, 
Pelaw 

1.4 Vacant industrial site not allocated for 
employment use, with potential for 
residential development.  Suitable but not 
available 

Existing site outwith policy 
designation 

G498 
Former Salt 
Store, Swalwell 

0.71 Vacant land; unsuitable for development.  
Affected by several constraints, including 
flood risk ( 
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6 ESTIMATING THE SUPPLY OF EMPLOYMENT LAND 

 
6.1 The assessment of potential employment sites has identified 24 sites recommended for allocation 

within the emerging Local Plan document MSGP.  Cumulatively the sites are capable of 

accommodating around 31.57ha of net developable employment land, with sites available across 

Gateshead at a range of sizes, capable of meeting a diverse range of business needs.  This supply 

should be considered alongside land allocated for employment use within the CSUCP, and 

assumed capacity within Metrogreen.  Comparison of this supply against the CSUCP’s 

requirement of a minimum of 70ha of net developable employment land should consider the 

take-up of employment land since the beginning of the plan period.  Table 6.1 quantifies the 

balance of the supply of employment land (including completions since the start of the plan 

period) against the Local Plan requirement. 

Table 6.1: Supply of employment land 

 Net 
employment 
land (ha) 

South of Follingsby Lane (CSUCP allocation KEA2) 22.0 

Urban Core sites (CSUCP  allocations GC2.1, QB2.1, 
QB3.1, QB3.2, QB3.4, QB3.5) 

10.7 

Metrogreen office capacity (assumption based on 
CSUCP policy AOC2) 

3.75 

CSUCP supply sub-total 36.45 

Capacity of sites assessed in ELR 31.57 

Supply sub-total 68.02 

Take-up since 1st April 2010 (beginning of plan 
period) 

9.76 

‘Residual’ minimum requirement for employment 
land over plan period 

60.24 

‘Balance’ of employment land supply and take-up 
against CSUCP minimum requirement of 70ha 

+7.78 

 

6.2 Table 6.1 identifies a total supply of 68.02ha of net employment land, comprising 36.45ha of net 

developable land allocated / identified within the CSUCP, and 31.57ha of net developable 

employment land identified within this ELR, recommended for allocation within MSGP.  9.76ha of 

net employment land has been developed for employment use since the start of the Local Plan 

period.  Take-up of employment land since the beginning of the plan period can appropriately be 

offset against the requirement for employment land, resulting in a ‘residual requirement’ for a 

minimum of 60.24ha of net developable employment land up to 2030.  The ELR is therefore able 

to demonstrate capacity of 68.02ha net developable employment land in Gateshead against a 

‘residual minimum requirement’ for 60.24ha. 
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Table 6.2 Schedule of employment sites and anticipated phasing 

Site reference / name Net 
developable 
land (ha) 

Allocated 
Employment 
Area 

Uses Anticipated delivery 
timescales (indicative) 

Short Medium Long 

Sites assessed in the ELR and recommended for allocation within MSGP 

G62 
Land to the west of Flogas Depot 

0.45 Addison B1b/c, 
B2, B8 

 0.45  

G514 
Land west of Galaxy Business 
Park 

0.43 Addison B1b/c, 
B2, B8 

 0.43  

G494 
Derwenthaugh Industrial Estate 

0.91 Blaydon / 
Derwenthaugh 

B1b/c, 
B2, B8 

0.91   

G517 
Saltmeadows Road 

0.44 East Gateshead B1, B2, 
B8 

  0.44 

G495b 
Baltic Business Centre / Clark 
Chapmans Works 

2.8 East Gateshead B1, B2, 
B8 

2.8   

G165 
Land at Brewery Lane, Felling 

4.7 Felling B1b/c, 
B2, B8 

 2.35 2.35 

G496 
Bath Road 

1.09 Felling B1b/c, 
B2, B8 

1.09   

E163 
Land north of Latham James 

0.37 Felling B1b/c, 
B2, B8 

 0.37  

G421a 
Land at Stoneygate Close 

0.55 Felling B1b/c, 
B2, B8 

 0.55  

G391 
West of Follingsby Way 

1.79 Follingsby B1b/c, 
B2, B8 

 1.79  

G392 
Follingsby Avenue North 

0.93 Follingsby B1b/c, 
B2, B8 

 0.93  

G384a 
White Rose Way 

3.30 Follingsby B1b/c, 
B2, B8 

3.30   

G394 
Shadon Way 

0.42 Portobello B1b/c, 
B2, B8 

 0.42  

G300b 
Land south of Portobello Trade 
Park 

1.2 Portobello* B1b/c, 
B2, B8 

 1.2  

E115 
Princesway North 

2.88 Team Valley 
Trading Estate 

B1, B2, 
B8 

2.88   

G49a 
Former Huwoods, Kingsway 
North 

2.87 Team Valley 
Trading Estate 

B1, B2, 
B8 

2.87   

G395 
Fifth Avenue Business Park 

1.89 Team Valley 
Trading Estate 

B1, B2, 
B8 

  1.89 

E153 
Queensway North 

0.46 Team Valley 
Trading Estate 

B1, B2, 
B8 

  0.46 

E151 
Former Npower site 

0 Team Valley 
Trading Estate 

B1, B2, 
B8 

 0  

G19 
Land West of Sainsbury’s, 
Eleventh Avenue 

0.79 Team Valley 
Trading Estate 

B1, B2, 
B8 

  0.79 

G396 
Princesway Central / Centralway 

1.28 Team Valley 
Trading Estate 

B1, B2, 
B8 

 1.28  
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*Site G300b is within the proposed expanded Portobello Employment Area. 

  

G201 
Former Council Depot, Swalwell 
Bank 

0.85 Whickham B1b/c, 
B2, B8 

0.85   

G20 
Land at Whinfield 

0.51 Whinfield B1b/c, 
B2, B8 

  0.51 

E102 
Saltwell Business Park 

0.66 N/A B1, B2, 
B8 

 0.66  

Sites / locations identified within CSUCP 

South of Follingsby Way (policy 
KEA2) 

22.00 Follingsby B8 22.00   

Old Town Hall (GC2.1) 0.05 Urban Core B1a (part 
of mix) 

0.05   

Gateshead Quays (QB2.1) 0.63 Urban Core B1a (part 
of mix) 

0.63   

Millennium Quay / Hawks Road 
(QB3.1) 

2.05 
 

Urban Core B1a (part 
of mix) 

0.47 1.58  

Pipewellgate (QB3.2) 0.13 Urban Core B1a (part 
of mix) 

  0.13 

The Point (QB3.4) 0.84 Urban Core B1a (part 
of mix) 

0.84   

Baltic Business Quarter (QB3.5) 7 Urban Core B1a (part 
of mix) 

2.00 2.50 2.50 

Metrogreen (specific sites to be 
identified through forthcoming 
Metrogreen AAP) 

3.75 Metrogreen B1a   3.75 

 Anticipated delivery - total 40.29 14.51 13.22 
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7. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR GATESHEAD’S LOCAL PLAN 

7.1 Following an assessment of recent economic trends and market conditions, the ELR (in 

combination with the PDA) has identified no reason for MSGP to deviate from the employment 

land requirements established within CSUCP policy CS6.  A requirement for a minimum of 70ha 

net developable employment land over the period 2010-2030 remains an appropriate level of 

employment land provision, capable of meeting anticipated needs, provided that an appropriate 

range of sites and premises are identified. 

7.2 The ELR provides a comprehensive assessment of the supply of, and demand for employment 

land within Gateshead.  The appraisal of sites with potential for development for employment 

uses has identified 24 sites able to provide 31.57ha of net developable employment land that 

could be delivered within the plan period.  The sites represent a broad range in terms of scale, 

location and potential uses, capable of accommodating a diverse range of business needs and 

providing choice for potential developers and occupiers.  It is recommended that these sites are 

proposed for allocation for employment uses within the draft MSGP. 

7.3 Gateshead has a relatively large quantity of employment land.  Although the majority of 

Gateshead’s more established Employment Areas (including Key and Main Employment Areas 

such as Team Valley, Felling, Blaydon and Portobello) have relatively few remaining undeveloped 

sites, several Employment Areas have a high proportion of vacant premises.  A review of 

Gateshead’s employment areas has been carried out as part of this ELR, with the aim of 

establishing well-defined employment areas that are capable of supporting business growth, 

while avoiding the protection of land where there is no reasonable prospect of it being occupied 

by employment uses.  Section 5 of the ELR recommends changes to the boundaries of Gateshead’s 

employment areas, including some areas of deallocation (where policies protecting land for 

employment use are recommended to be removed in MSGP), and expansion. 

7.4 Allocating employment areas in Gateshead gives occupiers and developers confidence over the 

continuing, or future use of land for employment uses, and can also promote the availability of 

sites to prospective developers.  Providing policy protection to employment areas in Gateshead 

also ensures that industrial areas continue to provide suitable locations for business uses, 

avoiding potential conflicts between different types of uses.  The continued protection of land 

within employment areas for employment uses will contribute to ensuring employment locations 

in Gateshead are capable of attracting and retaining businesses, supporting the Borough’s 

economic growth.  Accordingly, Gateshead’s Local Plan should seek to protect land within 

allocated employment areas for continued employment use.  While it is appropriate to provide a 

degree of flexibility within the policy that allows change of use to non-employment uses in some 

circumstances, any policy approach should provide clarity regarding the requirements the Council 

will expect to be satisfied before non-employment uses will be considered acceptable in principle. 

7.5 Gateshead’s employment areas vary considerably in character, scale, market appeal, and 

significance for the borough’s economy.  TVTE and Follingsby Park are Key Employment Areas 

identified within the CSUCP.  These areas are likely to make a significant contribution to future 

economic growth in Gateshead, and it is therefore appropriate that MSGP affords a relatively high 

degree of protection to land within these areas, preventing alternative uses.  Gateshead’s Main 
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Employment Areas comprise well-established industrial areas, accommodating businesses 

predominantly operating in ‘traditional’ industrial uses.  Some areas of Main Employment Areas 

may be less intensively used, and a degree of flexibility may be appropriate to allow change of 

use proposals where justified.  Local Employment Areas are relatively small in scale, 

predominantly serving local business growth and providing employment opportunities across 

Gateshead.  Although some Local Employment Areas provide a valuable role in supporting the 

rural economy, some areas are under-occupied, and may be more efficiently occupied by other 

uses.  It may be advisable for the policy approach within MSGP to allow change of use within Local 

Employment Areas, unless there is compelling evidence that the site serves a valuable role in 

supporting the local economy. 

7.6 When establishing policy criteria to determine whether loss of employment land to alternative 

uses may be acceptable, assessing the amount of time a site has been vacant could provide a 

useful indication of whether there is ‘no reasonable prospect’ of a site being occupied by 

employment uses.  In February 2017, an assessment of data on marketing periods of employment 

premises in Gateshead was carried out, to understand how long, on average, sites were marketed 

as being available to let before being occupied.  The results of this assessment, provided at 

Appendix 4 indicate reasonable marketing periods that can be used alongside other criteria within 

MSGP to determine whether loss of employment land may be acceptable. 
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Appendix 1: Site Assessment Table 
 

Note: The summary assessment of site suitability provided in this table presents the most pertinent issues relevant to the assessment of site suitability for the purposes of the Employment Land Review, based on information currently available to the Council.  Development constraints, 

and associated requirements for addressing / mitigating these constraints will vary according to the type, scale and layout of development proposed for a particular site.  The issues identified in this table should therefore not be considered to provide an exhaustive list of potential 

development constraints. 

  



Appendix 1: Site assessment table

Site ref. Site name

Within 2007 

UDP 

employment 

area Summary assessment of suitability Summary assessment of availability

Achievability 

commercial 

value zone Recommendation Area (ha)

E10 Fell Bank Portobello Existing occupied site.  Suitable subject to access arrangements Existing occupied site, not available Mid

Existing site to be retained within 

employment area 0.08

E102 Saltwell Business Park No

Site outwith allocated employment area, at edge of Low Fell district centre.  

Site is a grade II Listed Building within Saltwell Conservation Area.  Permission 

for business use was granted in 2011.  A vacant plot remains within the site for 

new development.  Development would likely require SuDS.  Suitable subject 

to flood risk mitigation.

Vacant site within Saltwell Business Park.  Permission previously granted for 

office development, which indicates site is available for development. Low

Suitable and available site recommended 

for allocation 0.66

E114 Part Unit D, Euro House, Earlsway Team Valley

Existing occupied site within TVTE.  Redevelopment would likely require SuDS 

mitigation.

Site contains existing inductrial unit(s) which appear to be occupied and in 

reasonable condition.  Not available. High

Existing site to be retained within 

employment area 0.84

E115 Princesway North Team Valley

Cleared site within estate.  Suitable subject to flood risk and potential 

transport mitigation

Planning permission for B2,/B8 and ancillary B1.  Phase one of redevelopment 

completed in 2017/18 High

Part developed site - remaining portion is 

suitable and available - recommended for 

allocation

4.41 / 

2.88 net

E12 Western Avenue/ Princesway Central Team Valley Existing occupied site within TVTE.

Site occupied by large unit, with change of use to B8 recently granted.  No 

indication site is available for redevelopment, and therefore not considreed 

available. High

Existing site to be retained within 

employment area 2.01

E121 Elementis Pigments Factory, Mary Avenue

Durham Road 

Birtley

Vacant area, seemingly within curtilage of existing site (Rockwood Pigments).  

Suitable subject to approriate access, and flood risk mitigation.

Site likely to accommodate expansion of adjoining business, rather than 

standalone development.  Residential uses in the wider area suggests the site 

is unlikely to come forward for B-use development on its own, and therefore 

not considered available. Low

Recommended for de-allocation as part of 

a reduction in the area of Durham Road, 

Birtley employment area 1.75

E124 Portobello Trade Park No

Recently developed site adjacent to existing Portobello employment area 

(allocated within the 2007 UDP)

Recently developed site, therefore not available to accommodate new 

development. Low

Existing site, recommended for inclusion in 

expanded Portobello employment area. 3.10

E13 T252 A&B, Dukesway Team Valley

Existing occupied site within TVTE, contains terraces of units, parking and 

landscaping.  Suitable for redevelopment subject to flood risk and potential 

transport mitigation.

May be potential for redevelopment in mid / long term due to age of 

premises.  However, buildings currently seemingly have reasonable levels of 

occuancy, and no indication of landowner's intention to redevelop.  Therefore 

not considered available. High

Existing site to be retained within 

employment area 0.63

E138 Palmerston Walk, Clasper Village No

Cleared site, formerly residential, within Clasper Village.  Given established 

residential character of this area, it seems unlikely there would be commercial 

interest in development of this site for employment uses.

Site is in Council ownership, and likely to be developed for residential uses.  

Not considered available for emploment use. Low

Unsuitable / not available site, outwith 

employment area. 1.72

E14 Car Park, Ninth Avenue/ Kingsway South Team Valley

Cleared area of hardstanding use as parking for adjacent factory.  Suitable 

subject to contamination and flood risk mitigation.

Site within curtilage of existing occupier, and unlikely to come forward for B 

use development in isolation.  Therefore not considered available High

Vacant area to be retained within 

employment area 0.72

E146

JBL components, Heworth House, William 

Street Felling Existing industrial building. Suitable subject to resolution of access issues.

Existing building has recently been extended, which indicates that new 

development is unlikely to come forward within the plan period. Mid

Existing site to be retained within 

employment area 0.88

E147 Heworth Metro - Long stay car park Felling

Area of hardstanding used as Park and Ride facility for Heworth Interchange. 

Development would require mitigation of the impact on the wildlife corridor. 

Replacement of the car park would not be acceptable without appropriate 

alternative provision of parking. 

Potentially available; however development is unlikely to come forward given 

its existing car park use.  Adjacent site (G180) proposed for residential use. Low

Land outwith employment area, unlikely to 

be available for industrial use 3.64

E148

SITE OF FORMER CHEMICALS FACTORY, 

NORTH OF ELEMENTIS PIGMENTS

Durham Road 

Birtley

Developed land with concrete batching plant present. High risk of surface 

water flooding, so development will require discharge to a culvert. Site close 

to residential properties which may present issues in terms of potential 

compatible uses.

Recently developed site. It is not thought likely that the site will come forward 

for development within the ELR time period. Low

Existing site, recommended for de-

allocation as part of a reduction in the area 

of Durham Road, Birtley employment area 3.75

E149

Sevcon, Kingsway South, Team Valley 

Trading Estate Team Valley

Site occupied by industrial unit.  As part of Team Valley catchment area, use of 

SuDs would be required. Redevelopment may need to ensure adequate car 

parking is provided. Suitable subject to flood risk mitigation.

Existing site which may be vacant, but no indication that re-development is 

likely.  Not considered available for development. High

Existing site to be retained within 

employment area 0.48

E15 Car Park, Ninth Avenue East Team Valley

Area of hardstanding used for storage / turning, within curtilage of existing 

site. Development would need to improve access to the site as current access 

points are likely to be inadequate. Suitable subject to enhanced access and 

impact on adjoining premises.

Potential for site to accommodate expansion of the existing business, or 

division of the site to form a stand-alone plot. However site is not considered 

currently available. High

Existing site to be retained within 

employment area 0.41

E150 Land at Follingsby Avenue, Follingsby Park Follingsby

Undeveloped, vegetated area. An ecological survey would likely be required. 

FRA required to consider the use of SuDS. An access point would need to be 

included in any development. Suitable subject to ecological constraints and 

consideration of access.

Site may be available to accommodate expansion of adjoining site, but no firm 

proposals currently.  Constraints may hinder development, and other sites 

within Follingsby seem likely to be brought forward sooner. Low

Vacant area to be retained within 

employment area 0.76

E151

Former N Power, Eighth Avenue, Team 

Valley Team Valley

Recently cleared site. Ground contamination may be present but could be 

remediated.  May need road network improvements and sustainable transport 

provision. Suitable subject to contamination and transport issues. Site is available. High

Suitable and available site recommended 

for allocation

1.96 

(0 net)
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E152 Kings Park, Fifth Avenue, Team Valley Team Valley

Site occupied by currently vacant industrial unit. Ecological survey will be 

required, and mitigation of potential impact on wildlife corridor. 

Redevelopment would need to include existing yard to allow access into the 

site. Suitable subject to ecology and access being resolved.

Existing premises are currently vacant: may be potential for redevelopment to 

provide a building / yard configuration that is more attractive to potential 

industrial occupiers, but no firm indication this is likely. High

Existing site to be retained within 

employment area 0.31

E153 Queensway North Team Valley

Existing industrial unit occupies part of the site. Site is at risk of flooding, and a 

sequential test would be required to demonstrate no alternative sites were 

available.  Boundary landscaping would need to be retained given the site's 

prominent location.  Suitable subject to flood risk and ecology.

Most of site is vacant except for ageing industrial unit at north end.  Site 

identified by landowner as potential (re)development opportunity. High

Suitable and available site recommended 

for allocation 0.46

E154

Former Owen Pugh Properties, Factory 

Road

Blaydon / 

Derwenthaugh

Site comprises existing building, which may be vacant, and yard.  Surface 

water flood risk affects part of the site and road access.  Mitigation also 

needed to reduce impact on wildlife corridor.  Suitable subject to flood risk 

mitigation and ecology.

Existing site which may be vacant, but no indication that re-development is 

likely.  Not considered available for development. Low

Existing site to be retained within 

employment area 1.20

E155 Derwenthaugh Marina

Blaydon / 

Derwenthaugh

Existing industrial units, also includes boat club.  Site at high risk of flooding: 

buffer would be required between River Tyne and site, and development 

would need to consider emergency planning and access during a flood event. 

Poor vehicular access along a primarily pedestrian/cycle route. Would only be 

suitable for redevelopment if all the above were addressed.

Relatively isolated site which is unlikely to receive interest for industrial 

redevelopment.  Development for other uses, uincluding those associated with 

existing boat club more likely to come forward. Mid

Existing site, recommended for de-

allocation as part of a reduction in the area 

of Blaydon/Derwenthaugh industrial 

estate. 0.28

E156 Premier Inn / Esso, Derwenthaugh Road

Blaydon / 

Derwenthaugh

Developed site with hotel and petrol station. Proximity to two already busy 

junctions may present an issue if more intensive development was pursued. 

Site in flood risk zone 2, requires sequential test. Suitable subject to access and 

flood risk.

Site occupied by other commercial (non B-use) development, and no 

indication existing uses will vacate. Not available. Mid

Site in alternative (non-employment) uses.  

Recommended for de-allocation as part of 

a reduction in the area of 

Blaydon/Derwenthaugh industrial estate. 1.53

E157 Clasper Way

Blaydon / 

Derwenthaugh

Within Blaydon employment area, but consists of a variety of non-

employment uses. There is a high risk of tidal flooding and parts of site at 

high/medium risk of  surface water flooding. Suitable subject to flood risk.

Mostly developed site with some office units, but includes a high proportion of 

other commercial (non B-use) development.  Any future redevelopment 

opportunities are likely to be attractive to non-employment uses.  Not 

considered available for industrial use. Mid

Site mostly in other commercial (non-

employment) uses.  Recommended for de-

allocation as part of a reduction in the area 

of Blaydon/Derwenthaugh industrial 

estate. 3.31

E158 Units 1 and 2 Durham Road Trading Estate

Durham Road 

Birtley

Vacant (cleared) grassed site. Critical Drainage Area present and areas at 

high/medium risk of surface water flooding. FRA/DIA would be required to 

consider SuDS. Access is potentially problematic given the existing road layout. 

Suitable subject to flood risk concerns and potential access issues.

Vacant site, formerly occupied by retail warehouse that was cleared in 2012.  

Recent proposal for B2 use indicates available for employment use. Low

Vacant land, recommended for de-

allocation as part of a reduction in the area 

of Durham Road, Birtley employment area. 0.37

E159 Council Depot, Park Road East Gateshead

Existing Gateshead Council depot site.  Development would need to consider 

impact on A184.  Suitable subject to flood risk and access concerns.

Potential for a future relocation of the depot to release this site for 

development.  However, there is no firm indication of this, and the site's 

location may mean it is more attractive to non B-use development.  Site not 

considered available for industrial development on this basis. Mid

Depot site to be retained within boundary 

of employment area 1.70

E16 Centenary Court, Seventh Avenue Team Valley

Existing industrial unit.  Boundary landscaping should be retained as part of 

any development.  Surface water flood risk. Potentially suitable subject to 

flood risk.

Occupied by recently constructed industrial building. Site is unlikely to come 

forward for redevelopment within the ELR time period. Not available. High

Existing site to be retained within 

employment area 0.86

E160 Council Depot, Shearlegs Road East Gateshead

Existing Council depot. Edge of centre site with good access to the Urban Core, 

however access to and from the A184 may present an issue. Suitable subject 

to access.

Potential for a future relocation of the depot to release this site for 

development.  However, there are no firm indication / timescales of this, and 

the site's location may mean it is more attractive to non B-use development.  

Site not considered available for industrial development on this basis. Mid

Depot site to be retained within 

employment area 2.62

E161 LA Green Lane No

Recently developed for scaffolding yard (B8 use).  Congested road network in 

area, but otherwise in an accessible location, close to industrial estate, Metro 

station and local shopping centre. Permission for B8 use implemented in 2017/18 Low Existing site outwith employment area 0.19

E162 Former Victoria Institute Whinfield

At northern edge of Whinfield employment area. Adjacent to residential 

properties, which may limit potential for employment use. Potentially suitable 

subject to residential amenity.

Landowner has submitted site for consideration in the SHLAA. Not considered 

available for employment use. Low

Existing site unlikely to be redeveloped for 

industrial use.  Recommended for de-

allocation as part of a reduction in the area 

of Whinfield employment area. 0.19

E163

Vacant land north of Latham James, Green 

Lane Felling

Vacant grassed area within Felling employment area.  Ecological survey and 

appropriate mitigation may be required, as site is close to a LWS.  Mitigation of 

road congestion and sustainable travel provision may be required.  Suitable 

subject to access concerns and flood risk. 

Vacant site within allocated employment area, likely to be available for 

development. Mid

Suitable and available site recommended 

for allocation 0.37
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E164 Powerleague, Ropery Road No

Existing sports facility which may be protected from development unless 

alternative provision can be made or this site is surplus.  On the edge of Teams 

Employment Area, but adjoins residential use: amenity would need to be 

considered.  Contamination may be present: investigative surveys will be 

required.  FRA will be required.  Ecological assessment also likely to be 

required.  Suitable subject to these issues being addressed / mitigated.

Site currently in use, but occupier submitted this site for residential use in 

2017 call for sites. Low

Potentially suitable, subject to overcoming 

policy protection of sports facility, and 

addressing possible ground conditions / 

contamination issues.  Potentially available 

subject to impact on residential amenity. 1.74

E165 Team Street / Redheugh gas store Teams

Site formerly occupied by gas holding tanks, removed in Feb 2018.  Located 

within Teams employment area, but adjoins residential areas: residential 

amenity would need to be addressed.  Adjoins wildlife corridor, so ecology 

assessment would be required.

Site still contains gas infrastructure required as part of the local / regional 

network.  No indication site will be available for development in foreseeable 

future. Low

Potentially suitable, but not available.  To 

be retained within employment area. 2.03

E166 Land east of Stoneygate Lane Felling

Vacant land adjacent to Felling Bypass.  Retaining walls / embankments within 

the site reduce the net developable area to only around 0.1ha.  When 

combined with restricted access (close proximity to slip-road / William Street) 

indicates site is unsuitable.

Vacant site with no planning history.  Existing access point and railings suggest 

the site has been considered as a development plot Mid

Unsuitable due to small net developable 

area and access constraints.  To be 

retained within the employment area. 0.40

E17 North of Thermon UK LTD, Queensway Team Valley

Yard used for parking by existing businesses. Development would result in loss 

of parking space which would hinder existing businesses. Unsuitable.

Land currently in use for parking, and not considered available for 

development. High

Undeveloped land to be retained within 

employment area 0.50

E18

Car Park adjacent Reflex Labels, 

Queensway Team Valley

Vacant grassed area between existing industrial units. Adequate access should 

be provided, and mitigation of the impact on already congested road network.  

SuDS should be provided in accordance with TVTE SWMP.  Suitable.

Site is vacant and may be available, but is more likely to support an expansion 

of existing business. High

Vacant land, to be retained within 

employment area 0.36

E19 Car Park adj J243, Earlsway Team Valley

Irregularly shaped area of hardstanding used for parking and access to 

adjacent unit. Parking space would need to be replaced, and a means of access 

found for the adjacent unit.  Site is surrounded by woodland and located in a 

wildlife corridor, so an ecological survey would likely be required.  Unsuitable. In use for parking. Not available. High

Undeveloped land to be retained within 

employment area 0.44

E20

Warehouse East NE Fruit and Vegetable 

Market Team Valley

Existing building.  Within a shared compound which may be an issue if 

independent access  is required.  Potentially suitable. 

No indication that existing building will be vacated within ELR time period. Not 

available. High

Existing site to be retained within 

employment area 0.26

E23 Bellway House, Fifth Avenue Team Valley

Existing building with parking.  Boundary landscaping should be retained.  Site 

is within wildlife corridor so ecological survey may be required.  Suitable.

Site is developed and occupied. No indication it is available for development. 

Not available. High

Existing site to be retained within 

employment area 0.08

E25 Units 11-20 of Enterprise House Team Valley

Existing building.  High risk of surface water flooding; FRA would be required 

to consider mitigation including SuDS. Suitable subject to flood risk mitigation.

Permission granted for change of use of the ground floor of the building to 

retail/food & drink uses. Unlikely to come forward for redevelopment for 

industrial uses. Not available. High

Existing site to be retained within 

employment area 0.38

E26

Kielder House, Lakeside Court, Fifth 

Avenue Team Valley

Site contains a terrace of office units.  Located within a wildlife corridor and 

surrounded by woodland; an ecological survey will be required.  Suitable 

subject to ecological concerns and flood risk.

Existing buildings appear in good condition, with no indication they will be 

vacated within ELR time horizon. Not available. High

Existing site to be retained within 

employment area 0.10

E27 Unit 1, Earls Court, Fifth Avenue Team Valley

Site contains an office building.  Located within a wildlife corridor and 

surrounded by woodland; an ecological survey would likely be required.  In 

Coal Authority high risk area, but potential ground instability and 

contamination issues should be capable of remediation.  Height restrictions 

are likely to limit development to two storeys in height.  Suitable subject to the 

above constraints being resolved.

Site currently developed and occupied by tenant. In addition permission has 

been granted for a training centre (D1 use). Not available. High

Existing site to be retained within 

employment area 0.05

E28 J403 Fifth Avenue Team Valley

Site contains an office building.  Located within a wildlife corridor and 

surrounded by woodland; an ecological survey will likely be required.  In Coal 

Authority high risk area, but potential ground instability and contamination 

issues should be capable of remediation.  Height restrictions are likely to limit 

development to two storeys in height.  Suitable subject to the above 

constraints being resolved.

Site currently developed and occupied by tenant. There may be potential for 

redevelopment of the site to provide a larger building, but no indication that 

this will happen within ELR time horizon. Not available. High

Existing site to be retained within 

employment area 0.10

E30 Part Unit D Euro House Earlsway Team Valley

Site contains terrace of units and yard area: some units appear vacant.  Likely 

ground contamination issues, but these ahould be resolvable. Some 

developments may present noise issues for the adjacent hotel. Site is within a 

Green Corridor and a wildlife corridor and immediately adjacent to the River 

Team; ecological survey work will be required. Suitable subject to the above 

constraints being resolved.

Site is mostly developed with existing buildings. There are some areas of 

vacancy but no indication these will come forward for development. Not 

available. High

Existing site to be retained within 

employment area 0.21

E34 Kingsway Interchange, Chowdene Bank Team Valley

Small vacant area of hardstanding in Team Valley employment area.  Within 

HSE consultation zone for a gas network.  Likely to be ground contamination 

present but this should be capable of remediation. Potential mitigation 

required to transport network.  Suitable subject to ground contamination 

being resolvable.

Some interest in development of this site, but no firm indication development 

will be brought forward. High

Vacant land to be retained within 

employment area 0.10
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E36 Shibdon Business Park

Blaydon / 

Derwenthaugh

Site contains existing industrial building and yard. Potential for ground 

contamination to be present, but this should be capable of mitigation. 

Suitable.

Existing industrial unit appears to be occupied, with no indication this will be 

vacated in the ELR time horizon. Not available. Mid

Existing site to be retained within 

employment area 0.35

E37 Impress Group, Ryton Industrial Estate Addison

Site contains existing industrial building and hardstanding used for parking.  

Newburn Ford Battlefield may require archaelogical survey work. 

High/medium risk of surface water flooding on the eastern part of the site.  

Suitable subject to potential heritage issues and flood risk mitigation.

Existing industrial unit appears to be occupied, with permission granted 

recently for an extension. No indication site will be vacated within ELR time 

horizon. Not available. Low

Existing site to be retained within 

employment area 0.40

E38 The Willows Business Centre Addison

Site contains existing industrial building and hardstanding used for parking.  

Newburn Ford Battlefield may require archaelogical survey work.  Ground 

likely to be contaminated but capable of being resolved.  FRA may be required.  

Suitable subject to potential heritage issues, and consideration of ground 

contamination and flood risk.

Existing industrial unit appears to be occupied. No indication site will be 

vacated within ELR time horizon. Not available. Low

Existing site to be retained within 

employment area 0.18

E42 Part of Clockmill Road Works Teams

Occupied by Dunston Youth Drop-in Centre. Currently without a vehicular 

access point, which would need to be provided. Site is partially affected by 

flood zone 2 and 3a. Sequential test would be required to demonstrate there 

are no reasonable alternative sites.  Located within wildlife corridor, ecological 

survey would be required. Potentially suitable subject to the above being 

resolvable.

Existing building is occupied by non-industrial use. No indication development 

will come forward within ELR time horizon. Not available. Low

Existing site to be retained within 

employment area 0.13

E44 Units 1-16 of Whickham Industrial Estate Whickham

Existing developed site within employment area. Located within wildlife 

corridor which may require ecological survey work. Suitable.

Site appears to be in reasonable condition with a good level of occupancy, 

albeit several units are occupied by non B-uses. Not available. Low

Existing site to be retained within 

employment area 0.60

E45 Factory Road

Blaydon / 

Derwenthaugh

Currently a scrap metal yard. Historic flooding along northern edge of site, 

which is in flood zone 2 and 3.  Ground likely to be contmainated, but this 

should be capable of remediation.   The site is within 20m of the River Tyne, so 

a buffer would be required.  Suitable subject to contamination, flood risk, and 

ecology.

Site appears to be occupied by scrap metal business, with no indication that 

the site will be vacated within ELR time horizon. Not available. Low

Existing site to be retained within 

employment area 0.25

E48 Station Lane, Birtley

Durham Road 

Birtley

Linear vacant site, formerly occupied by Station Hotel, now overgrown. 

Ground likely to be contaminated, but this should be capable of remediation. 

High risk of surface water flooding. Suitable subject to ground contamination 

and flood risk issues. 

Site is currently vacant, however previous developer interest has been for 

residential development. In addition the site is constrained by being on 

different levels, which limits the attractiveness of the site to market for 

industrial units. Not considered available. Mid

Vacant land to be retained within 

employment area 0.13

E5 Land behind Harraton Terrace

Durham Road 

Birtley

Existing service yard. Unclear what access would be available for the site. 

Ground likely to be contaminated, but this should be capable of remediation. 

Suitable subject to the access issue.

Site in use as Komatsu yard. Development would affect the functioning of 

Komatsu, so the site seems unlikely to come forward within the ELR time 

horizon. Not available. Low

Existing site to be retained within 

employment area 7.47

E6 Works Site, Station Lane No

Storage site with some areas of hardstanding. The western edge of the site is 

in flood zone 3b and the remainder of the site is in flood zone 3a. The site also 

lies within a Critical Drainage Area. Given this, site would only be suitable if 

substanstial mitigation including SuDS and compensatory storage included.

Application submitted for change of use of land (former concrete batching 

plant) to the storage and distribution of recovered waste (Use Cass B8) in 

connection with adjoining waste site. Site considered available for 

employment use within ELR time horizon. Low Existing site outwith employment area 0.35

E61 Kings Court, Kingsway South Team Valley

Existing industrial units and parking. Site is at risk of surface water flooding 

and river flooding based.  Adequate parking will need to be retained within 

any redevelopment of the site. Suitable subject to flood risk mitigation.

Site has been fully developed, with no indication development will come 

forward within ELR time horizon. Not available. High

Existing site to be retained within 

employment area 0.15

E62 North of N269, Queensway Team Valley

Cleared site that is currently used for parking. Ground may be contaminated 

but this should be capable of remediation. Development would need to avoid 

net loss of parking space, and should retain boundary landscaping. SuDS will 

be required in accordance with the TVTE SWMP.  Suitable subject to 

addressing / mitigating issues identified above.

Site is currently vacant and in use for informal parking.  Availability for 

development would need to be confirmed from landowner. High

Vacant land, to be retained within 

employment area 0.14

E63 Building at Earlsway Team Valley

Existing industrial unit with service yard and car parking.  Located within a 

wildlife corridor so an ecological survey is likely to be required, and boundary 

landscaping should be retained.  Situated within a Coal Authority high risk 

area, but potential issues with ground instability should be capable of 

remediation.  Suitable subject to ecology and ground conditions.

Site is occupied by existing unit(s) with parking space and service yard. 

Buildings are in good condition with no evidence of likely redevelopment 

within ELR time horizon.  Permission granted in 2015 for change of use from 

D1 to B1© / B2 / B8.  Not available. High

Existing site to be retained within 

employment area 0.07

E64

Stargate Industrial Estate, Stargate Lane, 

Ryton Stargate

Site contains a group of buildings and yard area. Located in a Coal Authority 

high risk area - ground may be contaminated but this should be capable of 

remediation.  The landscaped buffer adjacent to the A695 should be retained.  

Historic flooding has been recorded on Stargate Lane.  Suitable subject to 

ground conditions and flood risk.

Site is occupied by existing unit(s). Buildings are in reasonable condition with 

no evidence of likely redevelopment within ELR time horizon. Not available. Low

Existing site to be retained within 

employment area 0.08
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E7 Shadon Way Portobello

Existing building, forecourt and service yard. Within the HSE consultation zone 

for hazardous installations. Located within Coal Authority high risk area; 

ground may be contaminated but any issues should be capable of 

remediation. 

Site has been developed and appears fully occupied. Recent planning 

permission was for B2/B8 use, and there is no indication of likely 

redevelopment. Not available. Low

Existing site to be retained within 

employment area 0.43

E72 St Helier Building, S310ab, Foster Court Team Valley

Existing building with car park. Located in Coal Authority high risk area; ground 

contamination may be present but these issues should be resolvable. Suitable 

subject to ground conditions.

Existing building appears to be in good condition and occupied.  No indication 

of likely redevelopment.  Not available. High

Existing site to be retained within 

employment area 0.10

E73 Z333, Dukesway Court Team Valley

Existing building with car parking and landscaping. Located in Coal Authority 

high risk area; ground contamination may be present but these issues should 

be resolvable. Suitable.

Site contains existing buildings which appear occupied and in good condition.  

No indication site would be available for redevelopment within ELR timeframe. 

Not available. High

Existing site to be retained within 

employment area 0.07

E74 Car Park Fifth Avenue Team Valley

Site contains an existing building. Located in a wildlife corridor; an ecological 

survey may be required. Ground contamination may be present but these 

issues should be resolvable. Suitable.

Site contains existing buildings which appear occupied and in good condition.  

No indication site would be available for redevelopment within ELR timeframe. 

Not available. High

Existing site to be retained within 

employment area 0.16

E79

Imperial Park Industrial Estate, Factory 

Raod

Blaydon / 

Derwenthaugh

Site contains buildings and area of hardstanding used for storage.  Ground is 

likely to be contaminated, but this should be capable of remediation. The site 

is within 20m of the River Tyne, so a buffer would be required. Suitable subject 

to ground conditions, flood risk, and ecology.

Site is fully developed for employment use. Planning permission in 2011 

allowed for erection of a new industrial building (B2 use). New development is 

unlikely to come forward within ELR time horizon. Not available. Mid

Existing site to be retained within 

employment area 0.60

E8 South of North House, Birtley Lane No

Site comprises vegetated area with some agricultural buildings.  Located 

within Coal Authority high risk area; ground contamination may be present but 

capable of remediation. Within a Critical Drainage Area. The creation of 

appropriate access may be difficult.  Amenity of adjacent residential dwellings 

should also be considered.  Suitable subject to the above issues being 

addressed or mitigated.

Some interest in industrial development, but would be likely to provide only a 

small quantity of floorspace.  Site lies outwith an employment area, adjoining 

residential dwellings, which would limit both its appeal to potential occupiers, 

and would constrain the developable area.  Not considered available. Low

Undeveloped land outwith employment 

area 0.17

E80 Saltmeadows Road East Gateshead

Existing building with parking area. Site located on the boundary of a wildlife 

corridor, so some ecological survey work may be required. Landscaping along 

Saltmeadows Road should be retained. In Coal Authority high risk area, ground 

is likely to be contaminated but capable of remediation. Suitable allowing for 

the above considerations. 

Existing premises appear to be in reasonable condition and are currently 

occupied. No indication development will come forward within ELR time 

horizon. Not available. Mid

Existing site to be retained within 

employment area 0.15

E83 Saltmeadows Road East Gateshead

Existing building with parking area.  Landscaping along Saltmeadows Road 

should be retained. In Coal Authority high risk area, ground is likely to be 

contaminated but capable of remediation.  Suitable allowing for the above 

considerations. 

Existing premises appear to be in reasonable condition and are currently 

occupied. No indication development will come forward within ELR time 

horizon. Not available. Mid

Existing site to be retained within 

employment area 0.21

E9 Penshaw Way Portobello

Existing building, parking and service yard.  Located in a Coal Authority high 

risk area, ground may be contaminated but capable of remediation.  Suitable.

Existing premises appear to be in reasonable condition and are currently 

occupied. No indication development will come forward within ELR time 

horizon. Not available. Mid

Existing site to be retained within 

employment area 0.45

E95 Nest Road Depot Felling

Area of hardstanding with some small storage buildings and an office. Located 

within a Critical Drainage Area.  Potential ground contamination present, may 

limit some forms of development.  Suitable subject to flood risk mitigation and 

ground conditions.

Site is developed and occupied. Planning permission was recently granted for 

an upgrade to existing premises, indicating a commitment to existing 

buildings. Not available. Mid

Existing site to be retained within 

employment area 0.88

E96 Unit 12, Station Lane Industrial Estate

Durham Road 

Birtley

Existing building, service yard and parking. Ground may be contaminated but 

capable of remediation. The northern part of the site is at high risk of surface 

water flooding.  Suitable.

Site is developed and occupied. No indication development will come forward 

within ELR time horizon. Not available. Low

Existing site to be retained within 

employment area 0.06

E99 Warehouse in Blaydon Industrial Park

Blaydon / 

Derwenthaugh

Existing warehouse and parking area.  The building is locally listed, so would 

likely need to be retained.  Ground contamination may be present but should 

be capable of mitigation.  Suitable.

Site is developed and occupied. No indication development will come forward 

within ELR time horizon. Not available. Mid

Existing site to be retained within 

employment area 1.20

G108 MU3 - Fife Engineering, Long Rigg No

Site comprises broad range of uses, including residential premises, car garages 

and recycling businesses.  Proximity of this site to residential areas means 

amenity would need to be considered.  Ground is likely to be contaminated, 

should be capable of mitigation.  Site is at high risk of surface water flooding; 

identified as a concern by the EA in level 1 SFRA.  Potentially suitable, subject 

to the above issues being addressed.

Site is in split ownership and located close to residential areas. No indication 

redevelopment will come forward for employment uses, and site may be more 

attractive for other uses subject to other policy considerations. Not available. Low

Part-developed land (some of which is in 

non-employment use) outwith 

employment area. 5.22



Site ref. Site name
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UDP 

employment 
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Achievability 

commercial 

value zone Recommendation Area (ha)

G114 MU17 - South of Pelaw Metro Station No

Site was allocated for mixed-use development in 2007 UDP, but remains 

vacant.  Currently contains informal/low maintained open space: an 

assessment may be required to determine whether the open space can be 

considered surplus.  Situated in close proximity to residential properties; 

development would need to consider amenity.  Close proximity to metro 

station means access would need to be retained within / through the site.  

Poor vehicular access, and modest market demand in this area, in addition to 

other identified constraints suggest the site would not be attractive for 

employment uses, and is therefore considered unsuitable.

Vacant land, but poor rate of development in this area.  Development unlikely 

to come forward, and site is not considered available. Low

Undeveloped land outwith employment 

area 1.49

G115 MU16 - South of Pelaw Way No

Site was allocated for mixed-use development in 2007 UDP, but remains 

vacant.  Currently contains informal/low maintained open space: an 

assessment may be required to determine whether the open space can be 

considered surplus.  Situated in close proximity to residential properties; 

development would need to consider amenity.  Poor vehicular access, and 

modest market demand in this area, in addition to other identified constraints 

suggest the site would not be attractive for employment uses, and is therefore 

considered unsuitable.

Vacant land, but poor rate of development in this area.  Development unlikely 

to come forward, and site is not considered available. Low

Undeveloped land outwith employment 

area 0.59

G117 MU4 - Derwentwater Road No

Site has been mostly developed, for residential and care home uses.  

Vegetated area remains to the west; this may be suitable for employment uses 

subject to ecological assessment and ground conditions/contamination, and 

mitigation of flood risk issues.  Proximity to residential development may 

require mitigation of the impact on amenity.  Undeveloped portion of this site 

may be suitable, but mitigation of flood risk may be challenging.

Although the majority of this site has been developed, the western portion is 

vacant and may be available. Low

Part-developed land (some of which is in 

non-employment use) outwith 

employment area.  Vacant portion may 

provide a development opportunity, 

subject to availability, and constraints 

(particularly flood risk) being addressed / 

mitigated.

3.93 / 

0.65 net

G130 Fairfield Industrial Estate Fairfield

Existing industrial land with reasonable level of occupancy.  Partially located 

within flood zone 3a and 2; a flood risk sequential test and FRA would be 

required.  Both a Water Main and Public Sewer cross the site and NWL would 

likely require diversion or easement.  Within a wildlife corridor which will 

require an ecological survey. Poor access to the site through a residential area. 

Potentially suitable subject to the above issues being resolved.

Existing industrial estate. Some vacancies in existing units and most of the 

buildings are nearing the end of their operational lifespan. Little evidence of 

market interest in employment uses at this location. Potentially available, but 

development of B class uses is unlikely to come forward. Low

Existing industrial land, mostly developed.  

Poor market demand, in combination (and 

as a result of) constraints affecting the site 

suggest new development / 

redevelopment for employment use is 

unlikely.  Recommended for de-allocation 

to allow potential for more flexible 

approach to future use. 7.59

G158 Dobbies Garden World

Durham Road 

Birtley

Garden centre and car park.  Ground may be contaminated, should be capable 

of remediation.  Potential issues with residential amenity of the houses 

opposite.  Suitable.

Occupied by garden centre. No indication that the site will become vacant for 

employment uses within ELR timeframe. Not available. Mid

Recommended for de-allocation as part of 

a reduction in the area of Durham Road, 

Birtley employment area 1.94

G165 Land at Brewery Lane Felling

Vacant/derelict site.  Potential ground contamination may be present, will 

need remediation.  Located within Critical Drainage Area, surface water flood 

risk on Nest Road, Brewery Lane and Felling Bypass.  Surface water 

management including SuDS will be required.  Site is likely to support 

considerable ecological interest, there is likely to be a requirement for 

mitigation.  Adjoins terrace of residential properties, so amenity should be 

considered.  Suitable for development subject to the above issues being 

addressed / mitigated.

Previously allocated for employment uses, but vacant for substantial period. 

Potentially suggests a lack of market interest, or issues in bringing this site 

forward.  Nonetheless, site benefits from good accessibility, and is in 

reasonably successful industrial location.  Considered available. Low

Suitable and available site recommended 

for allocation 4.70

G17 Employment land at Newburn Bridge Road Addison

Mostly vacant site, allocated for employment use in JE2.1.  Site remains vacant 

scrubland / vegetated land. Location is part of Newburn Ford Battlefield area 

which may require archaelogical survey work, however this should be 

resolvable. Adjacent to Local Wildlife Site so some level of ecological survey 

may be required.  Weight limit on Newburn Bridge will potentially restrict 

vehicular access to the site. If vehicle movements through Stella/Blaydon are 

increased then mitigation of the impact on road networks will be required.  

Ground may be contaminated but capable of resolution.  Suitable subject to 

above constraints being addressed / mitigated.

Vacant grassed area. Appear to be partially in use for temporary informal 

storage of containers. Potentially available. Low

Suitable and potentially available land, to 

be retained within employment area. 0.91
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G180 Former Morrisons Depot Felling

Large site with developed B2/B8 unit and yard. Within a wildlife corridor, so an 

ecological survey may be required. Impact on amenity of nearby residential 

properties to the east and north should be considered. Access to the site from 

the east or south is unlikely to be feasible given congested road network at 

Heworth. Potentially suitable subject to ecology, residential amenity and 

access issues being resolved.

Landowner / developer interest expressed in residential development of this 

site.  Loss of employment land in the eastern extent of Felling Industrial Estate 

unliely to affect the rest of the employment area.  Site not considered 

available for employment use. Low

Existing site recommended for de-

allocation from employment area. 5.55

G181 BAE Systems

Durham Road 

Birtley

Vacant (cleared) site with outline consent for residential use.  Unlikely to be 

interest in develoment for employment uses.  Site not considered suitable for 

employment uses on this basis.

Outline consent for residential use indicates site is not avaiable for 

employment uses. Low

Vacant land recommended for de-

allocation as part of a reduction in the area 

of Durham Road, Birtley employment area 11.12

G184 Former Night Owl truck Stop No

Car/vehicle dealership with a large area of hardstanding for parking vehicles. 

Suitable.

Fully developed as a car hire/sales business. Southern portion of the site could 

become available for development in the future, but no indication of whether 

and when this will take place. Not available. Mid

Site in other commercial (non-B-class) use, 

located outwith employment area. 3.86

G185 AEI Cables

Durham Road 

Birtley

Former AEI Cables site. Large industrial buildings with forecourts.  South west 

corner of site is in flood zone 2 and 3a.  Sequential test for flood risk required; 

if passed then FRA will need to consider risk and mitigation including SuDS. 

Likely that a buffer would be required between the site and Rowletch Burn 

nearby. Potential issue with residential amenity of the houses nearby, but this 

should be resolvable especially given recent employment use of the site. 

Suitable subject to proposal addressing / mitigating constraints identified 

above.

Vacant site as of 2017. Some uncertainty over landowner intentions for future 

use of the site, however given recent employment use, site is considered 

available for employment uses. Low

Existing (unoccupied) site, to be retained 

within employment area. 10.13

G188 Wardley Colliery No 2 No

Small number of derelict buildings and brownfield land in the Green Belt.  Poor 

road access across a narrow bridge and unfinished roads. Ground 

contamination may be present, and it appears the site would be costly to 

develop with little interest in employment use.  Unsuitable due to Green Belt 

designation, inadequate access, ground conditions and lack of market interest 

for commercial use.

Derelict site, with decision pending on proposal for residential development. 

Not considered available. Low

Vacant site outwith employment area, 

unsuitable for employment use. 4.15

G19

Site adjacent to Sainsbury's, Eleventh 

Avenue Team Valley

Vacant grassed area, adjacent to car park and supermarket - allocated in UDP 

policy JE2.14.  Access would preferably preserve landscaping along Kingsway. 

Flood zone 2 affects the western boundary - sequential test required to 

demonstrate there are no reasonable alternative sites.  High risk of surface 

water flooding based on Team Valley model. SuDS required in accordance with 

TVTE SWMP.  Already congested network in and around TVTE - development 

may require mitigation for network improvements and/or sustainable travel.  

Suitable subject to constraints identified above.

Vacant site.  Previous developer interest was for extension of the Sainsburys 

car park; however the site likely to be available for employment uses if a 

proposal came forward.  Considered likely to be available. High

Vacant land considered suitable and 

available.  Recommended for allocation for 

employment uses. 0.79

G190 Tyne Marshalling Yards No

Rail marshalling yard.  Attenuated site situated within the Green Belt - 

development would sever the Green Belt gap between Gateshead and 

Birtley/Washington.  Southern third of site has high ecological value.  

Relatively remote from workforce and key services.  Located within River 

Team catchment area.  FRA/DIA would be required.  Site benefits from 

proximity to rail line, which could be used for freight, but establishing 

appropriate road access would require significant adaptation / mitigation, in a 

route likely to be through the adjoining conservation area, and may not be 

feasible.  Unsuitable due to multiple and substantial constraints including 

Green Belt, flood risk, ecology, access, etc.

Landowner (Network Rail) may require at least part of this site for current / 

future activity.  May be possibility the landowner would be willing to dispose 

of the site, but no clear indication of this.  Not available. Low

Part-vacant land in the Green Belt, outwith 

employment areas.  Unsuitable for 

development given physical and policy 

constraints.  May come forward in 

exceptional circumstances for rail-related 

uses. 34.75

G193 Land West of Derwenthaugh Road No

Vacant grassed area, designated as a Local Wildlife Site, and located within a 

wildlife corridor.  Partly functional floodplain (flood zone 3b) and flood zones 

3a and 2.  The watercourse running along the site's northern boundary has 

ecological and hydrological links with Shibdon Pond SSSI.  SFRA level 2 

identified that any future development would significantly increase flood risk 

to the surrounding industrial estate.  Unsuitable due to flood risk and ecology.

Understood that most of the site is owned by Durham Wildlife Trust, who are 

looking to develop a wetland habitat on the site. Unlikely to be available for 

employment uses. Mid

Designated Local Wildlife Site, unsuitable 

for employment use. 4.16
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G20 Land at Whinfield Whinfield

Vacant area of hardstanding, allocated for employment use in JE2.27.  

Adjacent to LWS and SSSI, and located within wildlife corridor.    An ecological 

survey and appropriate mitigation report will be required.  Development of 

the site would require archaeological assessment (desk-based) and possibly 

trial trenches to evaluate below ground remains associated with the nearly 

Whinfield Coking Ovens scheduled ancient monument.  Proximity to 

residential areas may have implications for residential amenity.  Historic 

surface water flooding recorded in vicinity. Suitable subject to ecology, 

archaeological evaluation and residential amenity. Currently vacant. Lack of recent commercial interest, but site may be capable 

of supporting the expansion of existing local businesses, or re-location of 

businesses from elsewhere in the employment area. Considered available. Low

Vacant site formerly allocated for 

employment use.  Suitable (subject to 

mitigation) and available for employment 

uses, potential to accommodate expansion 

or re-location of nearby businesses. 0.51

G201 Former Council Depot, Swalwell Bank Whickham

Vacant site of former Council depot.  High risk of surface water flooding.  

Mitigation of flood risk will be required.  Both a Water Main and Public Sewer 

cross the site and NWL  would require this to be diverted or placed within a 

suitable easement.  Located within Wildlife Corridor, an ecological survey will 

be required.  Ground contamination is likely to be present, remedial action will 

be required.  Site is located 50m from the listed Bridge abutment.  

Development would be unlikely to impact on the setting of the Bridge.  

Potentially suitable subject to ecology, flood risk and contamination 

constraints being addressed / mitigated. Vacant former Council depot now in private ownership. Considered available. Low

Vacant site within employment area.  

Recommended for allocation. 0.85

G21 Bill Quay Industrial Estate No

Part vacant / derelict land on Tyne riverbank, allocated for mixed use in 2007 

UDP.  includes some older residential dwellings in western part of site.  Adjoins 

LWS, and situated within a wildlife corridor - likely to require ecological survey.  

Steeply sloping gradient in parts, with poor access.  Likely to have limited 

appeal for commercial use in current market, exacerbated by ecological and 

flood risk constraints.  Unsuitable for standalone employment use.

Vacant land allocated for mixed-use in 2007 UDP.  However there is unlikely to 

be significant interest in B class uses alone at this location. Potentially 

available for a borader development additionally encompassing Fairfield 

industrial estate. Low

Vacant land outwith employment area, 

considered unsuitable for employment 

uses. 3.96

G22

Land East Of, Derwenthaugh Marina, 

Derwenthaugh Road

Blaydon / 

Derwenthaugh

Vacant area next to Derwenthaugh marina.  Access is constrained to a narrow 

road alongside Derwenthaugh Marina.  Ground contamination may be present 

but capable of remediation.  Located In a wildlife corridor and near to a Local 

Wildlife Site, so ecological survey will be required. Site is in flood zones 2 and 

3a, unlikely to pass sequential test.  Safe access and egress during a flood 

event would be an issue.  FRA/DIA would be required to consider flood risk 

mitigation. Unsuitable due to flood risk and access issues.

Vacant site within UDP allocated employment area.  Planning permission was 

recently granted for a boat shed. Employment uses are not likely to come 

forward on this site. Not available. Low

Vacant site, recommended for de-

allocation as part of a reduction in the area 

of Blaydon/Derwenthaugh industrial 

estate. 0.66

G221 Former Pelaw Shirt Factory No

Currently vacant area of grassland, part of which was allocated for housing use 

in UDP H3.66.  Site adjoins residential uses: amenity would need to be 

considered.  Permission has been granted for development of a supermarket, 

and  this appears to be in the process of implementation. Site has permission for supermarket (A1 use). Not available. Low

Vacant site outwith employment area, not 

available for employment use. 1.00

G241 Anson Ltd N205, Seventh Avenue Team Valley

Large site comprising of existing building, yard, parking, and grassed area.  In 

Coal Authority high risk area, ground contamination and land instability may 

be present but this should be capable of remediation. Noise may be an issue 

for the nearby school and residential properties with some forms of 

employment use. Congested road network may require improvements to 

existing junctions and sustainable travel offer. Located within a Critical 

Drainage Area - SuDS will be required.  Suitable subject to above 

considerations.

Existing industrial unit appears relatively old, suggesting there may be scope 

for redevelopment. However there is no indication of timescales or what form 

the development would take. Not available. High

Existing site (NOV), to be retained within 

employment area. 5.22

G245 Former Wardley Colliery Offices No

Small number of derelict buildings and brownfield land in the Green Belt.  Poor 

road access across a narrow bridge and unfinished roads. Ground 

contamination may be present, and it appears the site would be costly to 

develop with little interest in employment use. Unsuitable due to constraints 

identified above.

Application pending for residential (C3) use. Lack of market interest in 

employment use of the site . Not available. Low

Vacant site outwith employment area, 

unsuitable for employment use. 1.52

G250 Karting North East Indoor Ltd, Forge Road No

Developed site consisting of large industrial unit (currently in use for leisure 

facility) with parking area. Situated within wildlife corridor, so may require 

ecological survey. Suitable subject to ecology.

Recently implemented change (from go-karting facility) to indoor trampoline 

park (D2 use). Not likely to be available for employment uses. Low

Existing building in non-industrial use.  

Suitable, but not available for employment 

use. 1.11

G257

Screen Services Ltd Cartmel Business 

Centre Shields Road Heworth Gateshead 

Tyne And Wear NE10 0QD No

Developed with industrial unit. Prospective development would be 

constrained by proximity to residential properties and the opportunity to 

access the site. Pockets of surface water flood risk would require the use of 

SuDS. 

Site currently occupied by engineering business. Appears in good condition, no 

indication that this site will become vacant within ELR time horizon. Not 

available. Low Existing site outwith employment area 0.36
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G26

Land Between River Tyne And, Banks & 

Pearson Courts

Blaydon / 

Derwenthaugh

Vacant, overgrown site adjacent to River Tyne.  Allocated for employment use 

in JE2.3.  Site is enclosed by River Tyne and existing industrial units, making 

potential road access very difficult.  Vegetated site within wildlife corridor, 

likely ecological survey would be required.  Historic flooding recorded along 

northern edge, in flood zone 3a and 2.  Unsuitable - isolated location with 

inadequate access.

May be required in future by Highways England for A1 expansion works. Not 

considered available. Mid

Vacant site to be retained within 

employment area 0.66

G268 Imex Properties

Durham Road 

Birtley

Existing business centre building(s), accommodating some non-industrial uses.  

Ground likely to be contaminated.  Site located in a Critical Drainage Area with 

pockets of surface water flood risk. FRA required to consider SuDS. Suitable 

subject to addressing / mitigation of these constraints.

Occupied by existing business centre. Existing building includes several non 

employment uses, with no indication B -class uses will come forward on the 

site. Not available. Low

Existing site, partly in industrial use - 

recommended for de-allocation as part of 

a reduction in the area of Durham Road, 

Birtley employment area 1.54

G269

Land Between A.E.I. Car Park And London-

Edinburgh Railway

Durham Road 

Birtley

Vacant land adjacent to East Coast railway.  High and medium risk (flood zones 

3a and 2) of fluvial flooding. Flood risk sequential test would be required. Site 

is located within Critical Drainage Area and is at significant risk of surface 

water flooding.  SWMP recommends green space on this site should be used 

to store excess surface water. The site supports irreplacable habitats which 

have the potential to support a range of statutorily protected species. 

Unsuitable due to flood risk and ecological constraints.

Vacant / vegetated land between industrial and commercial uses.  Access 

would be required through existing yard/parking area, seemingly in use by 

adjoining AEI cables (currently vacant), so develoment may require additional 

land to be acquired. Mid

Vacant site, unsuitable for development, to 

be retained within employment area 2.91

G271 Oakwell Park, Travellers Site Felling

Gypsy and traveller site.  Adjoins Local Wildlife Site and within a wildlife 

corridor so (re)development would require an ecological survey.  Ground 

contamination may be present due to previous uses.  Potentailly suitable 

subject to ecological constraints and ground conditions.

Currently in use as a gypsy and traveller accomodation site. Replacement 

provision would be required if this site were developed. Not available. Mid

Site provides Gypsy and Travelling 

Showpeople accommodation, not available 

for development.  Recommended for 

removal from employment area boundary. 0.79

G28 Store Yard, Low Fell Sidings No

Vacant grassed area between railway lines.  Landlocked site which would be 

difficult to access safely, owing to the alignment of the railway and the 

height/width restrictions for the underpass which leads into Harrison Gardens.  

Additional concern relaing to the residential amenity of Harrison Gardens.  

Vegetated land would require ecological survey.  Situated in a Critical Drainage 

Area at medium / high risk of surface water flooding.  Unsuitable due to access 

constraints.

Vacant landlocked site that would be difficult to develop due to access- 

unclear on landowner's intentions.  Not available. Low Vacant site outwith employment area. 3.75

G288

Regent Garage Ltd, Crowley Works 

Hexham Road No

Existing buildings. Proximity to supermarket, nursery and residential dwellings 

would likely present amenity issues with surrounding uses. Adjoining uses may 

also present issues for access into the site. Located within a wildlife corridor, 

an ecological survey will be required. Suitable subject to amenity issues, 

ecology and access.

Developed site in industrial / commercial use that appears occupied. No 

indication that this site will come forward within ELR time horizon. Not 

available. Low Existing site outwith employment area 0.31

G291

Hammond Expanders UK, Unit 1 Derwent 

Court Team Valley

Existing industrial units with a central parking area. Located within a wildlife 

corridor, an ecological survey will be required. In Coal Authority high risk area, 

ground contamination and land instability may be present, this should be 

capable of remediation. At risk of surface water flooding; FRA would need to 

consider mitigation and SuDS in accordance with TVTE SWMP.

Site is developed and appears to be occupied and in good condition. No 

indication this site will come forward for redevelopment. Not available. High

Existing site to be retained within 

employment area 1.45

G30

Automotive Centre of Excellence, 

Kingsway South Team Valley

Existing buildings and hardstanding which make up Gateshead College 

Automotive Centre (D1 use).  Ground contamination may be present but this 

should be capable of remediation. Part of the site is within flood zone 2, so a 

sequential test would be required.  FRA would be required to consider 

mitigation including SuDS, in accordance with TVTE SWMP.  Boundary 

landscaping should be retained. Suitable subject to flood risk mitigation and 

ground conditions.

Site is occupied by Gateshead College. Premises are modern and in good 

condition; no indication site will be vacated within ELR time horizon. Not 

available. High

Existing site to be retained within 

employment area 0.58

G300b Land East Of Portobello Road No

Variety of hard surfaces, buildings and grassed areas. In Coal Authority high 

risk area and HSE hazard consultation zone. Ground contamination may be 

present, should be capable of remediation. Development may need to take 

account of permission granted for residential dwelling at nearby site.  Located 

within Critical Drainage Area and surface water flow routes run along the 

western and eastern boundaries.  SuDS would be required.  Suitable subject to 

flood risk mitigation, residential amenity and ground conditions.

Majority of the site is now vacant.  Recent proposal for B8 use, with 

preparatory ground work seemingly underway.  Available for development. Mid

Vacant land suitable for development, and 

available.  Recommended for allocation for 

employment use, and inclusion in 

expanded employment area boundary. 1.20

G305 H R Supplies Ltd, Newcon Depot No

Site appears to be used as a storage depot. Ground is likely to be 

contaminated, should be capable of remediation.  Flood risk is likely to be a 

significant constraint to development in this area.

Currently occupied by storage depot. No indication site will become available 

within ELR time horizon. Not available. Low Existing site outwith employment area 0.26
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G31 Former Stadium Service Station, Park Road East Gateshead

Former petrol station site, now cleared and vacant. Existing access will need to 

be reviewed carefully; it may be appropriate to close access to A184 and 

reopen access onto Stadium Road instead. Ground likely to be contaminated 

but capable of remediation. Suitable subject to access considerations and 

ground conditions.

Site is now vacant. However, developer interest has previously been expressed 

for non B-class uses. Existing extant permission for a car showroom (sui 

generis use) has not yet been implemented. Non B-class uses are considered 

to be most likely at this location. Not available. Mid

Vacant site to be retained within 

employment area 0.32

G310a

Vacant land adjacent to South Follingsby 

Farm Follingsby

Vacant grassed area.  Located within immediate proximity of great crested 

newt breeding ponds and provides a critical area of terrestrial habitat. An 

ecological survey would be required, but evidence currently indicates site 

would be unsuitable for development due to impact on ecology.  Located 

within a Critical Drainage Area and River Don Integrated Catchment 

Management. SuDS required. Land is vacant, and within key employment area. Available. High

Vacant site within employment area.  

Unsuitable based on current evidence of 

impact of development on ecology. 1.30

G32 Brama Teams Industrial Park, Ropery Road Teams

Existing industrial site used as a vehicle scrap and sales yard.  Large proportion 

of the site is within flood zone 3a and 2, the Sequential test for flood risk 

would need to be passed. FRA would be required to consider mitigation, 

including land raising and compensatory storage.  Located within a wildlife 

corridor, an ecological survey and mitigation may be required. Ground 

contamination may be present but should be capable of remediation. 

Potentially suitable subject to flood risk, ecology and ground conditions.

Currently occupied. No indication it will come forward within ELR time 

horizon. Not available. Low

Existing site to be retained within 

employment area 1.70

G326 Former Blaydon Creamery

Blaydon / 

Derwenthaugh

Existing industrial buildings located around a central hardstanding area. 

Partially within Coal Authority high risk area, ground may be contaminated but 

capable of remediation. Suitable.

Site is developed with good levels of occupancy. Developer interest has 

previously been for non B-class use of a single unit on the site. No indication 

site will become vacant for employment uses within ELR time horizon. Not 

available. Mid

Existing site to be retained within 

employment area 3.34

G328 Gateshead College Skills Academy Team Valley

Gateshead College Skills Academy. Boundary landscaping should be retained. 

High risk of surface water flooding, and risk of river flooding. FRA and use of 

SuDS would be required. Suitable subject to above constraints being 

addressed.

Occupied by Gateshead College's Skills Academy for Construction. No 

indication site will become vacant within ELR timeframe. Not available. High

Existing site to be retained within 

employment area 0.96

G353a Whinfield Industrial Estate Whinfield

Whinfield Industrial Estate. Comprises variety of industrial buildings.  Located 

adjacent to a Local Wildlife Site and SSSI so development will require an 

ecological survey.  Ground likely contaminated but capable of remediation.  

Potential residential amenity issues due to proximity of residential dwellings.  

Northern section (including E162) in relatively poor condition and 

recommended for exclusion from employment area.  Rest of site is considered 

suitable subject to ecology, amenity and ground conditions. Mostly occupied by existing businesses, except for vacant site allocation (G20). Low

Existing employment area  to be retained, 

with the exeption o northern portion 

(including E162), which is recommended 

for de-allocation to allow broader range of 

uses and encourage consolidation of the 

estate. 5.71

G353b Site west of Woodside Walk Whinfield

Western portion of Whinfield employment area; predominantly used by 

smaller businesses with some units in poorer condition. Adjoins LWS and SSSI 

so an ecological survey would be required. Additionally adjoins Whinfield Coke 

Ovens SAM; any development would need to avoid harm to the SAM's setting.  

Ground likely contaminated but capable of remediation.  The existing footpath 

through the site should be retained. Suitable subject to ecology, heritage and 

ground conditions.

Site is mostly developed with existing industrial buildings; albeit some units 

are in relatively poor condition. Some developer interest recorded in 

residential development on parts of the site. Not considered available. Low

Existing buildings and land, majority in 

poor condition.  Expansion/intensification 

is constrained by adjoining LWS/SSSI and 

SAM.  Recommended de-allocation from 

employment area, to encourage 

consolidation of industrial estate. 1.04

G354 High Spen Industrial Estate High Spen

Allocated secondary employment area in UDP.  Part of site has been 

developed for residential use, the remaining vacant land (G393) is now 

adjacent to residential dwellings.  Surface water flow route runs along western 

boundary.  Suitable subject to flood risk mitigation and residential amenity.

Apart form G394, there are no vacant sites within the existing employment 

area. Given recent residential development, there appears to be more interest 

in non employment uses at this location. Not available. Low

Land recommended for de-allocation from 

employment uses to allow more flexibility 

in future use. 3.38

G373a

B&Q Plc, Units 1-14 The Sands Industrial 

Estate Sands

Terrace of industrial units.  Allocated as a Secondary Employment Area in UDP.  

Located within a wildlife corridor, development may require an ecological 

survey.  Site is within flood zone 2, signfying medium risk of flooding.  

Sequential test for flood risk would be required.  FRA and DIA would be 

required to consider mitigation of flood risk and drainage impacts. Potentially 

suitable, subject to consideration of flood risk and ecology.

Small terrace of industrial units with no opportunity for expansion.  Unlikely to 

be redeveloped for industrial use given adjoining commercial uses. No 

indication that B class uses will come forward within ELR time horizon. Not 

available. Low

Land recommended for de-allocation from 

employment uses to allow more flexibility 

in future use. 0.56

G373b B&Q Plc, The Sands Industrial Estate No

Former industrial units, now occupied by retail warehouses and car parking.  

Located within wildlife corridor so ecological survey may be required.  Flood 

zone 2 applies with medium risk of fluvial flooding. A large area of the site is at 

high risk of surface water flooding.  FRA and DIA would be required to consider 

river and surface water mitigation. Predominant market interest in this site is 

for retail and leisure uses. Not suitable.

Site occupied by large retail warehouses. No indication employment uses will 

come forward within ELR time horizon. Not available. Low

Non-industrial commercial uses located 

outwith employment area. 1.68



Site ref. Site name
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commercial 
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G38

LAND WEST OF HEWORTH WAY, GREEN 

LANE INDUSTRIAL ESTATE Pelaw

Vacant site within Pelaw Industrial Estate.  Poor access into the site and 

adjoining residential dwellings and metro/rail line limit its usefulness for 

commercial development.  Unsuitable due to significant access constraints and 

lack of commercial interest.

Vacant land. Considered unlikely to come forward for employment uses, 

however site is available. Low

Vacant land, recommended for de-

allocation as part of a removal of 

employment area allocation of Pelaw 

Industrial Estate. 0.69

G383 Land Including Nest Road Conveyor Felling

Existing employment site allocated in UDP, now in use as a concrete batching 

plant.  Partly located within wildlife corridor, so expansion or redevelopment 

likely to require an ecological survey.  Surface water flood risk affects part of 

the site.  Eastern portion of site is undeveloped but difficult to access. Suitable 

subject to ecological and flood risk constraints.

Majority of the site is developed. The remaining portion is currently difficult to 

access and therefore unlikely to be attractive to commercial uses. Not 

available. Mid

Existing site to be retained within 

employment area 1.12

G384a Follingsby Ave/White Rose Way Follingsby

Vacant site allocated for employment part of UDP policy JE2.25.  Grassed area 

containing a pond, ecological survey required. Located within a Critical 

Drainage Area and River Don Integrated Catchment Management. SuDS 

required. Suitable subject to ecological survey and SuDS.

Vacant land with planning permission for industrial facility - currently being 

implemented. High

Industrial facility currently being 

constructed: recommended for allocation 

for employment uses. 3.30

G385 Queensway/Third Ave Team Valley

Grassed area with trees. Located within a wildlife corridor, an ecological 

survey will be required and the trees and landscaping should be retained.  

Existing site boundary will impact on existing car parking; consideration should 

be given to what the overall provision should be.  Flood zone 2 applies to this 

site, flood risk sequential test will be needed. Team Valley model identifies the 

site as being at risk of 1 in 100 year fluvial flooding. Unsuitable given the 

cumulative requirements of ecology, landscaping and flood risk mitigation, 

allied with the potential impact  on adjoining businesses (including thorugh 

loss of parking).

Vacant land within existing employment land. No recent development has 

been proposed. Available, given its allocation for employment uses. High

Vacant site to be retained within 

employment area 0.18

G391 West of Follingsby Way Follingsby

Large vacant grassed area.  Site is known to support BAP habitat and species, 

including the singhy skipper butterfly.  Development would require an 

ecological survey and appropriate mitigation.  Located in a Critical Drainage 

Area.  A small pocket of the site is at high risk of surface water flooding, SuDS 

required. Suitable subject to an ecological survey and flood risk mitigation.

Vacant land with few constraints within relatively successful employment area 

of Follingsby Park.  Available. Low

Vacant site recommended for allocation 

for employment uses. 1.79

G392 Follingsby Avenue Follingsby

Vacant grassed area.  Site located in close proximity to great crested newt 

breeding pond.  Development would require an ecological survey and 

appropriate mitigation, which may reduce the net developable area. Located 

in a Critical Drainage Area.  Site feeds into River Don Integrated Catchment 

Management.  Linear area at high risk of surface water flooding during 1 in 30 

year event.  SuDS required to manage surface water and for water quality 

habitats.  Suitable subject to flood risk and ecological survey.
Vacant land. Allocated for employment uses in UDP and in an 

attractive/growing area for commercial market. Available. High

Vacant site recommended for allocation 

for employment uses. 0.93

G393 Part of High Spen Industrial Estate High Spen

Vacant area of grassland, allocated by JE2.26.  Recent residential development 

to the south and adjoining residential areas would constrain potential 

employment use of the site, and would also make access an issue. 

Contributing natural cathcment area; a watercourse/culvert and surface water 

flow route run along the western boundary which will require a buffer. SuDS 

likely to be required. An ecological survey may be required. Unsuitable due to 

significant access issues, flood risk and ecological constraints.  Also likely to be 

little developer interest for commercial uses in current market at this location.

Vacant land. However the site has been found unsuitable for employment 

uses and there is little commercial interest in the site. Not considered 

available. Low

Land recommended for de-allocation from 

employment uses to allow more flexibility 

in future use. 1.30

G394 Shadon Way Portobello

Grassed scrub area. Located within Coal Authority high risk area, ground 

contamination may be present but capable of remediation. An ecological 

survey may be required. Within HSE consultation zone (for Tor Coatings). 

Suitable subject to ground conditions and ecology.

Vacant land within established employment area.  No recent development 

proposals, but site is likely to be available for employment use. Low

Vacant site recommended for allocation 

for employment uses. 0.42

G395 Fifth Ave Business Park Team Valley

Attractive grassed area with trees, existing building and parking area. 

Prospective development would need to retain the landscaping and trees as 

far as possible.  Northern part of the site is at high risk of surface water 

flooding.  Historic flooding has been recorded to the south of the site.  May 

require flood resilience measures, especially SuDS. Development may require 

road junction improvements and measures to encourage sustainable travel.  

Ground contamination may be present but capable of remediation.  Suitable 

subject to the above constraints being resolved.

Vacant site previously allocated for employment uses by JE2.12.  Among the 

larger development opportunities within TVTE, and potential to accommodate 

office premises.  Available. High

Vacant site recommended for allocation 

for employment uses. 1.89
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G396 Princesway Central/Centralway Team Valley

Vacant grassed area, allocated for employment use in UDP.  Perimeter of site 

is at high risk of river and surface water flooding.  Site is being appraised as 

part of Team Valley SWMP.  Suitable subject to flood risk mitigation.

Vacant land within TVTE, allocated in UDP but not taken forward for 

development.  Attractive site considered available for development. High

Vacant site recommended for allocation 

for employment uses. 1.28

G418 The Post Office No

Developed site in edge of centre location, currently in use for commercial (non-

industrial) use.  Suitable for development, subject to impact on residential 

amenity.

Occupied by existing insurance firm (A2 use). No indication it will come 

forward for employment uses within ELR time horizon. Not available. Low

Site in commercial use outwith 

employment area 0.09

G421a Part of G421, Stoneygate Close Felling

Site comprises unmade ground, currently in use for storage of containers, etc.  

Within wildlife corridor, may require ecological survey.  Within Critical 

Drainage Area, should consider SuDS. Suitable. 

Undeveloped site, seemingly in informal use for storage.  Site is part of a wider 

site that was allocated for employment use in the UDP.  Adjoining areas have 

been developed for mixed industrial / commercial uses.  Although this site 

remains undeveloped, it is in an accessible and reasonably 

successful/attractive part of the industrial estate, and is therefore considered 

available for employment use. Mid

Undeveloped site recommended for 

allocation for employment uses. 0.55

G422

Blaydon Business Park/Fairfield Industrial 

Park, Bill Quay

Blaydon / 

Derwenthaugh

Large developed area comprising a range of industrial buildings.  Ground likely 

to be contaminated but capable of remediation. Within 20m of Main River, 

would require a buffer.  Flood zone 2 and 3a along northern boundary of site.  

Small pockets of surface water flood risk. FRA will need to consider mitigation 

including SuDS. Suitable subject to flood risk and ground conditions.

Site is fully developed and appears to have a good level of occupancy. No 

indication new development will come forward within ELR time horizon. Not 

available. Mid

Existing site to be retained within 

employment area 9.29

G424 Land North of MGM House Addison

Vacant site to north of existing building currently in industrial (engineering) 

use.  Site located in Newburn Ford Battlefield area: may need some level of 

archaeological survey work.  Ground contamination may be present but 

should be capable of remediation.  Located within wildlife corridor, may 

require ecological survey work. Weight limit on Newburn Bridge would require 

HGVs to travel to and from site by B6317 Stella Road.  Any impact on already 

congested network at Blaydon roundabout may require mitigation.  Suitable 

subject to addressing / mitigation of above constraints.

Vacant land within existing employment site.  Potential developer interest in 

alternative (residential?) use of the land. Potentially available but standalone 

employment uses are less likely to come forward. Low

Vacant land within existing site.  To be 

retained within employment area. 0.18

G426

Former Dunlop Hydraulic Vacant 

Factory/Warehouse Team Valley

Existing industrial units and car parking. Located within wildlife corridor, may 

require ecological survey. Development will need to retain landscaping 

adjacent to River Team and southern boundary. Site lies within Coal Authority 

high risk area, ground contamination may be present but should be capable of 

remediation. Site at risk of 1 in 100 year fluvial flooding. Suitable subject to 

above considerations.

Site is developed and occupied. No indication development will come forward 

within ELR time horizon. Not available. High

Existing site to be retained within 

employment area 2.56

G427 Midland Steel Traders Ltd. Portobello

Existing buildings and service yard with parking space.  Ground may be 

contaminated but capable of remediation.  Located in Coal Authority high risk 

area.  Within HSE consultation zone.  Within a Critical Drainage Area.  Suitable 

subject to addressing / mitigating above constraints.

Site is developed with good level of occupancy occupied. No indication 

development will come forward within ELR time horizon. Not available. Mid

Existing site to be retained within 

employment area 1.00

G429 W. Mcgovern & Co Ltd Felling

Site used as service yard for freight trailers.  Located within wildlife corridor; 

redevelopment may need an ecological survey although site is already 

occupied.  Potential ground contamination, may serve to constrain 

development depending on specific proposal. Suitable subject to constraints 

identified above.

Land is occupied. Permission was recently implemented to construct ancillary 

offices. No indication development will come forward within ELR time horizon. 

Not available. Mid

Existing site to be retained within 

employment area 0.71

G43 R386, Tenth Avenue West Team Valley

Hardstanding and scrub, vacant except for car wash.  An ecological survey may 

be required.  Ground contamination may be present but capable of 

remediation.  Congested road network at south end of Team Valley may 

require junction improvements.  Pockets of the site and surrounding road 

network are at risk of surface water flooding.  Culvert to the west of the site 

has blocked previously.  SuDS required in accordance with TVTE SWMP. 

Suitable subject to ground conditions and flood risk mitigation.

Vacant site with the exception of car wash facility.  Close to existing retail uses 

and permission has previously been granted for café/leisure uses. 

Nevertheless the site has an existing allocation for employment use. 

Potentially available. High

Majority vacant site, with potential to 

accommodate development, although 

uncertain availability.  Retain within 

employment area. 1.14

G430 Chatfields Tyne Tees

Durham Road 

Birtley

Existing buildings which form a commercial vehicle sales garage/showroom, 

accompanied with forecourts and parking areas.  Ground contamination and 

mining-related shafts may be present but should be capable of remediation. 

Pockets of the site are at risk of surface water flooding. Site forms part of the 

Team Valley catchment, SuDS would be required. FRA would be required. 

Located in HSE consultation zone. Suitable subject to ground conditions, flood 

risk and HSE consultation.

Site is developed and occupied by non-industrial use.  No indication 

development will come forward within ELR time horizon. Not available. Low

Developed site, to be excluded from 

employment area as part of reduction in 

area of Durham Road, Birtley employment 

area. 1.71
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G433 Land Adjacent To Senate Electrical East Gateshead

Relatively small grassed area with vegetation around the boundary.  Located 

within a wildlife corridor and green corridor; may require an ecological survey.  

Ground may be contaminated but capable of remediation.  Gradient may 

prevent development of part of the site, or require levelling.  Suitable subject 

to ecological survey and ground conditions.

Vacant site, however the land is situated between existing industrial units.  

Small scale and constraints to development suggest site is unlikely to be 

available within plan period. Mid

Vacant site, to be retained within 

employment area. 0.06

G434 Unit 1, Clockmill Road Teams

Existing industrial units.  Located within wildlife corridor and adajcent to River 

Team; an ecological survey would be required.  Most of the site is located 

within flood zone 3a carrying high risk of tidal flooding.  The flood risk 

sequential test would need to be passed.  FRA would be required to consider 

mitigation including land raising and compensatory storage.  Potentially 

suitable subject to ecological survey and flood risk.

Site is developed and occupied. No indication development will come forward 

within ELR time horizon. Not available. Low

Existing site, to be retained within 

employment area. 1.24

G436 UK Land Estates,  Earls Park North Team Valley

Modern industrial units. Historic flooding recorded along Earlsway on western 

boundary. Suitable.

Site has been recently developed with modern industrial buildings.  No 

indication (re)development will come forward within ELR time horizon. Not 

available. High

Existing site, to be retained within 

employment area. 0.95

G437

Impress N.E. Ltd. Bridge End, MGM House 

Newburn Bridge Road Blaydon On Tyne 

Tyne And Wear NE15 8NR Addison

Existing building with forecourt.  Newburn Ford Battlefield Area may require 

archaelogical survey.  Located within wildlife corridor so likely to require 

ecological survey.  Ground contamination may be present but capable of 

remediation.  Suitable.

Ocupied by existing businesses.  Previous developer interest in non-

employment uses of wider area.  No indication site will come forward for B-

class development within ELR time horizon. Not available.
Low

Existing site, to be retained within 

employment area. 0.25

G438 Blaydon Trade Park

Blaydon / 

Derwenthaugh

Blaydon Trade Park site, consisting of industrial and retail units. Ground may 

be contaminated but should be capable of remediation. Suitable subject to 

ground conditions.

Site is mostly occupied by retail units, which appear to be in good condition. 

No indication redevelopment will come forward within ELR timeframe. Not 

available. Mid

Existing site, to be retained within 

employment area. 0.86

G439 Former Finning Uk Ltd

Durham Road 

Birtley

Car showroom and area of hardstanding. Ground likely to be contaminated 

but should be capable of remediation.  Potential amenity issues for nearby 

residential properties, but this should be resolvable given the current use.  Site 

is in flood zone 2 - the flood risk sequential test would need to be passed.  Site 

comprises part of the Team Valley cathment area and Rowletch Burn runs 

along the western boundary.  FRA and use of SuDS would be required.  

Suitable subject to residential amenity and flood risk mitigation.

Site is currently occupied by a car showroom and associated hardstanding.  No 

indication redevelopment will come forward within ELR time horizon. Not 

available. Low

Developed site in other commercial use.  

To be excluded from employment area as 

part of reduction in area of Durham Road, 

Birtley employment area. 3.90

G441 Blaydon Business Centre

Blaydon / 

Derwenthaugh

Site comprises JJ Stanley waste and recycling centre, with some buildings and 

an area of hardstanding.  Electricity pylons cross the site which may restrict 

the height of prospective development. The site adjoins LWS, and is close to 

SSSI.  Parts of site at high and medium risk of surface water flooding. FRA/DIA 

required to consider SuDS.  Suitable subject to above constraints.

Site is occupied by recently built waste and recycling business. No indication 

redevelopment will come forward within ELR time horizon. Not available Low

Developed site, to be retained within 

employment area. 2.03

G443

Vance Court/ Storey Court, Blaydon 

Haughs Industrial Estate

Blaydon / 

Derwenthaugh

Terrace of industrial units. Partially within Coal Authority high risk area; 

ground contamination may be present but this should be capable of 

mitigation. Suitable.

Existing industrial buildings are in reasonable condition, with good level of 

occupancy. No indication site will come forward for redevelopment within ELR 

time horizon. Not available. Mid

Existing site, to be retained within 

employment area. 1.55

G446 Washington Metal Works Ltd, Bath Road Felling

Existing industrial buildings. On-street parking prevalent in the surrounding 

streets, which may present an issue for accessing the site. Suitable subject to 

acceptable access.

Site is occupied by existing building that is currently in use. No indication 

redevelopment will come forward within ELR time horizon. Not available. Low

Existing site, to be retained within 

employment area. 1.42

G448

Zytronic Displays Limited, Transbritannia 

Business Park

Blaydon / 

Derwenthaugh

Site comprises several industrial units and parking / hardstanding, currently 

occupied by Zytronic.  Ground likely to be contaminated but capable of 

remediation.  Partially within a Coal Authority high risk area, but capable of 

mitigation.

Site developed with relatively modern industrial unit and hardstanding, recent 

PPs granted for works to premises.  No indication site will be available for 

redevelopment within ELR time horizon.  Not available. Mid

Existing site, to be retained within 

employment area. 1.46

G450 Birtley Building Products Ltd, Mary Avenue

Durham Road 

Birtley

Developed site, currently occupied (Birtley Group).  Site adoins residential area 

of Birtley, which may affect potential redevelopment opportunities in terms of 

appropriate uses, appeal of location for industrial occupiers, and access to site.  

Site located within a Critical Drainage Area, high risk of surface water flooding.  

Suitable subject to flood risk and residential amenity.

Large occupied site.  No indication site will become available for industrial uses 

in ELR time horizon.  Site adjoins a residential area, and nearby BAE systems 

has consent for residential development.  Seems greater potential for future 

redevelopment to be residential rather than industrial. Low

Existing site.  To be excluded from 

employment area as part of reduction in 

area of Durham Road, Birtley employment 

area. 4.86

G452

Revolution House, Land Bounded By Team 

Street and Clockmill Road Teams

Site mostly developed and in use as car parts sales / distribution (sui generis).  

Situated within wildlife corridor, so ecological survey would be necessary.  

Significant flood risk likely to make the majority of site unsuitable for 

development.  FRA would be required to consider mitigation (land raising and 

compensatory storage), without increasing flood risk elsewhere.  Close to 

residential areas (although landscape screening / buffer is present).  

Unsuitable due to flood risk.

Site is developed (apart from small grassed portion at the south), and appears 

currently occupied (sui generis).  No indication site will becme avaiable for B 

uses during ELR time horizon. Low

Developed site (in other commercial use), 

to be retained within employment area. 0.31
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G453

Land Adjacent to Whickham Industrial 

Estate No

Part greenfield site adjoining Whickham employment area.  Within wildlife 

corridor and GI network - ecological survey would be necessary.  Situated at 

furthest end of whickham industrial estate, requiring access along relatively 

narrow road which is affected by on-street parking.  Critical Drainage Area and 

surface water flood risk.  Drainage assessment would be required to consider 

SuDS.

Mostly vacant / greenfield site.  Potentially offers expansion to adjoining site, 

or new development.  However, no indication that demand at this location will 

be sufficient to bring this site forward within ELR time horizon. Low

Vacant land outwith employment area.  

Potentially suitable for development, but 

physical constraints and relatively low 

market interest indicate site is not 

available. 0.14

G454

Land on West Side of Queensway North, 

North Junction with Fifth Avenue Team Valley

Attractive landscaped area with mature trees/woodland with high ecological 

value.  Unsuitable for development. High

Mature woodland area within TVTE.  

Unsuitable for development. 0.92

G455

Land on East Side of Queensway North, 

North of Junction with Fifth Avenue Team Valley

Attractive landscaped area with mature trees/woodland with high ecological 

value.  Unsuitable for development. High

Mature woodland area within TVTE.  

Unsuitable for development. 1.58

G456

Land on North Side of Station Approach 

between 2 Industrial Buildings Team Valley

Open space, protected for outdoor sports facilities in 2007 UDP policy CFR17.  

Potentially suitable if it can be demonstrated the site is surplus to 

requirements.  Ground may be contaminated but capable of remediation.  In 

Coal Authority high risk area but potential land stability issues capable of 

remediation.  In Wildlife Corridor and on Green Corridor so some level of 

ecological survey work may be required and boundary landscaping should be 

retained.  Team valley located in already congested transport network, 

particularly at southern end - may require mitigation to improve network 

and/or sustainable travel.  South west cornet of the site is at high risk of 

surface water flooding. Vacant (grassed) land, with some landowner interest in development. High

Vacant (open space) land with potential for 

development, subject to policy constraints.  

To be retained in employment area. 0.91

G457

Land on West Side of Dukesway between 

Fourth Avenue and Don Street Team Valley

Comprises mature / semi-mature woodland with high amenity value, and likely 

to have ecological value.  Includes area of functional floodplain 3b, flood zone 

3a and 2 and historic flooding recorded. Black Burn runs through site.  

Unsuitable for development. Low

Woodland area within TVTE.  Unsuitable 

for development. 0.95

G459 Eastern Avenue, TVTE (also NEBS) Team Valley

Site developed, includes Eastern Avenue Trade park at north, and industrial 

building at south.  Ground may be contaminated but capable of remediation.  

Landscaping should be retained along boundaries.  Adequate parking will need 

to be provided.  Surface water flood risk.  FRA required to consider SuDS. Site has been recently developed, and appears in good condition with good 

occupancy.  No indication of becoming available within ELR time horizon. High

Existing site to be retained within 

employment area 1.18

G461 Derwentwater Road, Bensham (also NEBS) Teams

Site is developed and operating as car sales/showroom (Jennings Ford).  

Within wildlife corridor - ecological survey may be required.  Adjoins 

residential uses (care home), and close to dwellings, so may be amenity issues.  

Flood zone 2 and 3.  Critical Drainage Area.  Sequential test required: 

application should be subject to FRA and DIA will require mitigation.

Site in use for non-industrial uses (car sales).  Close to residential uses.  

Unlikely to come forward for B uses within ELR time horizon. Low

Developed site in other commercial use.  

To be excluded from employment area as 

part of reduction in area of Teams 

employment area. 1.78

G462 Fells Road, Team Valley (also NEBS) Team Valley

Existing developed and occupied site containing industrial premises and 

parking with landscaped embankment to rail line.  Adjacent to wildlife corridor 

so may require ecological survey.  In Coal Authority high risk area but potential 

land stability issues capable of remediation.  Site at risk of surface water 

flooding.  FRA required to consider SuDS and in accordance with TVTE SWMP.

Site has been developed with relatively modern buildings.  Good levels of 

occupancy suggests not likely to become available within ELR timeframe. Low

Existing site to be retained within 

employment area 0.42

G465 Neilson Road, Saltmeadows (also NEBS) East Gateshead Recently redeveloped site with industrial units, central parking / yard area. Recently redeveloped site, unlikely to be redeveloped within ELR time horizon Mid

Existing site to be retained within 

employment area 1.20

G466

Felling Business Centre, Green Lane (also 

NEBS) Felling

Vacant site close to edge of Felling Industrial estate.  Land has been vacant for 

some time.  Site close to residential development on Green Lane, which may 

limit potential industrial uses.  Planning permission granted for cat adoption 

centre in Nov 2016.

Site has permission for cat adoption centre.  Planning history shows past 

interest in that use.  Unlikely to be available for B-class use. Mid

Vacant site, to be retained within 

employment area. 1.13

G470 Former UBU, Derwenthaugh EcoParc

Blaydon / 

Derwenthaugh

Site contains Derwenthaugh Ecoparc waste treatment / recycling plant.  

Ground likely to be contaminated but capable of remediation.  Site is located 

in Wildlife Corridor and in close proximity to a SSSI and Local Nature Reserve: 

ecological survey work will be required.  Flood risk is a significant contraint: 

eastern part of site is functional floodplain zone 3b.  Rest of the site is in flood 

zone 2 and 3a.  Ordinary watercourse runs immediately to the south of the 

site.

Site is occupied by waste recycling facility, with recent premission granted 

relating to this ongoing use.  Unlikely to become available for redevelopment 

within ELR time horizon.  Not available. Mid

Existing site to be retained within 

employment area 2.17
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G471 Former factory/warehouse, Earlsway Team Valley

Majority of site (apart from northern (G471)) developed, but vacancy in some 

areas.  Ground likely to be contaminated, but capable of remediation.  

Potential noise issues affecting adjacent hotel, but likely to be capable of being 

resolved.  Site within a Wildlife Corridor.  Need for ecological survey and 

potential mitigation.  Already congested road network may require mitigation.  

Unsuitable due to flood risk - within 16m of Main River, and at high risk of 

river flooding.

Site mostly developed, although some vacant areas may be available for 

redevelopment High

Existing site to be retained within 

employment area 0.36

G472 Council Yard, Cowen Road

Blaydon / 

Derwenthaugh

Site allocated for employment use in 2007 UDP, now developed with buildings 

and hardstanding areas, including the Council’s waste and recycling centre at 

Cowen Road.  Site adjacent to Local Nature Reserve and close to SSSI so 

ecological survey would be required.  Ground likely to be contaminated but 

capable of remediation.  Suitable subject to ecology. Recently developed site, not considered available. Low

Existing site to be retained within 

employment area 1.26

G474 3 Bamburgh Court Team Valley

Site includes existing building and car park. Comprises one unit at the corner 

of industrial premises within Bamburgh Court.  WIthin a wildlife corridor: 

ecological survey would be required.  Ground likely to be contaminated but 

capable of remediation.  Development would be constrained by flood risk, and 

could be restricted by future EA flood defence.  Suitable subject to above 

constraints.

Existing site with good occupancy.  Unlikely to be redeveloped in isolation.  

Not considered available. High

Existing site to be retained within 

employment area 0.15

G475 Abbotsford Road Felling

Developed site, comprises warehouse / distribution building and yard.  

Proximity of residential dwellings at Corrofell Gardens may [resent amenity 

issues.  Located within wildlife corridor so may require ecological survey.  

Potential contamination of site due to previous use / activity.

Occupied site, no indication it will become available for redevelopment during 

ELR time horizon. Mid

Existing site to be retained within 

employment area 1.47

G488a Stonehills Industrial Estate No

Small estate, comprising several industrial  / commercial units.  Fully 

developed, unlikely to provide opportunity for expansion.  Locally listed 

building at frontage of site.

Although parts of the complex are relatively old, premises appear to be in 

reasonable condition, seemingly with good levels of occupancy.  Not 

considered available for redevelopment. Low Existing site outwith employment area 4.82

G488b Jordans Engineering, Pelaw No

Vacant industrial site not allocated for employment use.  Site incorporates 

grassed area in south, adjoining rail line.  Adjoins residential areas, so amenity 

may be an issue for potential occupiers.  Culverted watercours runs through 

the site which requires easement.

Vacant industrial site in an edge of centre location, outwith a defined 

employment area.  Site may be considered appropriate for alternative uses in 

the future. Low Existing site outwith employment area 1.40

G49a

Site Of Former Huwoods Factory, 

Kingsway North Team Valley

Large vacant (cleared) site of former Huwoods Factory.  Site has hybrid full and 

outline permission for employment uses, in process of being implemented.  

Site is potentially contaminated, but capable of remediation.  Congested 

transport network may require mitigation.   Flood risk likely to require 

mitigation and resilience measures and strategic SuDS integrating with the 

SWMP.  Proximity to residential dwellings may present amenity issues.

Cleared site with planning permission covering majority of the site.  

Landowner intends to bring development forward. Low

Vacant site recommended for allocation 

for employment uses. 2.87

G491 Heworth Interchange No

Location of transport interchange.  Provision of significant employment 

premises on this site would require comprehensive redeveloment, considering 

continued use as transport interchange, impact on adjoining junctions, and 

potential implications for setting of nearby listed church.  Unlikely to offer 

realistic opportunity for redevelopment without comprehensive proposal 

which addresses these issues.

No indication that redevelopment of this site is likely to come forward within 

ELR time horizon. Low

Non-industrial use outwith an employment 

area. 2.14

G494a Derwenthaugh Industrial Estate

Blaydon / 

Derwenthaugh

Site contains, buildings, structures, hardstandings and vegetated area in the 

north west corner.  Site is located in a Wildlife Corridor so some level of 

ecological survey work may be required.  Ground likely to be contaminated 

but capable of remediation.

Site appears vacant, and some developer interest in use of this site. Mid

Vacant site recommended for allocation 

for employment uses. 0.91

G495a Clarke Chapman Works East Gateshead

Large industrial unit(s) occupied by a single business.  Ground may be 

contaminated, but capable of remediation.  Within a Coal Authority High Risk 

Area.  Suitable subject to addressing / mitigating constraints

Mostly occupied site.  Includes some older buildings whch may need 

replacement if a new occupier was to be sought.  No indication site will come 

forward for redevelopment within ELR time horizon. Mid

Existing site to be retained within 

employment area 6.52

G495b Clark Chapmans Works, Stadium Road East Gateshead

Cleared / vacant site, includes recently cleared office, and area of 

hardstanding.  Recent proposal for industrial units (B2 / B8).   Already 

congested road network at Heworth and Tyne bridgehead, may require 

mitigation.  Ground may be contaminated, but capable of remediation.  Within 

a Coal Authority High Risk Area.  Suitable subject to addressing / mitigating 

constraints

Planning permission for B2/B8 use is being implemented - anticipated for 

completion in 2018/19 Mid

B2/B8 permission being implemented - 

recommended for allocation for 

employment uses. 2.80



Site ref. Site name

Within 2007 

UDP 

employment 

area Summary assessment of suitability Summary assessment of availability

Achievability 

commercial 

value zone Recommendation Area (ha)

G496 Bath Road Felling

Irregularly shaped site.  Northern / eastern section appears to be in use as 

service yard.  Partly within wildlife corridor, site is known to contain significant 

biodiversity interest.  Ecological survey and potential mitigation required.  Site 

is potentially contaminated due to previous use / activity.    Already congested 

road network at Heworth and Tyne bridgehead, may require mitigation.  

Detailed Planning permission granted in 2016 for anaerobic digestion facility 

indicates constraints have been overcome and site is suitable for 

development.

Apparently vacant site, with planning permission for anaerobic digestion 

facility. Mid

Vacant site recommended for allocation 

for employment uses. 1.09

G497 Huntsman Pigments

Durham Road 

Birtley

Developed and occupied site.  Close to existing residential areas, and site with 

permission for residential use (former BAE systems) so amenity may be an 

issue for future occupiers.  Access to site requires travel through Birtley, which 

may not appeal to some occupiers.

Currently occupied site.  Nearby residential uses and general low level of 

demand for development at this location suggests site may be more attractive 

for non-industrial uses. Low

Existing site, recommended for de-

allocation as part of a reduction in the area 

of the Durham Road Birtley employment 

area. 8.95

G501 Maingate Phase IIA, Queensway N Team Valley

Site comprises several smaller sites, the majority of which are developed and 

currently occupied.  One undeveloped area at the centre of the site (north of 

HSBC), but this is enclosed by other premises/sites, and access is likely to be 

difficult.  

Although some of the premises on Queensway are old, there is no evidence to 

suggest the site would be available for development in the short/medium 

term. Low

Existing site, to be retained within 

employment area. 2.49

G502 1 Earls Park North Team Valley

Developed site comprising industrial units.  Site located within wildlife corridor 

so some ecological survey would be necessary.  Ground likely to be 

contaminated but capable of remediation.  In Coal Authority high risk area but 

potential land stability issues capable of remediation.  Suitable for 

redevelopment subject to above issues being addressed / mitigated.

Sites fronting onto Earlsway appear more modern, or have been refurbished 

more recently than buildings in the rear (towards rail line).  No indication site 

will come forward for redevelopment within ELR time horizon. Low

Existing site, to be retained within 

employment area. 2.01

G504 Kingsway Third Avenue Team Valley

Site contains existing buildings. All of which are locally listed.  Site located 

within wildlife corridor so ecological survey work may be necessary.  Ground 

likely to be contaminated but capable of remediation.

Site developed and occupied - no indication of site being available for 

(re)development in ELR time horizon High

Existing site, to be retained within 

employment area. 1.32

G505 Loblite Team Valley

Contains existing buildings, some of which are locally listed.  Site located 

within wildlife corridor so may require ecological survey work.  Ground 

contaminated but capable of remediation.  

Non-B-class use (laser tag (D2)) occupies building in west of site.  Other 

buildings within the site appear vacant currently.  Potential for redevelopment 

(subject to constraints including those in suitability assessment), but no firm 

indication this is likely within ELR time horizon. High

Existing site, to be retained within 

employment area. 0.65

G506 Mondi / Plot 3 Team Valley

Most of site (apart from eastern extent) is developed.  Vacant / grassed 

eastern portion could be considered as open space, but has an access point 

indicating that it has been intended for development in the past.  Also includes 

a sub-station which would presumably need to be retained.  Ground likley to 

be contaminated but capable of remediation

Western extent is occupied by existing buildings.  Vacant/grassed area in east 

of site could be available for development, but this portion of the site could 

provide SuDS mitigation as part of wider TVTE flood alleviation project.  

Availability therefore uncertain. High

Existing site, to be retained within 

employment area. 0.69

G509 Seventh Avenue / Queensway Team Valley

Site contains existing building.  Ground may be contaminated but capable of 

remediation.  Site currently does not appear to have much internal parking: 

redevelopment would require adequate parking.  Landscaping along 

boundaries should be retained.

Site developed, seemingly occupied with tenant.  Relatively old building in 

poor condition compared to other plots within the estate.  Potential 

redevelopment could be appropriate for range of B uses, but no indication this 

is likely within ELR time horizon. High

Existing site, to be retained within 

employment area. 0.69

G510 Adjacent to British Lion, Carlisle Street Felling

Small site, appears currently in use as storage / yard area.  No clear vehicular 

access point. Small site which appears unlikely to come forward for development on its 

own.  May provide opportunity for expansion of neighbouring site, or provide 

access route to unlock other sites within this part of the employment area. Low

Existing site, to be retained within 

employment area. 0.11

G513

Units 1 to 33 on Earlsway, Team Valley 

Business Centre Team Valley

Comprises buildings and large car park and delivery / loading area.  Within 

Wildlife Corridor and on Green Corridor so may need ecological survey.  Rear 

landscaped boundary should be retained.  Ground likely contaminated but 

capable of remediation.  In Coal Authority high risk area but potential land 

stability issues capable of remediation.  Surface water flood risk.  Suitable 

subject to addressing / mitigating constraints

Site occupied by industrial units which appear to be in reasonable condition, 

and no indication that site will come forward for redevelopment within ELR 

timeframe. High

Existing site, to be retained within 

employment area. 0.85



Site ref. Site name

Within 2007 

UDP 

employment 

area Summary assessment of suitability Summary assessment of availability

Achievability 

commercial 

value zone Recommendation Area (ha)

G514 Land west of Galaxy Business Park Addison

Vacant site made up of scrubland, located in Newburn Ford Battlefield area: 

Development will require archaeological investigation - desk top assessment in 

first instance.  In HSE consultation zone.  Ground may be contaminated but 

capable of remediation.Located within wildlife corridor, so ecological survey 

work will be required..  Flood risk and drainage assessment required.  Access 

may require transport mitigation.  Suitable subject to above constraints

Vacant site within employment area, providing business accommodation in 

West of Gateshead. Low

Vacant site recommended for allocation 

for employment uses. 0.43

G515 International House, Addison Estate Addison

Site contains existing building and storage yard.  Site located in Newburn Ford 

Battlefield area. May need some level of archaeological survey work – but 

impact likely to be capable of mitigation.  Ground likely to be contaminated 

but capable of remediation.  In HSE consultation zone.  In Coal Authority high 

risk area – any issues likely to be capable of being overcome.

Mostly developed site with building and yard area.  Appears currently 

occupied.  No indication site will be developed within ELR time horizon Low

Existing site, to be retained within 

employment area. 0.90

G516 Depot, Saltmeadows Road East Gateshead

Site comprises existing building and car parking area.  Site is located in a 

Wildlife Corridor and adjacent to a Local Nature Reserve so may require 

ecological survey work.  Ground likely to be contaminated but capable of 

remediation.

Site appears currently occupied.  In reasonable condition, although may be 

nearing the end of its operational life.  No indication that site will be 

redeveloped in ELR time horizon Low

Existing site, to be retained within 

employment area. 0.41

G517 Saltmeadows Road East Gateshead

Site contains existing building and storage area, appears to have been vacant 

for some time.  Located in a Wildlife Corridor and adjacent to a Local Nature 

Reserve so may require ecological survey work.  Ground likely to be 

contaminated but capable of remediation.  Already congested road network at 

Heworth and Tyne Bridgehead - may require transport mitigation.  SUitable 

subject to above constraints.

Site contains building and yard area, appears to have been vacant for several 

years.  Building may be close to the end of its operational life.

No recent planning applications to indicate landowner's intentions, but given 

nearby likely development of Baltic Business Quarter, and Baltic Business 

Centre, this site could be considered to offer opportunity for redevelopment 

over mid/long term. Mid

Site provides potential for redevelopment, 

contributing to net supply of employment 

land.  Recommended for allocation for 

employment uses. 0.44

G518

Former Coast and County Premises, Green 

Lane Felling

Site of former abattoir.  Eastern portion of site is undeveloped.  Permission 

granted for scaffolding yard (sui generis?), although development does not 

appear to include vacant land.  Potential contamination due to previous use / 

activity.  Surface water flood risk.  Suitable subject to addressing / mitigating 

constraints

Site is currently vacant, but appears to have been occupied at beginning of 

plan period, so would not contribute to net supply of land.  Permission for sui 

generis use appears likely to be implemented.  Vacant portion of site may 

come forward separately, but no indication of this yet. Mid

Developed site, to be retained within 

employment area. 0.87

G519

Newcastle College Rail Academy, William 

Street Felling

Site developed, with recently completed training (D1 use) facility in eastern 

portion of site, at corner of William Street.  Separate, triangular parcel of land 

south of William Street remains vacant, but is small (<0.25ha) so unlikely to 

provide a noteworthy development opportunity.  NW part of site, separate to 

the new training facility is developed with large building and associated 

hardstanding/yard.  Proximity to residential properties, and access along 

relatively narrow Temple Street (also used by residential properties) may 

reduce appeal of the site for separate development.

Site is developed with D1 use occupier.  NW portion of site may be vacant, but 

could be required to accommodate potential expansion of training facility.  Low

Developed site, to be retained within 

employment area. 2.04

G521

North East Wholesale Fruit and Veg 

Market, Derwent Avenue, Earlsway Team Valley

Cleared site, appears to be within a shared compound and relies on a shared 

access within the NE fruit and veg market.  Site located in Wildlife Corridor so 

may need ecological survey.  Ground likely to be contaminated but capable of 

remediation.  Site appears to include electricity substation which may 

constrain extent of developable area.  In Coal Authority high risk area but 

potential land stability issues capable of remediation.  Already congested road 

network may require mitigation.  Suitable subject to addressing / mitigating 

constraints

Vacant/cleared site within compound of fruit and veg market site.  Could have 

potential for standalone development, although more information is required 

on landowner's intentions before it could be considered appropriate for 

allocation. High

Cleared site which may provide 

opportunity for development.  To be 

retained within employment area. 1.00

G525 Dukesway Court, Dukesway Team Valley

Site contains existing buildings and car parking with landscaping strips fronting 

Dukesway Court.  In Coal Authority high risk area but potential land stability 

issues capable of remediation.  Ground may be contaminated but capable of 

remediation. Existing building on site appears vacant, but seems in good condition.  No 

indication that redevelopment is likely. High

Existing site to be retained within 

employment area 0.41

G526 Dukesway Team Valley

Site contains existing buildings and car parking with landscaping strips fronting 

Dukesway.  In Coal Authority high risk area but potential land stability issues 

capable of remediation.  Ground may be contaminated but capable of 

remediation.

recent change of use proposal for taxi company HQ has been implemented.  

Building is in reasonable condition and (part) occupied, so unlikely to be 

available for redevelopment High

Developed site, partly in other commercial 

use, to be retained within employment 

area 0.64



Site ref. Site name

Within 2007 

UDP 

employment 

area Summary assessment of suitability Summary assessment of availability

Achievability 

commercial 

value zone Recommendation Area (ha)

G527 Eighth Avenue, Dukesway Team Valley

Site contains existing building and car parking.  Ground may be contaminated 

but capable of remediation.  In Coal Authority high risk area but potential land 

stability issues capable of remediation.  Already congested road network may 

require transport mitigation.  Surface water flooding and sewer flooding.  SuDS 

would be required as per SWMP.  Suitable subject to mitigating / addressing 

above constraints.

Site developed with building, which currently appears to be vacant.  Premises 

appear older and may have been vacant for some time, therefore may be an 

opportunity for redevelopment, but availability is uncertain. High

Developed site which may provide 

opportunity for redevelopment.  To be 

retained within employment area. 0.67

G528

Express Engineering, Rede Street, 

Kingsway North Team Valley

Developed site with existing business premises.  Redevelopment would 

require retention of landscape strip along Kingsway North.  Potential 

contamination, capable of remediation.

Site occupied by seemingly relatively modern premises with tenant.  Not 

considered available for redevelopment. High

Existing site to be retained within 

employment area 0.67

G530 Mayflower House, Fifth Avenue Team Valley

Site contains existing buildings and car parks.  In Wildlife Corridor so may 

require some level of ecological survey work.  Adjacent to Coal Authority high 

risk area but potential land stability issues capable of remediation.  Ground 

may be contaminated but capable of remediation.  Site contains attractive 

landscaping along Fifth Avenue which should be retained if site is redeveloped. Site occupied by relatively modern premises with tenant.  Not available. High

Existing site to be retained within 

employment area 0.73

G534 Foster Court Team Valley

Existing unit with yard area, used for storage.  Suitable for redeveloped subject 

to addressing / mitigating constraints. Site occupied, unlikely to be redeveloped in ELR time horizon. High

Existing site to be retained within 

employment area 0.81

G535 Depot, Chainbridge Road Industrial Estate

Blaydon / 

Derwenthaugh

Site contains existing building and hardstanding areas for parking and storage.  

Ground likely to be contaminated but capable of remediation.  In close 

proximity to SSSI, Local Nature Reserve and Wildlife Corridor so may need 

some level of ecological survey work.  Surface water flood risk affects pockets 

of this site.

Site comprises existing building/yard which appears to be occupied.  No 

indication that site is likely to be made available for redevelopment within ELR 

timeframe. Mid

Existing site to be retained within 

employment area 1.39

G62 Land to the west of Flogas Depot Addison

Vacant grassed site located in Newburn Ford Battlefield area.  Development 

will require archaeological investigation - desk top assessment in first instance.  

Coal Authority High Risk Area – likely to be capable of mitigation.  In HSE 

consultation zone.  Located within wildlife corridor and close proximity to 

LWS: ecological survey work will be required.  Ground may be contaminated 

but capable of remediation.  Historic mine water / ground water issues within 

Addison employment area: should be considered within FRA. Unimplimented planning permission from 2012 for B8 use.  Site remains 

vacant, but likely available. Low

Vacant site recommended for allocation 

for employment uses. 0.45

G68

Land Between Nest Road and Felling Shore 

(East of Baltic Road) Felling

Greenfield, undeveloped site within edge of (UDP defined) employment area.  

Site could serve potential role allowing for expansion of adjoining gypsy and 

traveller site in the future, if need is identified.  Alternativley could provide 

temporary accommodation while existing facilities (G271) are refurbished, if 

needed.  Site is in a relatively isolated location at northern extent of 

employment area, which may have reduced its appeal.  Not considered 

suitable for development on this basis.

Vacant site, location may limit its appeal.  Duration of vacancy, and absence of 

previous relevant planning proposals indicate lack of developer interest. Low

Vacant land recommended for de-

allocation as part of a reduction in the area 

of Felling employment area 1.93

G71b

Warehouse Shibdon Road/ Chainbridge 

Road

Blaydon / 

Derwenthaugh

Site is developed with large industrial unit.  Recent outline planning permission 

for mixed use commercial / retail.

Edge of centre site withoutline planning permission for commercial / retail.  

Not considered available for employment use. Low

Developed site recommended for de-

allocation from Blaydon / Derwenthaugh 

employment area. 3.31

G73 Old Fold, Land at East Gateshead No

Large area to east of Felling employment area, including playing fields 

currently part of Gateshead stadium / college facilities.  Redevelopment would 

require assessment of need to protect open space / sports facilities.  

Gateshead Stadium has been identified within Playing Pitch Strategy / Football 

Plan as a potential location for a football hub, with provision of additional 3g 

pitches to meet strategic requirement for sports facilities.  This is a large site 

and any comprehensive development would require a masterplan approach: 

smaller portions may come forward separately.  Contamination is a significant 

constraint to development in this area, and site specific conditions would need 

to be assessed for before determining suitability.

Portion of site may be available for employment use, but no firm indication of 

this,  not currently considered available. Low

Open space, sports and recreational 

facilities, outwith employment area. 18.27



Site ref. Site name

Within 2007 

UDP 

employment 

area Summary assessment of suitability Summary assessment of availability

Achievability 

commercial 

value zone Recommendation Area (ha)

G91a Elgin / Broadway Centre No

Vacant / hardstanding adjoining residential/allotment and day care centre.  

Allocated for residential use in UDP housing allocation H3.70.  Surrounding 

uses, including residential and school likely to restrict potential industrial 

activities.  Transport assessment would be required to ensure safe access 

could be achieved.  Site is now overgrown, likely to require ecological survey 

work.

Planning history suggests interest in residential.  Surrounding uses impose 

constraints to access / amenity which may be difficult for industrial 

development to overcome, and suggest unlikely to be developed for industrial 

use.  Residential development would appear a more appropriate use. Low Vacant land outwith employment area. 1.37



 

 

Appendix 2: HELAA Methodology Flowchart 

 

Source: PPG Paragraph: 006 Reference ID: 3-006-20140306



 

 

Appendix 3: Employment Sites and Areas Maps  

 

 

 

  



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

Appendix 4 

Marketing periods of vacant employment land and premises in Gateshead 

and implications for Local Plan policy 

1. Introduction 

Emerging MSGP policy for the protection of employment land involves the allocation of three 

tiers of employment land;  

 

o Key Employment Areas – provide locations which have a significance to the sub-regional 

or regional economy; accordingly the loss of employment land in these areas to non-B 

class uses will be most strongly resisted  

o Main Employment Areas – principally for employment uses but supporting alternative 

development may also be permitted where they would not detract from the existing 

industrial function of the area. 

o Local Employment Areas – land that will be used for employment use if there is evidence 

of ongoing demand from businesses in those use classes 

 

There is a need to find a robust approach to setting a minimum marketing period in policy, as 

any policy requirement would need to accommodate the NPPF requirement to avoid the long 

term protection of employment land if there is no reasonable prospect of its use.  This 

research has been undertaken to attempt to quantify what “no reasonable prospect” (NPPF, 

Paragraph 120) might mean in terms of suitability, vacancy and marketing of prospective 

sites. The outcome will be considered along with other evidence to inform Gateshead’s policy 

approach to the allocation and protection of employment land. 

 

2. Method 

Data revealing how long each site was on the market was extracted from EGi on 31/01/2017.  

The information provided details of marketed land and premises comprising office, 

industrial/manufacturing and warehousing/distribution premises in Gateshead’s 

employment areas.  The median and upper (longest) quartile marketing periods (i.e. amount 

of time since premises were first advertised as being vacant on EGi) were calculated, grouped 

by category of employment area as described above.  This data was used to assess reasonable 

marketing periods, and to consider whether there is a significant distinction between 

marketing periods in different employment areas in Gateshead. 

 

The results were then used to suggest what period of marketing should be required by 

Gateshead’s Local Plan policy before change of use to non-employment use could be 

considered appropriate.  When considered alongside other factors, duration of marketing 

activity could be used to gauge market interest in a specific site, indicating whether there is a 

reasonable prospect of a site being occupied for employment uses. 

 



 

 

 

3. Results 

Data presented below show the median and longest quartile marketing periods for 

employment areas proposed for allocation in the Local Plan. There were no data showing 

marketing periods for Durham Road, Birtley and Stargate, Teams and Whinfield Employment 

Areas. 

 

Category 
Employment 

Area 
Data 

Date on 
Market 

Marketing 
period 

(months) 
Comments 

Key 
Employment 

Areas 

Follingsby 
25% 21/07/2014 30 

 

Median 28/11/2014 26 

Team Valley 
25% 01/02/2014 36 

 

Median 29/07/2015 17 

ALL KEY EMPLOYMENT AREAS 
25% 01/02/2014 35 

 
Median 29/07/2015 17 

Main 
Employment 

Areas 

Addison 
25% 21/05/2015 19 Only one record 

available for this 
Area Median 21/05/2015 19 

Blaydon 
25% 01/10/2015 15 Shortest overall 

marketing period Median 14/01/2016 12 

East 
Gateshead 

25% 08/08/2016 6 Only one record 
available for this 

Area Median 08/08/2016 6 

Felling 

25% 24/11/2012 49 
Influenced by 

Brewery Lane site 
being on market 

since 2009 
Median 13/11/2015 14 

Portobello, 
Birtley 

25% 03/02/2015 23 
 

Median 03/02/2015 23 

ALL MAIN EMPLOYMENT AREAS 

25% 03/02/2015 23 

 
Median 01/10/2015 15 

Local 
Employment 

Areas 
Whickham 

25% 03/08/2013 41 
 

Median 01/04/2015 21 

ALL EMPLOYMENT AREAS 

25% 
17/05/2014 

32 
 

Median 29/07/2015 17 

 



 

 

The shortest overall marketing period was for premises located in Blaydon Main Employment 

Area, where the median marketing period was 12 months.  Most Employment Areas had a 

median marketing period between 12-24 months, with the exception of Follingsby which saw 

sites marketed for an average of 26 months. 

 

4. Conclusions 

Data presented above suggest that the median marketing periods for employment premises 

are approximately 17-26 months for Key Employment Areas, around 15 months for Main 

Employment Areas, and approximately 21 months for Local Employment Areas.  When 

determining whether there can be considered to be ‘no reasonable prospect’ of a site being 

occupied for employment use, it may be more appropriate to consider the upper (longest) 

quartile marketing durations.  Data collected indicate that the longest quartile marketing 

periods for premises in Key Employment Areas is 35 months, around 23 months at Main 

Employment Areas, and around 32 months for all employment areas.  However these results 

may under-estimate actual marketing periods, as landowners or agents may be inclined to 

withdraw advertisements for vacant sites, and then re-advertise on the market in the hope of 

attracting fresh interest. 

 

Based on the data presented in this assessment, within Key Employment Areas, a minimum 

marketing period of 30 months would represent an appropriate indication (to be considered 

alongside other factors) that there is no reasonable prospect of a site being occupied for 

employment uses.  Within Main Employment Areas in Gateshead, a minimum period of 24 

months would be appropriate for policy purposes.  The distinction between marketing 

periods reflects the findings of this assessment, and also supports a strategic policy approach 

of affording a greater degree of protection to land within Key Employment Areas, and a lesser 

degree of protection to land within Employment Areas. 
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